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7.1.  MATERIALS HANDLING 

7.1.1.  INTROPUCTION 

Normal operation of all hospitals requires transfer of large amounts 

of materials (such as linen, meals, equipment, and trash) and many smaller 

Items (such as drugs, supplies, prescriptions, orders, and other paper- 

work) from place to place within the hospital.  Some planners go so far 

as to say that hospital design and operation are mainly problems in 

logistics.  In this study we did not itemize materials handling as a 

functional cost category, because the categories used in Section 1.6. 

do not lerd themselves to this division.  Rather, materials handling is 

a significant fraction of the capital and operating costs in almost all 

of the functional cost categories.  In this part of the report vie deal 

with these costs and possible ways of reducing them. 

The standard method of transporting materials, observed in most mili- 

tary hospitals, is to push carts by hand from place to place using ele- 

vators for the vertical portion of each trip. Military hospitals sometimes 

employ pneumatic tube systems as well.  In recent years, several other 

materials handling systems, some designed solely for hospital use, have 

become available. A few, such as Cyberail, Amscar, Telellft, and ACTS 

(all described later in this report), are highly automated. These offer 

the presumable advantage of reducing the number of personnel necessary to 

make deliveries, and therein lies their major justification.  In many 

respects the novel systems are difficult to compare with one another, 

because they are designed for different kinds of materials.  However, 

each can be compared with a manual system, and this is what we have done. 

Even with this approach some problems arise; for example, if people are 

used to transport linens because that is cheaper, then they might be 

used to transport supplies as well even though by Itself that is a more 

expensive alternative. Nevertheless the merits of various systems become 

clear enough in the course of analysis. 

Military hospitals are quite different from civilian hospitals in cer- 

tain respects relevant to materials handling. The amounts of material 

which must be moved for each military inpatient are generally smaller. 

7.1.1 
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because many of them are not so sick as they are In civilian hospitals. 

The cost of manual labor is not so great in military hospitals for two 

reasons. One Is that military pay scales tend to be somewhat lower 

(though the small difference conceivably may vanish if anything like 

a voluntary military service is created). The other is that materials 

transport is an ideal occupation for many servicemen in convalescent 

status. This is essentially free labor. We have not tried to estimate 

the amount of such labor in our evaluations, because it fluctuates and 

cannot be absolutely relied upon. Nevertheless, Che fact that free 

labor is usually available should be borne in mind when examining the 

costs of manual systems. 

7.1.2. MATERIALS HANDLING REQUIREMENTS AT MILITARY HOSPITALS 

In our technical evaluations, our practice has been to imagine that 

each of the potpnial improvements is introduced at Fort Olx, Jacksonville 

NAS, and March AFB aad to evaluate its merits in those contexts. In gen- 

eral, we have used the observable requirements placed on the systems under 

evaluation by present modes rf operation; however, we have born« in mind 

how present operations might be affected by other innovations and by 

changes in operating load. For example, the amount of crash currently 

produced in milicary hospital» is less Chan what might be expecced In the 

future if disposable ware and convenience foods are used (»ee Section 

7.2.); the amounts of materials per bed In the acute care hosplU«! will 

also Increase if light care facilities are developed, since convalescing 

patients will be removed from the hospital. 

Rather than mix the effects of  'J Innovation» Into Ch« analyaia, 

we have chosen to examine the impact of alternative materials handling 

systems by themselves. The three hospitals span a sufficient alte range 

to permit us to determine tht merits of each available system and to eeti* 

mate its impact under other conditions.  For Instance, if light care 

facilities are used, Ualson Army Hospital would have about 5M acute car« 

beds instead of the current 900.  Since Jacksonville Naval Hospital cur- 

rently has about 520 acute care beds, evaluation In thia context furnlahes 

a measure of the situation at Walson If a light care facility were 

7.1.2 
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introduced.  Slnllarly. the hospital at March AFB is illustrativ« 

of the reduced-sise Jacksonville Hospital. 

Precise Masures of the aaterials handling load are not necessary 

o appraise adequately a candidate aaterials handling systea, because 

the loads are certain to change with tisM. What is necessary is to 

use a coMon basis when ccaparing different systesw.  In Table 7.1.1( 

7.1.2 and 7.1.3 we have estiaated the aaterials handling loads at each 

of the three hospitals. These loads sre derived froa observations 

(reported in Voluae 8), froa estiaatea coaputed froa @ther studies , 

and froa other data coocaming likely acdificatioaa to present elreua- 

stances.  In all caaea we have aasuaed that both the hospital and Its 

clinics are being fully utilised, since these are the conditiona which 

a aateriala handling systea auat accoeaodate even though in aaoy obnerv- 

able instaneaa full capacity is not r««clied. 

To elialnate estraneoua detail, w« used aa a basia for layout the 

scheaatic dlagrawi shown In Plgurea 8.1.1 (Ualson Aray Hospital), 

8.2.1 (March AFB Hoapltal), and 8.3.1 (Jacksonville Naval Hospital). 

These dlagraaa convey the relative slss and position of vstious depart* 

avots, but they suppress the llaltstloas on actual iastallstion of 

aster lets handling syatsaa lapooed by the pressot structurss.  In this 

way our satlaates are not befogg«d with detelled probleaa of Instslls- 

lion, which could presuaabty be r#«"iv»4 If the Installation of parti» 

cular aysteaa wer* contenplated early In the design phase, aa they 

«houtJ be. This approach also keeps analysts sa a aanagsable scsls. 

The departasnta snuaerstcd In Tablss 7,1,1  - 7.1*1 ars thoee found 

In the correepondlng dlagraa» In Vaiva» i.  The Chinas called Muoltsw 

lists the nunber of planning units Is sqwafr» @l \I&Q  »^ ft) occupied 

by each defartaeat. for the sake «« staiplIcily« corridor specs, stslr 

wella, and elevator shafts «re generally Incorporated In the dspartaent 

which surrounds thea, even though the- <Ml4  be retarded a» parts of the 

general circulstion are«. 

7.1.3. WAT1MAU IIAMtlWC tTITIWi gMÜttMU 108 WUtrilt 

Verv few .rvU new system» haw been devel@p«d within the lael 

thirty years for tran«p<r»f tt«»a tMtvrl«!« within a kospltsl eswironnenl. 
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TABLE 7.1.2 a 

JACKSONVILLE NAS HOSPITAL 
Daily Flow of Clean and Dirty Linen 

(pounds) 

V 
*- r* m * in «e r* ee a» e ~ N ^ ^ ^ SS2& « 98 N R R 8 

Nv                 TO 

FROM              Xw lilllli lift! 11 IJ 
j ii I { { ■ 

! 

V p r.«^* ^ (0 • N N ? 2 ? S • 

1 Administration 4 
2 Records 1 
3 Laboratory 4 20 
4 Radiology 6 20 

1st 5 Pharmacy 2 20 
Floor 6 

7 

8 
9 

Emergency 
Dietary 
Stores 
Sterile Supply 

1 
14 
7 

3 

200 
1<0 

50« 560 100 100 
10 Lwndry 1 8 8 8 8? I       1 s Ml o 

S 5* 
o § § 

11 Clinics 26 1S00 
** 

12 Mechanical 4 

13 Administration 17 
2nd 14 Clinics 6 60 

15 Surgery 9 850 

16 Intensive Care 2 2S0 
3rd 

17 
(16 beds) 

Nursing Wards 
(76 beds) 

12 760 

18 Nursing Wards 14 610 
4th (61 bads) 

19 Obstetrics 

(41 beds) 
11 510 

5th 20 Nursery 

(36 cribs) 
3 180 

21 Nursing Ward 14 610 i 
6th (100 beds) 

22 Nursing Werd 14 1000 
7th (100 beds) 

23 Nursing Ward 14 1000 
8th (76 beds) . . 

Roof 24 Mechanical 6 

196 
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; TABLE 7.1.3 b 

MARCH AFB HOSPITAL 
Daily Flow of Meali and Soiled Food Trays 

(All entries from Dietary are food trays; all entries to Dietary are soiled trays) 

\ 

\ 
TO 

FROM 

lit 
Floor 

1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
6 
7 
• 

10 

Administration 
Records 

Pharmacy 
cmes^ancy 
Dietary 

Clinic« 

2nd 
11 

(49 bads) 

(621 

13 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
8 
4 

19 
7 

^Nn«ia<or«sea»o 

«^«n^^so«o>r» 
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159 60 
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10 156 
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17 
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TABLE 7.1.3 c 

MARCH AFB HOSPITAL 

Daily Flow of Sterile Trays* 

FROM 

Ist 
Floor 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

11 

12 

Administration 
Records 
Laboratory 
Radiology 
Pharmacy 
Emergency 
Dietary 
Stores 
Clinic* 
Nursing Ward 

(49 beds) 

Nursing Ward 
(52 bads) 

Nursing Ward 
(53 beds) 

Delivery 
Nursing Ward 

(20 beds) 
(30 cribs) 

Surgery 
Sterile Supply 
Intensive Care 

(14 beds) 
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4 
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TABLE 7.1.3 d 

MARCH AFB HOSPITAL 

Daily Flow of Starlit Pacfcagas and BoMaa 

(Entrlai in "tofcagai" of About 2 Cu Ft Each) 
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\    T0 .im   1 i i i ill FROM \ llllllJil f I ii 
\ 2~*n~~m*m* s $ « r» MM« 

1 Administration 13 
2 Racordt 
3 Laboratory 
4 Radiology 

1«t 6 Pharmacy 
Floor 6 

7 
8 
9 

10 

cmargancy 
Dietary 
Storw 
CliniM 
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(49 bads) 

19 

11 NurtinQ Wttr o 10 
2nd (62 bads) 

12 NuningWard 10 
3rd (63 bads) 

13 Dalivary 3 

4th 14 NuningWard 
(20 bads) 
(30 cribs) 

7 

16 Surgery 3 

8th 
16 Sterile Supply 2 315             30 14 M 14 6       14 30       30 
17 Intensive Care 6 

(14 beds) 

101 
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Hanf  of the old«r pr«ic«»c#K JM»VC* J»rei» ms4* mutt   flvslbl« «nd b«c« 

«K>r« wtd«Jv u**ii, but «Mtll r«.«atiy tlMrtr iw*» b««n f«w tlgntftcMit 

.•dvanet» «tth«r to «»cfeoolagy ör c«sc#pt. 

To «v«lu«t« ihr «jrocoao proooatly •voUobl«, **• cioootffod ih*» 

toco »U cocotorlo», boood prlaorily oa th« maoomr  In which ■otortolo 

or« troooporcod fro« ooo point to onothor. A gooorol doocrtpcloa of 

th«*« gonorlc c«coforloa follows. 

7.1.3.1. Ho#o«ng«r <Monuol) Tronoport Sy>t< 

Honuol transport «yato«* oaploy paoplo Co carry aatarlal or puah 

and pull varloua Cypaa o/ eoovayaocaa fro« on« aacCion of a hoaplcal 

to «nochar. Hoapttal» ttiat uaa rhJ# for« of «ocarial transport, 

wbteh Inclwdaa soat ailllcary hioaplcala^ cbaracccr fat teal ly h»ve  low 

initial capital ccita (for purchaaa and Inatalladon) but tiigb oparat- 

ing coats. Factors which tand to incraaa« th« operating caata of aanual 

ayacattt include the foXlowing: 

a A hoaplcal's naada require 24~hour aervice; 

m   People gee sick or tired, they say be unlntereated in their 

work, or they May become  involved in taaka which preclude 

their perforaing functiona neceaaary to the proper opera- 

tion of Che hoaplcal; 

a Manual ayacaaa are «ore aubject to probleaa of labor turnover; 

a People sake aistakes, and Che more people involved in a 

pardcular funcclOR, the greater ttu- frequency of thaae 

■iscakea. 

On Che other hand, manual systems have one major advantage:  they 

are extremely flexible. There ia little difficulty in re-inatruct- 

ing an employee who haa Just completed a steal delivery, aay, Co pick 

up soiled laundry, take a message from one point to another, or 

deliver medication. 

Systems that employ people as the prime material handling agents 

also typically utilize bins, tables with casters, meal carts, and 

other portable devices so that the items of supply need not be car- 

ried buc can be wheeled from one location Co another. 
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TlMr« M  no •u9lyi»f ot manutl »fmtmmm  «• tuch,  tboufli thmrt 

mtm mmf  »uppllvrs for ih« •<}«ttpMrfil. KamMily UM «qulpavot (CM* 

ttrwl t*t»l«». («MiNi cootaimrr*, mtc.) *rm  bought on  an «••n«*d«<l basl« 

«od «r« coa|>l«t*ly M«tnt«tn«4 bjr tlM hoopltal ■«IIKMMAC« cr«w. to^ilr 

of cbl« oqulp«otit »• rclotlwly •tapl«.  In «pot Imitottcoo ihr vorlocy 

of coovoyoiico» to lorgor chon noeooooiy, *n4  thoro to lltllo occowpt 

to rodoco tb« nu«l»«r or tf|Nr of ttmvwysm**  ummi. 

7.1.J.2« AMto—tie Wodul« lron>port 

Tht« cotogory of oq«ilp«««t ho* hv  f«r fb« hifboot purebooo «üMl i- - 

■toilotlon comt».    Tbc only eboroctortsttc which to COOMOR io  oll of 

Cv« oyocoao In tbto cotogory tu  eboe tboy onploy o mo4ut»t  contolnor 

of oufftclont »turn  to oorwtco tbm  n«»d» of o oortoo of words, lobs, 

cllirico, or otbor uotng doportaonto. Tbc contolnor» oro dootgnod to 

csrry fro« 20 to 60 MOIO or linon ebongo*, coaplotoly oitpply o mur«'- 

fog word with Its «odicotlon requirvarnt«, or porbop« on onttro flooi 

wttb It» bouookooptng roquirsnontt.  It la oooontlol thot tbo alto of 

tbo coototnor bo vory corofully fitted to tbo bonpltot's noods. 

AutosMttc aodulo transport systons «aploy oloctronlc, oognotlc, 

or Manual addroaa controls so tbot the contotnars csn b» autoastl- 

colly tronsportad froa ona oroo of o floor to a dlffsroot aroa of a 

diffaront floor. Tha aatbod of tranaport variaa with tha typa of 

ayata» undar discussion but includes auch ■athods ast alactrtcally 

po»arad, salf-propallnd tronaportars to which cootatnors can b«* 

autoaatlcally attachad; ovarhaad «onorslla; andleas-chstn convayors; 

and battary-powarad, guldawtra-controllad trucks. 

The autoaatically controllad nodule providaa a isodarate speed 

of tranaport, can aove both varttcally and horizontally, and can 

met  as a sacon^sry storogeodlspanalng unit within its potnt-of-use 

araa. 

Due to their site and power requireaents, these systems are best 

used for bulk and scheduled deliveries of large boxaa or aany itasia. 

They are not an efficient form nf transportation for one-at-a-tiaa 

and small, unacheduled iteaa. 
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TIM »wppit«™ of Mt lie !• •«•!#*• «r«  li»f4 bmla*. 

Ammco SysiMM Coapiny 
Division of Aawrlcaa ItorllUor Coap«iiy 

CMC I« AutOMt«4 Sy«t«M 

Coluabtt« NcKiimoa Corporal ton 
Conwyor DlvUlon 
Ho«pit«i «««I Instltwtloaal Saloc 

tarrott Eloctrotilc» Corp&tmtltm 

UtnAmtMotk*   CWit<»r|an4» 

Aaortcan HPttoratS 4 lo«ltt*lrl«l 
Truck Diwi»ioo« of totoo« t«lo 
4 Town« 

A f«M •ystoMi cor>nat Nr char«ctvrttod m»  «ui«MMtlc iMdtai« iron««- 

port* bocouo« UM vohlcl»» nutt bo aowd «Mioolly In tho borltootol 

dlrocttoo, fOrtlcol irant^rf, howovor, i»  occoapl 1 «bod «uioaoClcollv, 

In thot th« contolnor coo bm  lojoctod ood ojoccod fro« spoclol olovo» 

ton by •laply proootcled (bo coniroU on tho contolnor. Syttoao of 

till* typo orot 

Corgoaootor Cullbort, Inc. 

Cort-Motlc focurlty Plro Door Coaponv 

(L'nnoaod} MHCO Syatoas Coopoay 
Division of AaorUon StorlUtor Cofip^ny 

Cyborotl Syotoa 

ACTS Syttoa 

&wld«-0-H«|}c SyotMi 

Von loll tyitos 

Coblo>tlov i icholnlo«» con,, 
oogino«ro4 mt. had If. 
•y*., A tultf«n<« con- 
trol volilclov 

7.1.3.3.  Tof bo» Syto— 

This typo of pystoa onploys • contnlnor with a capacity of boiw««n 

ono and two cubic foot. For th« purpooo of thl« dlscuotloo, toto bo« 

•ystoM ar« tho«« which nov« in both tho vortical and horltontal plan«»; 

«y«t«a* which c«n ir«v«l only v«rtlcally «r« liiclud«d with du«bw«lt«r« 

under th« Tr«yv«yor c«t«fory. 

Th« contalnart in tot« bo« «y«t««« «r« conaonly fabrlcatad fron 

pl««tlc or fib«rflaas fiat   and will not «ualain rough handling. Th« 

addr««slng nvchanlsn i« «lth«r on th« lid« of th««« box«« or Inboddod 

In th« pla«tlc «nd 1« th« s«a« as that us«d In autoMllc nodul« «yston« -■ 

naacly, «Wctronlc, nagnctlc, or nvchanlc«! addr«»« tab«. 

Ho«t of th« tot« box convvyor «y«t«n« Bust chang« th« acthod of 

address coding when going froa « horltontal transport «ode to a vertlc«! 

one or vice versa. 
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t«u*Uy,  ihm jfivr amchmfm lor vvrtlc«! and horttcMit«!  trans- 

pon arm indmpttämm  mod quit* difl«r*«it.    Larger mymtmm «■playing 

tot« bog coavayora trtlii aaitf tatarctiaoga« batvavn tha vartlcal rjt 

horliontal  trana^rt  «aetfoita Ian4 to bm a^wnalva in both  Jatltal 

and ofaratlaf coala.    tfca largaaf portion of tha oparatlog cont it 

•fttm naiotaiiiattca. 

Tha «paad of thia typ» ol  tranaport »ymimm la cooaidarad nodarac«. 

and it« capacttf la coealdaraiily laa» than that oi awtottatfc •odwl« 

«ygCoaa.    Tota hoaat ar« prtaartlf uaad to tranaport «paciaana, nail, 

racorda, and «Mill ««ppliaa.    fhay ara not avltabla for dallvaring 

food,  lino«, or Uaah, which for« « larga pvrevntaga of  tha aatarial 

raquirint traaap&rt. 

Doa mf9imm »ell» within ih« tiwta horn catagory hot  1» not typical 

ol  tha noraal tota iwm conway^r daalgn.    fhi«  in tha Talalift iyata* 

hy üinuttc Syatann Dtvlalon. of Haalar.  inc.     It aatploya« a .«alff r(»$«ll#d 

•lactrtc car oo which la a&untad a coniainar tha atta of an attach« 

can«.    Tha car nov«« on a track natworh  In both tha «articgi and' horl- 

aoocal MMla«.    Thia nyat«« «rrangaMrnt avoida tha  intarfac« problaaa 

that occur  In othar Iota boa cooaoyota at  vertical-to-horltontal  trane- 

far polnta, and  it «lao radoca« the 4aa«ge thai  can ba dona to contalnara m 

bya uni^ua daalgn «ditch Unit« tha iMibar of polnta at which a tranaportar 

or contnlnar can ba raaotfad Iron thm «rack natirarh. 

SyitMM and •uppliar» incliid«d in Chla category arat 

Kacordlift Standard Convayor 

Cergoaaatar ContaJnar Syata« Mi«lb»rt,   Inc. 
(Thia ayataai bear» the «aiw 
naaa aa ooa '{"fiat thia coapdny 
auppllea  In tha autoilatic 
•odulc category -• i.   .< 
Cargoaaatar —» but  It  la a 
container ayatan nlailar lo 
thoae aupptled by the other 
tote box ayataa atanufactyrera.} 
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TaUlift Hosier Airmatic Division 
A subsidiary of American 
Standard Corporation 

SEL 3S Standard Elektrlck Lorenz, A.C. 
StL 7 3 SEL (German) 
SEL 100 

Bio conveyors Siemens Aktiengesellschaft (German) 
box conveyor systems 

' 7.1.3.4.  Pneumatic Tube Systems 

These systems srs In wide hospital use. Including many military 

hospitals, and ars ussd for servicing pharmacy, mall, and record trans- 

port requirements. They are ^cc*»lonaUy used for small Instruments, 

specimens, sod small supplies, but as they cannot transport bulk Items, 

they must be rsgsrde« as ancillary to ths major forme of transport. 

The contalnsr Is ususllv cylindrlcsl or oval, and ranges in size 

from 2 1/2 Inches In diameter by 8 inche« long up to 4 Inches in dia- 

meter and 16 Inches long.  (A few systems carry box-shaped containers 

big enough for records.)  It Is pushed by pressurised air or pulled 

by a vacuum through enclosed tubes from one ststion to snother. Most 

syst*«B use s csntrsllced trsnsfer point, which diminishes the point-to- 

point speed of transport. Modern systsmM use coding on the cylinder to 

determine routing automatically. These systems sre the most rapid of 

all of the mechanical systems under dlscusniun and operate at speeds 

of up to 13 feet per second. 

Users hsve mixed feelings concerning pneumatic tube systems. We 

have found thst hospltsls with good maintenance prograsw use the systems 

hesvily sod sre sstlsfled with their operation, while institutions 

with mediocre or poor sMlntenance procedures have allowed the systems 

to deteriorate to the point where they are of little service.  The latter 

condition prevailed at every military hospital w«? visited. Maintenance 

appears to be the »cm Important single factor in the use of pneumatic 

tubes; discipline to Insure correct use end to prevent vandslism is 

also important in obtaining satisfactory results.  Systems and su^pllers 

included in this cstegory are: 
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Air tube systems Lamson Corporation 

Pneumatic tube systems Standard Conveyor Company 

Pneumatic tube systems Hosier Alrmatlc Division 
American Standard Corporation 

Light pneumatic tube systems Standard Elektrik Lorenz, A.G. 
(Type LR 100 and LR 124) SEL (a subsidiary of ITT) 

Full-Intercommunication Siemens and Halske Aktiengesellschaft 
pneumatic tube conveyor sys. (German) 

Small-size pneumatic tube 
conveyor sys. 

Pneumatic tube conveyor sys. 

Nuflyte Air Chute System Cutler Mall Chute Company 
Air Chute Systems 

7.1.3.5. Vacuum Collection Systems 

This category of systems is an outgrowth of the gravity-fed verti- 

cal chutes used for the collection of laundry and garbage.  The older 

system simply collected the laundry and garbage at the lowest level in 

some type of bin, which then had to be pushed to a central collection 

point; vacuum collection systems not only transport laundry or waste ■ 
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from the various patient care areas to &  low level in the hospital facility 

but also move it on that low level to a central collection point, so that 

no personnel need to Involved except in the patient care areas.  Systems 

such as this are particularly desirable where more than one vertical 

line Is required, or where the centralized collection point is remote 

from the vertical lines. 

The chief advantage of these systems within hospitals is that they 

minimize the transport of soiled linen and waste by personnel from remote 

areas of Che hospital to the central collection points. They also minimize 

the transport of soiled materials and waste through areas of medical or 

patient activity. 

When vacuum collection systems are used, all materials should be 

bagged; this reduces the dirtying and resultant corrosion of the tubes 

and permits more efficient operation of the system. 

Systems representative of this category are: 

Air Flyte Systems Eastern Cyclone Industries, Inc. 

A.V.A.C. Systems Aerojet General Corporation 

- 

1 



Vacuum-sealed suction        A.B. Centralsug (Sweden) 
conveyance systems 

7.1.3.6. Trayveyor Conveying Systems 

In this category we include not only systems which are designed 

specifically for food service, but also tote box and dumbwaiter systems 

which provide only vertical transport.  Trayveyor systems are used to 

move trays from the dietary preparation area to either cafeterias or 

patient care areas, and they return the soiled trays from these areas 

to the washing facilities.  The dumbwaiter and vertical tote box sys- 

tems are used only where their outlets are in point-of-use areas, such 

as nursing stations or clinical laboratories. 

Trayveyor conveying systems have two significant limitations: 

• While these systems generally handle many small increments 

of material and are capable of handling large total volumes, 

they do so one at a time. As a result, personnel must be 

available at both the input and output ends. 

• For maximum efficiency, the supplying d -la^tment and the 

receiving departments should be located directly above one 

another, because these systems operate in a vertical mode 

only. Unfortunately, modern hospitals are not often de- 

signed with the point-of-use area directly over the storage 

and supply areas, so these systems have limited application. 

Systems and suppliers included in this category are: 

Food service conveyors        Lamson Corporation 

Traylifts and Traybelts       Lamson Corporation 

Subveyor Systems Olson Division 
American Chain & Cable Company 

Recordlift Standard Conveyor Company 

Cargomaster Container Systems  Guilbert, Inc. 

Dumbwaiter systems Energy Corporation 

In addition to investigating the specific systems mentioned above, 

we talked to a large number of industrial material-handling suppliers 

for information on the applicability of their systems to a hospital 

environment.  Some of these companies, whose systems were judged to 
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be too industrially oriented to be useful at present, Include the 

following: 

Powerflex 

Monorail conveyor systems 

Material handling equipment 

Conveyor equipment 

Vertical and overhead 
transfer systems 

Dashaveyor 

Cartrack Systems 

A powered and free overhead con- 
veyor system by Columbus 
McKinnon Corporation, 
Conveyor Division 

IKM Industries 
Division of Republic Corporation 

Riverside Division 
FMC Corp. 

Javis B. Webb Company 

H. G. Web & Company 

Dashaveyor Company 

Borgs Fabriks (Sweden) 

7.1.3.7. System Efficiencies 

To illustrate how the various categories of systems are used within 

a hospital, we have prepared Figure 7.1.1, which compares the six generic 

types of systems with respect to their efficiency in performing various 

material handling needs of hospitals. It can be seen that for regular 

deliveries of food, linen, normally scheduled pharmacy items, etc., 

automatic modular systems are quite efficient, whereas for items of 

small bulk of unscheduled deliveries an automatic modular system would 

not be particularly efficient. Vacuum collection and trayveyor systems, 

which are designed to accomplish specific, limited tasks, do in fact 

perform those tasks efficiently but are not very useful for other appli- 

cations. The most significant points brought out by this chart are that 

no one system fulfills all of a hospital's needs and that several 

combinations of systems could be designed to fully service a hospital 

situation. Each type of hospital has different materials handling re- 

quirements and calls for a different combination of systems to meet these 

requirements most efficiently. 
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7.1.3.8. Future Developments in Materials Handling 

Not long ago, industry was much more advanced than hospitals 

with regard to materials handling. That statement is no longer true, 

as the preceding discussion illustrates. Materials handling systems 

designed particularly for hospitals are fully as sophisticated as their 

industrial counterparts.  Interestingly, most of the novel systems now 

being marketed in the United States were developed in Eurooe, and we 

have investigated European innovations in the course of this study. 

Most European materials handling systems now have models adapted 

for the American market. One exception so far is the Cartrack System 

manufactured by Borgs Fabriks in Sweden (listed in Section 7.1.3.6.). ^ 

The carts run on tracks horizontally and are transported vertically 

in automatic elevators like those described for tote box or trayveyor 

systems. The novel feature is the horizontal drive mechanism, which 

is a smooth, round tube parallel to the tracks and lying between them. 

The tube is continuously rotated by electric motors. The cart is driven 

forward by a rubber wheel which rests on the tube and whose axis is 

canted at an angle to the axis of the tube. The wheel is castered and 

held in place by a spring, which yields when the angle produces exces- 

sive accelerations. In this way accelerations and decelerations are 

kept very smooth, and, since the inertia of the tube is considerable, 

high power is not needed for starting. 

We mention this system not to recommend it but to point out that 

novel methods are continually coming along and that any conclusions * 

about applicable materials handling systems should be reviewed period- 

ically. 

Another novel drive mechanism, currently under development for 

baggage handling in airports, is the linear induction motor. Here the 

armature of the motor is secured to the cart, and the stator is rolled 

out flat along the length of the track. The magnetic field "travels" 

along the track in the same manner the field in a conventional motor 

can be said to "rotate" around the stator, inducing currents in the 

armature and moving the armature forward.  The absence of moving parts 

in the drive mechanism is an attractive feature, though it remains 
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to be seen whether l.'.near induction motors can stand up to abuse in 

working environments. 

Beyond new drive mechanisms, it is difficult to foresee what 

developments might occur. Computer-controlled dispatch is one possi- 

bility, but the practical problems of loading and coding items for 

dispatch are significant obstacles.  There are concepts for materials 

handling which imagine automatic delivery of items on a patient-by- 

patient basis, designating items for delivery to particular patients, 

and avoiding intermediate distribution points such as the nurses' 

station.  Such systems are conceivable, but they would entail formidable 

complication in trackage, switching, and entering original orders.  Com- 

plication is manifested in cost and in unreliability, and neither of 

these drawbacks is likely to be brought within acceptable limits for 

systems featuring automatic dispatch directly to patients at any time 

in the near future.  Even the automatic module systems presently avail- 

able cannot be justified in military hospitals. 

New alternatives for materials handling will doubtless become avail- 

able, and existing systems will probably become more reliable and cheaper 

(with respect to labor costs), but dramatic changes are not likely. We 

believe that when present alternatives have been evaluated (as they will 

be in the next section), the range of realistic possibilities for the 

next five or ten years will have been adequately explored. 

We can see no justification for the Department of Defense to under- 

take development of new materials handling methods.  The needs of mili- 

tary hospitals are not appreciably different from those of civilian 

hospitals, and both markets are being actively pursued by manufacturers 

of materials handling equipment. 
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7.1.4.  EVALUATION OF GENERIC CATEGORIES OF MATERIALS HANDLING SYSTEMS 

7.1.4.1.  Criteria for Evaluation 

Costs for initial purchase and for operation, including manpower, 

maintenance, and replacement, are the most important points of compari- 

son among materials handling systems.  However, additional iactors 

affect the choice.  Therefore, while our discussion will be based 

mainly on costs, the following other factors will be regarded as tem- 

pering influences on choice: 

• Flexibility - The ease with which the system can be modified 

in response to altered needs or to altered resouces which 

occur in cases of personnel shortages or breakdown; automated 

and semi-automated systems are relatively inflexible. 

• Reliability - The frequency with which breakdowns occur, 

their effect on system operation, and ease with which 

they can be repaired. 

• Adaptability to building spaces - The degree to which the 

systems lend themselves to installation in interstitial 

space or other areas. 

• Suitability as retrofits - Since many military hospitals are 

expanded instead of being rebuilt, materials handling systems 

should be adaptable to existing structures. 

• Consonance with hospital environment.  Cleanliness, silence 

in operation, aesthetic appearance, and safety. 

Two other factors not included in the list above are capacity and 

speed.  These are not so much tempering influences as they are basic 

limitations on the applicability of a materials handling system.  The 

capacity limits the materials which can be moved:  low capacity systems 

like pneumatic tubes cannot be used for bulk items like linens; high 

capacity systems like Cyberail are not well adapted to small items 

like paperwork.  Speed also affects applicability: high speed systems 

like pneumatic tubes are not suitable for some specimens; low speed 

(comparable to walking speed) is generally entirely acceptable but delays 

beyond this may be troublesome.  We take account of these factors in 
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our subsequent analysis by distinguishing the fraction of the materials 

handling load which can be handled by each system. 

7.1.4.2. Baseline System 

Because it is the usual way of handling materials in military 

hospitals and because it is flexible enough to accommodate all varieties 

of materials, we choose the manual delivery system as the baseline. 

In Table 7.1.3 we summarize the operating parameters of a manual sys- 

tem in the context of the hospitals at Fort Dix, Jacksonville NAS, and 

March AFB. The entries shown in the columns headed "amount" are de- 

rived from Tables 7.1.1, 7.1.2, and 7.1.3, combining in some cases the 

amounts from several physically different sources.  For example, the 

amount listed for nursing wards combines the requirements for all nurs- 

ing wards, which were itemized separately In the earlier tables. 

In the case of linen, we have provided under one heading the flow 

of clean linen from the laundry pick-up point to the various parts of 

the hospital and the flow of soiled linen from the various parts of 

the hospital to the laundry pick-up point; obviously these two flows 

must be equal. In Table 7.1.3 we have not concerned ourselves with 

the fact, made clear in the earlier tables, that some linen delivered 

to sterile supply finds its way back to the laundry pick-up point via 

the operating rooms, delivery suite, or other routes.  In estimating 

trips per day we have assumed that a cart can hold 100 pounds of linen 

(about 3 cu ft)* and that dirty linen is picked up on the same trip as 

a delivery. Linen Includes not only bed linen but also hospital gowns, 

uniforms, towels, washcloths, and other launderable items. 

For meals, we have assumed that the hospital Is filled to capacity 

with patients who cannot eat in the cafeteria. While this is not a 

typical situation, it represents the maximum load which could be placed 

*0ne exception to this rule is made in the case of the nursing wards, 

where we have assumed that the wards are broken down by nursing stations: 

31 at Fort Dix, 17 at Jacksonville, and 9 at March, each of which re- 

quires two carts containing a bit over 100 pounds of linen each day. 
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on the materials handling system. To estimate the number of trips, 

we assumed that six trips (one delivery of food trays and one pick-up 

of soiled trays for three meals) were required for each nursing station. 

In the case of drugs, we assumed that there would be or.» delivery 

to each nursing station each day.  For other delivery points the 

number of trips was predicated partially on the amounts which must 

be delivered and partially on unforeseen demands. 

For general supplies, we imagined packages of about 2 cubic feet, 

up to three of which could be carried in a cart.  These include house- 

keeping supplies, therapy equipment, patient supplies, paper towels 

and napkins, etc.  Some of these items eventually become trash, but 

others are returned to stores.  We have assumed that returned items 

are picked up on return trips following delivery.  Similar considera- 

tions apply to medical supplies, except that we have doubled the number 

of trips required (by using 3 cu ft. as the capacity of a cart) to 

reflect the lower predictability of such demands. Requirements to 

move sterile trays were based upon the assumption that six trays could 

be moved at once and that a separate pick-up trip for used items 

would be required. 

The estimates for trash are somewhat lower than in civilian hospi- 

tals (presumably because military patients are not as sick and because 

there are fewer visitors, fewer flowers, and the like), but their totals 

coincide with the amount of trash actually removed from the three hos- 

pitals, extrapolated to 100% occupancy. 

To estimate the round-trip delivery time, we used an average of 

7 minutes per trip if the originating department was on the same floor 

as the destination, and 10 minutes if it was not.  These intervals, which 

are based upon observation, exclude loading and unloading the cart but 

include normal delays (waiting for elevators, avoiding people in the 

halls, and time-wasting).  Thus the time included in these estimates 

represents the manhours which are potentially replaceable by using 

automated equipment. 

We have not included in Table 7.1.5 the flow of paperwork, which 

will be considered in Section 7.5., Hospital Communication Systems, 
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nor have w« Induoed the flow of specimens. With regard to the latter, 

it is preferable to allow laboratory personnel to retain possession 

of the specimen and the order after the specimen has been taken, 

although If an automatic system can be justified on other grounds, 

it could carry specimens as well. Other possibilities with regard 

to specimens are discussed in Section 7.6. 

To establish the cost of the baseline system, we took the manhours 

computed in Table 7.1.5 as the requirement for each class of materials. 

These are repeated (in hours instead of minutes) in Table 7.1.6.  The 

number of men necessary to make these deliveries was computed by divid- 

ing the manhours by eight (for an eight-hour day), replacing fractions 

of men by a man, and adding cne to fill in for leaves, illness, and 

turnover.  For example, if the number of manhours were 18, dividing 

by eight yields 2.23 men, which Is rounded upward to three, to which 

one is added, giving four men as the requirement for providing 18 man- 

hours of labor daily.  The cost of these men Is taken to be $5000 

annually. We have not reduced the totals to allow for shared duties, 

because sharing is not feasible: with the exception of general and 

medical supplies, all the material classes are under different depart- 

ments of the hospital. While these estimates are realistic, they 

are, if anything, on the high side, so we are probably overstating 

! the cost.  This remark is reinforced by the fact that convalescent 

patients and patients waiting for orders can sometimes be used for 

(materials handling duties. 

To compute the number of carts, we used various formulas, depend- 

_ ing on the material class.  In the case of linens, we used the number 

f of daily trips required, imagining a cart replacement system in which 

a full cart of clean linen is delivered on each trip and a cart of soiled 

I linen is picked up.  For meals we imagined a similar replacement sys- 

tem, except that delivery and pick-up occur three times a day.  For 

f drugs, we also imagined a cart exchange system occurring once a day 

and used the total number of trips as the number of carts.  For general 

fand medical supplies, we used twice the number of delivery personnel 

on duty (one less than the number of men required), imagining that each 

man could be making a delivery with one cart while the other was being 
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filled In the supply room. For sterile trays, we used one quarter of 

the trips required daily.  Finally, for trash we used the sarae formula 

as for supplies. The cost of carts was computed as shown in Table 7.1.6, 

and the annual cost of manual materials handling was estimated by adding 

one-tenth of the cost of carts to the salary costs, implying ten-year 

amortization of the carts. 

We have not introduced coats for ■•rvice «lavatora, tine« at least 

one is necessary for moving beds, stretchers, and other equipment, re- 

gardless of what materials handling system is adopted, and one Is suf- 

ficient. We also Sieve not considered storage space, because it Is about 

the same regardless of what system is adopted, provided they all use the 

cart exchange pattern. 

7.1.4.3. Coat Estimates for Other Syste— 

To provide reasonable estimates for the capital coat and operating 

expenses of other materials handling aysteaa, we sought quotatiors from 

suppliers. We sent requests to about two doien manufacturers, Including 

the schematic diagrams of three hospitals (as in Volume 8) end the mater- 

ials handling loads given in Tables 7.1.1 - 7.1.3. Each was asked to lay 

out the way he would recommend Installing his system, the cost if he were 

quoting as of Hay 1970, and the maintenance and power requirements. We 

purposely supplied schematic diagrama to avoid the problems of detail; the 

aupplier waa to imagine that he was involved in deaign right fron the 

beginning of the concept plane no  that any necessary accoiodatl ana for 

his system could be made. 

The manufacturers' replies formed the basis for aa»rtltation and 

operating costs. We u^ed the costs for service contracts rather than 

maintenance by military personnel in estimating operating costs.  It 

is fair to expect that manufacturers have not overstated costs, and 

the estimatea used should probably be regarded as lew. 

7.1.4.4. Cosg>arlson of Generic Categories 

The results are tabulated in Tablea 7.1.7 through 7.1.13. Besides 

the five generic categories described in Section 7.1.3, two more hsve 
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been added: semi-automated systems and Hosier's Telellft. The former Is 

typified by a reduced version of Cyberall and the Gullbert Cargomaster. 

These systems use a special elevator that automatically picks up and 

discharges wheeled containers with a destination code dialed in. Such 

systems are automatic for vertical travel but hand-operated itherwise. 

They would use special carts (the same number as the manual system), 

but they would require slightly fewer personnel since travel tines would 

be diminished; to estimate the number of personnel we proceeded as for 

the manual system, but assumed a 7-minute delivery time regardless of 

whether the origin and delivery were on the same floor or not. 

The automatic module syeeeme are considerably more expensive than 

any other alternative. Little data on their reliability exist, but 

operating coats are high, reflecting in part the cost of maintenance. 

Similarly, semi-automated systems are more costly than manual systems. 

Hosier*« Telellft la more like a tote-bux system than anything else, 

but It is considerably more elegant and much more flexible with regard to 

tite number and location of statlonn. Therefor«, it wa« evaluated ««p«r- 

«t«ly. For th« cl««««« of m«t«ri«l it«mii«d, it lend« it««lf ouly tu 

tr«n«port of drug« and «osw «uppli««; it could be u««d for other item«, 

«uth a« odd piece« of Unrn. but it i« too «mall to b« ««rioualy con- 

«id«r«d for anything «1««. However, it i« u««ful for paperwork, «« di«- 

cu«««d in Section 7.). It t« more expeneive than th« manual «y«t«m for * 

th« item» con«id«r«d h«r«. 

Preimatlc tub« «yateiu «r« not g«n«rally useful for any o:' th« 

llcaa considered, except poa«lbly for an OCCUional odd delivery.  We 

have ehown «y«t«m co«t«, however, for th« ««k« of compl«t«n«««. Their 

v...uc for paperwork 1« undeniable, but their reliability in military 

hoapltal« i« poor.  (Of «11 th« pn«um«tic tub« «ykt«m« w« «aw. only on« 

wa» working, and it waa Infrequently u««d because the hospital staff 

had had too many experiences with lost paper«.) 

Vacuia collection systema do appear attractive, though not by any 

wid« margin. However, their convenience and reliability are factor« 

In th«ir favor, and the prenumable Increase in the amount of traah to 

be handled make« then still more attractiv«. 

I 
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Finally, crayveyor-type systems for distribution of meals appear 

to offer significant savings. If the pantries on the nursing wards 

are arranged directly above the food assembly area, such systems 

can be used to advantage. They are not especially elegant, but they 

are relatively Inexpensive. 

The conclusion is that a manual cart-exchange system Is prefer- 

able for bulk material handling In military hospitals, except for 

vacuum trash and linen collection and for a trayvayor-typ» food dis- 

tribution system. Pneumatic tube systems and Tclclift remain to be 

considered in connection with paperwork in Section 7.). 
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TABLE 7.1.7 

ANNUAL COST FOR AUTOMATED MODULE SYSTEMS 

Fort Dlx Jacksonville March 

Material Claaa Men Carts Men Carts Men Carts 

Clean and soiled linen 0 0 1 0 

Meals and soiled trays 0 0 1 0 

Drugs 0 0 1 0 

General supplies 0 0 1 0 

Medical supplies 0 0 0 0 

Sterile trays and soiled 
utensils 0 0 1 0 

Trash 0 0 I 0 

Totals 0 0 6 0 

Annual salary for manual 
portion $ 33.000 $ 33,000 $ 30,000 

Annual aaortltation for 
earte ... mmm ... 

Annual asiortlsatlon for , 
autosMtic aodule systen 117,000 77,300 48,600 

Annual op«rating costs 38,000 42,700 23,400 

Total annual cost $210,000 $133,200 $102,000 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

•Amorti/ailon period: 13 years. 
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TABLE 7.1.8 

ANNUAL COST FOR SEMl-AL'TOMATED MODULE SYSTEMS 

Fort Dix Jack« onvilla March 

Maiorl.il CUM Man Carta Man Carts Man Carts 

Claan and tolUd linen 3 0 0 0 

Mtalt and tolled tray» 0 0 0 

Drugs 0 0 0 

Canaral aupplit« 0 0 0 

Madlr i suppliaa 0 0 0 

Starlla traya and 
sollad utanalla 0 0 0 

Traah 0 0 0 

Totals 23 0 18 0 15 0 

Annual salary for 
SMnual portion $115,000 « 90,000 «'5,000 

Annual asorticatlon 
(or carts 

Annual asK>rtltatlon (or 
aasl-autoaatic systaa* 

mm»mm 

26,600 22,^00 

1 
| 

15,500 

Annual oparatlng coata 21,800 9,3)0 5,800 

Total annual coat $163,400 $121,550 $96,300 

I 

*Amortl*atlor. pariod:    15 yaara. 
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TABLE 7.1.9 

ANNUAL COST FOR TOTE-BOX SYSTEMS 

Fo t Dix Jacksonville March 

Material Class 
Man Carta Man Carta Man Carta 

Clean and aullad llntn 124 77 38 

Meals and aoiltd trays 62 34 18 

Druga 40 23 16 

General auppllaa 4 2 2 

Madlcal auppllaa 4 2 2 

Starila traya and 
aollad utanalla 29 15 U 

Traah 10 4 4 

Iotala 23 273 16 139 13 111 

Annual aalary for 
•anual portion 911S.000 I 80.000 $ 73.000 

Annual aaortlsaclon 
for carta 12,800 7.500 3.100 

Annual aaorclsatlon for 
tota-box ayataa* 43.300 26.400 24.400 

Annual oparaclng coaca 13.900 8.400 7,800 

Total annual coat $185.000 $122.300 $110.300 

«Amortization period: 13 yaara. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 7.1.10 

ANNUAL COST FOR TELELIFT SYSTEM 

Fort Dlx Jacksonville March 

Material Class Men Carts Men Carts Men Carts 

Clean and soiled linen 

Meals and soiled trays 

Drugs 

General supplies 

Medical supplies 

Sterile trays and 
soiled utensils 

Trash 

124 

62 

40 

4 

4 

29 

10 

77 

34 

23 

2 

2 

13 

4 

58 

18 

16 

2 

2 

11 

4 

Totals 23 273 16 139 13 111 

Annual salary for 
manual portion 

Annual asMrtltation 
for carts 

Annual aaortiaation for 
Telolift systea* 

Annual operating costs 

$113,000 

13,000 

34,100 

17.600 

$ 80,000 

7,700 

22,000 

8,300 

$ 73,000 

3,300 

18,100 

6,300 

Total annual cost $174,700 $118,000 $104,700 

I *Amortiiation period: 13 years. 

I 
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TABLE 7.1.11 

ANNUAL COST FOR PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTEMS 

Fort Dlx Jacksonville March 

Material Class Men Carts Men Carts Men Carts 

Clean and soiled linen 124 77 58 1 

Heals and soiled trays 62 34 18 

Drugs 40 25 16  | 

General supplies 6 4 4 

Medical supplies 6 4 2 

Sterile trays and 
soiled utensils 29 IS . 11 

Trash 10 4 4 

Totals 28 277 21 163 18 113 

Annual salary for 
manual portion $140,000 $105,000 $ 90,000 

Annual aaortixatlon 
for carts 13,000 7,700 3,300 

Annual aaortitation for 
pneuaatic tube systesi* 18,100 13,200 11,100 

Annual operating costs 9,300 6,100 3,803 

Total annual cost $180,400 $132,000 $112,200 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

*Aaortiistion period:    15 years. 
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TABLE 7.1.12 

ANNUAL COST FOR VACUUM COLLECTION SYSTEMS 

Fort Dix Jacksonville March 

Material Class Men Carte Men Carte Ken Carte 1 

{  Clean and aollad linen 3 124 2 77 2 58 | 

\    Maala and «ollad traya 5 62 4 34 3 18 

1 Druga 2 40 2 25 2 16 

!  General auppliaa 4 6 3 4 3 4 

I  Medical auppliaa 4 6 3 4 2 2  | 

| Star!la traya and 
aollad utanalla 3 29 3 15 2 u 

! Traah 0 31 0 17 0 9 ! 

Totale 21 298 17 176 14 118 1 

j  Annual »alary for 
|    manual portion $105,000 $ 83,000 $70,000 | 

! Annual aaortltatlon 
for carte 13,000 7,800 5.400 ! 

Annual aaortUatlon for 
vacuua collection* 23,800 12,200 12.600 } 

1  Annual operating coal» 9,000 5.700 5.700 | 

Total annual coat 
L_  

$150,800 $110.700 $93 700 \ 

»AmortUation period: 15 yeare. 
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TABLE 7.1.13 

ANNUAL COST FOR TRAYVEYOR-TYPE SYSTEMS 

Fort Dlx Jacksonville March 

Material Class Men Carts Men Carts Men 
■- 

Carts 

Clean and soiled linen 4 124 3 77 3 58 

Meals and soiled trays 0 31 0 17 0 9 

Drugs 40 25 16 

General supplies 6 4 4 

Medical supplies 6 4 2 

Sterile trays and 
•oiled utensils 29 15 11 

Trash 10 4 4 

Totals 23 246 17 146 IS 104 

Annual salary for 
■anual portion $113,000 $ 85,000 $75,000 

Annual aaortiiation 
for carts 12,400 6,900 4.900 

Annual aaortitation for 
trayveyor-type systeoi* 16,000 6,700 4.7')0 

Annual operating costs 1,850 2,450 3,00C 

Total annual cost $145,2S0 $101,050 $87,600 

t 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

•Amorilzailon period:    13 years. 
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7.2.  CONVENIENCE FOODS 

7.2.1.  INTRODUCTION 

The food service department in military lioHpitala represents one of 

the largest single categories of expense in huth capital outlays and 

operation, as is shown in Tahlc 7.2.1.  In addition, the quality of food 

service operations plays a significant role in the sense of well-being 

of patients and in their iherapy.  In military hospitals about half the 

rations served are eaten by staff, ambulatnrv patients, and visitors, 

and the quality of the meals is important to morale. For  these reasons 

it is worthwhile to seek ways for improving quality and reducing costs. 

It will be seen that convenience foods—that is,, frozen foods pre- 

pared outside the hospital and heated in microwave ovens at the time 

they are served—offer an avenue to achieving both goals.  The concept 

has proved itself in many civilian hospitals, notably the Kaiser hos- 

pitals in northern California, where complete conversion to convenience 

foods came seven or eight years ago.  It is not a new idea ro the mili- 

tary services, and a few snip:, have been designed without complete gal- 

leys, to make use of convenience foods.  The Department of Defense has 

been moving gradually in the direction of using more preprepared foods, 

though there is no expectation of a wholesale conversion in the immedi- 

ate future. 

Military hospitals have the opportunity to adopt convenience foods, 

even though the commissary suppliers may not have converted.  Under 

present practices, the hospital dietician exercises considerably more 

discretion in her sources of supply than mess officers of other military 

facilities, as she must in order to meet the special demands of hospi- 

tal feeding.  For this reason, she is well equipped by experience to 

oversee procurement of convenience foods from local suppliers or local 

outlets of national suppliers, both of whom can supply prepared foods to 

hospital standards. Thus, there is no obvious reason not to consider con- 

venience foods as an alternative to conventional food service operation. 
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TABLE 7.2.1 

EXPENSES OF FOOD SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

Fort Dlx   Jacksonville   March 

Personnel salaries SI,179,742 $408,228 $283,596 

Provisions 536,653 154,394 137,000 

Other operating expenses 114.544 95.559 13.715 

Total annual operating expenses    $1,830,939   $658,181     $434,311 

Percent of annual operating budget   12.27      9.75       7.32 

Estimated capital cost for space 

and equipment 

Percent of total capital cost 

$1,551,000   $811,000    $453,000 

8.81       7.44        6.49 
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7.2.2.  DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES 

The sequence of activities which comprise a dietary system and 

which are the responsibility of chief of the food service department are 

these: 

• Menu planning and quality control 

• Purchasing provisions 

• Preparing 

• Cooking 

• Proportioning 

• Assembling trays 

• Serving 

• Collecting soiled utensils 

• Washing and cleaning 

Not every menu Item Is treated at every step (for example, most salads 

are not cooked), and certain alternatives eliminate some steps (for ex- 

ample, if disposable ware is used, some washing and cleaning is elimin- 

ated) . It is also possible to interrupt the sequence by preserving and 

storing the food following cooking and proportioning, in which case an 

additional step of reconstituting the food is necessary. One can also 

consider hybrid systems, using one sequence for patients on wards and a 

different one for staff, visitors, and patients in a cafeteria or dining 

room. 

The basic choices to be made concern whether given activities are 

to be performed in the hospital or outside, whether they are to be under 

direct supervision of the chief of food service or supervised by a ca- 

terer or supplier, whether they are to be served dirf.tly or frozen for 

later reconstitution and serving, and, in the latter case, wherher they 

are to be reconstituted in a central kitchen or in decentralized areas 

such as pantries in the wards. 

A discussion of all conceivable alternatives for all possible menu 

items would be hopelessly complex; therefore, we shall consider first the 

major element of a meal, the entree (meat, potatoes, and vegetables), and 

then see for each feasible alternative if a compatible method can be con- 

ceived for other elements (such as coffee, tea, milk, juices, cereal, 

CRJL,^, bread, toast, salads, fruits, ice cream, soups, and sandwiches). 
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A study of dietary systems for the Stanford Hospital described nine 

feasible alternatives for entrees. These are shown schematically In Fig- 

ure 7.2.1. Each branching represents a choice In the design of the di- 

etary system, and each path through the tree represents a particular di- 

etary system.  In Alternative 1 all steps are performed In the hospital; 

this Is the conventional system, used In all military hospitals and most 

civilian hospitals. 

Alternative 2 is essentially the same except that the sequence is 

interrupted by preserving and storing the food to be reconstituted at a 

later time.  Under the conventional system, this is done from time to 

time for particular items—for example, pies might be baked, frozen, and 

served later. Alternative 3 is the same as alternative 2 except that 

food is reconstituted near the wards.  This system is used at the South- 

west Methodist Hospital in San Antonio, Texas; its advantage over the 

conventional method is that the kitchen is not concerned with serving, 

and tharefore the problems of getting everything ready to serve at once, 

keeping hot things hot and cold things cold, are eliminated.  Eliminating 

these problems is the basic advantage of introducing preservation and 

storage; it also permits the kitchen, (whether in the hospital or not) 

to function more like an assembly line which "tools up" to make chicken 

dinners, say, on one day and roast beef dinners on another, taking ad- 

vantage of the economies offered by making a long run of any one entree. 

Alternatives 4, 5, and 6 all comprise preparation outside and cook- 

ing inside. Alternative 4 is the pattern used by some catering services, 

which take responsibility for running the hospital kitchens. Alterna- 

tives 5 and 6 differ only in the location where food is reconstituted. 

To some extent, elements of these alternatives are used in the earlier 

three alternatives—for example, meats are often bought already cut up 

for serving.  The only advantage offered by these alternatives is trans- 

fer of some of the kitchen operations to another location.  There is no 

reason to assert that a caterer can do the job better or more cheaply, 

unless he is serving several hospitals (or other institutions) at once. 

This does occur in large eitles, which are the only places one finds this 

practice, but it would not be feasible for most military hospitals. 

Therefore we shall not consider Alternatives 4, 5, and 6 further. 
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Alternative 7 Is the pattern used b> most airlines.  The food Is 

prepared and cooked in a central kitchen and put aboard the plane, where 

it is kept hot until served.  Meals that ha-  been heated for several 

hours are definitely less palatable than Lnose served immediately. On 

aircraft there is little choice, but this alternative is unnecessary 

in a hospital. Whatever advantages it may have are also possessed by 

Alternatives 8 and 9, and therefore Alternative 7 will not be considered 

further. 

Alternatives 8 and 9 take full advantage of whatever merits 

"assembly line" production of meals may have.  In Alternative 8 the 

food is reconstituted centrally, and in Alternative 9 it is reheated 

near the wards.  The latter method is used at some of the Kaiser Hospitals 

and elsewhere. 

Conceivable ways of preserving foods Include canning or plastic 

packaging, freeze drying, and freezing. Of these, freezing is the only I 

acceptable method for entrees in a hospital; the other methods would 

be cumbersome in practice, and the reconstituted products are certainly 

less palatable. Even when freezing is used, foods should be proportioned 

before hand, as they cannot be frozen easily in bulk form. 

The Stanford study referred to earlier concluded that in every case 

decentralized reconstltutlon is preferable to centralized reconstitution. 

The basic reason is that, once one has gone to the trouble of freezing 

Individually proportioned meals, he discards one of the advantages he has 

gained, namely, the chance to serve the meal hot from the oven, by 

reconstituting the n^al in a central kitchen.  This disadvantage is 

aggravated by the fact that many frozen foods, especially starchy ones, 

deteriorate rapidly after the first reheating and become less palatable 

if they are not eaten Immediately. On the strength of these remarks we 

shall also eliminate from further consideration Alternatives 2 and 8. 

This leaves three alternatives for further consideration: Alternative 

1, the conventional pattern; Alternative 3, In which foods are prepared, 

cooked, frozen, and stored in the hospital to be reconstituted and served 

on the wards at a later time; and Alternative 9, in which all operations 

including freezing are done outside the hospital and the food is 
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delivered frozen.  It can be seen that Alternatives 3 and 9 are identical 

in the manner in which they function but that they differ in personnel 

and location.  Presumably in the former the hospital staff would prepare, 

cook, proportion, and freeze the food; in the latter these operations 

would be done by the r.upplier.  In the former, these activities are 

performed in the hospital under the direct supervision of th2 chief of food 

service; in the latter, at some other location under the supervision of 

the supplier. 

There is no essential reason, of course, why the kitchen must be in 

the hospital under Alternative 3; it could as well be separate from the 

hospital but on the base and run by the hospital's food service personnel. 

If Alternatives 3 and 9 turn out to be acceptable when compared with 

Alternative 1, then thl variant (3) offers a conceivably attractive 

way of expanding an existing hospital:  a new kitchen could be built as 

a separate facility, and the space thus freed could be used for other 

purposes.  As we have discussed in Volume 3, this is not likely to be 

done, because kitchens are "hard" areas - that is, expensive to modify - 

but it might be desirable under some circumstances,  Moving the kitchen 

out of the hospital offers some attractions, because kitchens are hard 

to keep clean, may be noisy, and may create unpleasant odors. 

It is debatable whether, under Alternative 3 or its variant, the 

hospital food service staff can produce food that Is better or cheaper 

than that prepared by a supplier.  Since the same work is performed 

under either Alternative 3 or 9, any differences must be sought elsewhere. 

There is no fundamental reason to expect differences in quality: 

suppliers in the business produce food to hospital standards, and the 

problems of maintaining quality are the same whether the personnel be 

military or civilian.  Similarly, there is no fundamental reason to 

expect differences in cost: wage scales are comparable, and, although 

they have been increasing rapidly in recent years and probably will 

continue to do so, military and civilian wages tend to stay in step. 

The supplier has the potential advantage of serving more than one 

customer, and he does noc have the distractions which military duty may 

impose on the hospital's staff (such as guard duty). On the other hand, 

he may have more problems with unions.  Food supplied through military 
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procurement channels might be better quality-controlled or cheaper, 

but this is certainly arguable since the ultimate sources of provisions 

are the same. 

Therefore, the choice is not clear-cut.  In succeeding sections 

we shall compare Alternatives 1 and 9.  When all the points of comparison 

have been made, we shall return to the question of how Alternative 3 

compares with 9.  We shall also explore later the concept of a hybrid 

system (for instance. Alternative 1 for staff, visitors, and patients 

eating in the cafeteria, and Alternative 9 for inpatients). 

7.2.3.  DESCRIPTION OF CONVENIENCE FOOD SYSTEMS 

Alternative 9 represents a system of food service operation 

described as a "convenience food" system.* The best-known example of 

such a food service system in hospitals, though by no means the only 

one,** is that used by the Kaiser hospitals in California. To avoid 

vagueness, we shall base our description on the Kaiser system; it 

should be obvious, however, that many variations are possible, and we 

shall point out some of them in passing. 

**At least 100 hospitals in the United States and abroad use convenience 

foods.  These Include besides the Kaiser hospitals and the Southwest 

Methodist Hospital, the Mount Sinai Hospital in New York, the Rahway 

Hospital in New Jersey, the Tuscon Medical Center in Arizona, St. Mary 

of Nazareth Hospital in Chicago, the Grant Hospital in Chicago, and 
3 U 

the Metropolitan State Hospital in Massachusetts. '  All the hospitals 

in New York City operated under the aegis of the Health Care and Mental 

Hygiene Facilities Corporation will shortly convert to convenience foods. 
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Each of the Kaiser hospitals in northern California uses several 

suppliers for different categories of food, just as any hospital does 

now.  There is one supplier for the frozen entrees, another for fresh 

fruits and salads, a third for dairy products, and others for other 

items.  Suppliers produce foods to Kaiser's specifications, and an 

important part of the system is writing good specifications and maintain- 

ing vendor quality standards (both of which are done by Kaiser Regional 

Headquarters rather than by the individual hospitals). 

The entree items (meat, potatoes, and cooked vegetables) are 

prepared, cooked, and frozen by the supplier in accordance with required 

hospital dietary practice.  Various items are supplied according to 

special standards, including calculated calories, pediatrics, diabetic, 

ulcer diets, bland diets, low protein, T&A (tonsillectomy and adenol- 

deccomy), puree, low fat, etc.  Deliveries are made on a convenient 

schedule in a freezer van, and a ten-day supply is kept in zero-degree 

freezers at the hospital. 

The frozen foods are served both to inpatients in the wards and to 

outpatients, staff, and visitors in the cafeteria.  On the basis of 

anticipated demand, which can be fairly reliably predicted, the frozen 

items are removed from the freezers one day ahead of time and allowed 

to thaw in a 40-degree refrigerator. Thawing a slightly excessive 

amount assures no shortage and results in no waste, since unused but 

thawed Items can be used the next day.  Inpatients order their meals 

from one of 16 color-coded menus, corresponding to the variety of special 

diets.  That for the regular diet is shown in Figure 7.2.2.  It can be 

split apart into segments, one for each meal. 

Since no food is prepared in the hospital, other items are delivered 

daily, and all are individually proportioned. These Include fresh 

fruit, salads, salad dressings, milk, bread and rolls, butter, ice cream, 

and sandwiches. The ingredients for all these items, if not the items 

themselves, are usually provided daily, even in conventional food 

service systems. 

At each meal an inpatlent has a choice from all the items on the 

menu,  not just from three or four as in the case with conventional 

food service.  Trays are made up in a central food assembly area, 
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Regular                       IliAlvLY 

"-     BREAKFAST W      DINNER    *Sr 
Room           Name Room            Name 

PIMM CIRCLE Your Mtetien Pin« CIRCLE Your Section 
JUICES 

Orange 
Apple 

Prune 
Grapefruit 

APPBTIIBRS 
Tomato Juice          Dinner Salad, Dressing 
Relish Plate             Broth 

■READS Crackers 
Breakfast Roll Muffin ENTREES 
Doughnut Margarine Hot Entrees served with Selected Potato and Vtgetable 
Toast Macaroni and Cheese 

CEREALS Meat Loaf, Brown Sauce 
Cornflakes Sugar Smacks Enchilada, Rice 
Rice Krlspies Special K Braised Beef with Vegetables 
Oatmeal                  Cream of Wheat 
Oatmeal with Maple and Brown Sugar 

Baked Ham, Fruit Glaze 
Roast Turkey, Dressing 

■EVERA6ES Breast of Chicken, Supreme 
Coffee 
Tea 

Caffein-free Coffee 
Non-fat Milk 

Crab Newburg 

Milk Sugar Club Roast of Beef 
Filet of Sole, Saute 

Spaghetti, Meat Sauce Rr'      BRUNCH   -~- Roast Veal, Brown Sauce 
' Fried Chicken 

Room             Namp Sirloin Steak 

PI«« CIRCLE Your SDwtion ■■BROS 
Dinner Roll             Margarine 

JUICES Wheat Bread 
Orange Grape White Bread 
Apple Grapefruit 

DBSSBRTS 
FRUITS Ice Cream              Cookies 

Stewed Prunes Citrus Segments Sherbet                   Pudding 
Applesauce Jello Bavarian Creme       Fresh Fruit 

SOUP Canned Firuit          Cheese Wedge 

Vegetable Cream of Chicken Jello                       Crackers 

Broth Crackers Apple Strudel          Cake 

ENTREES RBVBRAGBS 

Waffle, syrup Creamed Chicken Coffee                   Caffein-Free Coffee 

Egg Omelette 
Crepe filled with 

Scrambled Eggs 

Crepe filled with Apples 
Pancakes, syrup 

Tea                         Nonfat Milk 
Milk                        Fruitade 
Instant Creme 

Canadian Bacon 
Link Sausage Fruit and Cottage Cheese 
Sliced Bacon _•      EVENING  jssä. Whitf* Toast      Wheat Toast      English Muffin 

Margarine     Jelly SNACK     800pm 

SAMOWICN 
Cheeseburger, Corn Chips Room             Name 

catsup Potato Chips 
Club Sandwich 

■BVBRASBS 
A selection of fruit juice, or other beverage, 

cookies or crackers will be served at 8:00 p.m. 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 

Caffein-free Coffee 
Non fat Milk 
Cocoa 

Coffee, Tea, and Caffein-Free Coffee 
are available throughout the day on request. 

Instant Creme Fruitade 

I 
I 
I 
-- 

FIGURE  7.2.2      REGULAR DIET MENU USED  IN THE KAISER FOUNDATION HOSPITALS 
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omitting certain Items (such as coffee or tea, bread toast, or boiled 

eggs), which are prepared individually in the ward, and other items 

which need special storage (such as ice cream and frozen desserts), 

which are added when the tray is ready for the patients. The trays 

with the original menus are loaded in ''arts Tid delivered to the wards. 

Ordinary household refrigerators are used for storage on the wards. 

(The New York hospitals will use refrigerators large enough to hold 

entire carts, because this eliminates one step of handling the trays; 

we are inclined to favor the Kaiser system, since some items such as 

ice cream requires separate handling anyway, and, although work on the 

ward would be cut down slightly, it is not sufficient to reduce staff.) 

Because food assembly is not an extensive operation (for example, 

a single aide can prepare 200 trays for early breakfast in an hour or 

so), it is no particular burden to serve four or five meals instead 

of three.  Patients prefer this, since bedridden people have light 

appetites and often find mealtimes their only pleasure in a hospital. 

Similarly, there is no particular pressure to serve a meal on time, 

and a patient can ask for his meal when he feels like it. 

To prepare a meal on the ward an aide places the entree in a 

microwave oven, which heats the food in a minute or so.  Timing is 

crucial, but it can be done automatically.  Toast is made, coffee 

brewed, water heated for tea, and soup heated using ordinary restaurant 

equipment.  The whole pantry occupies only about 15 feet along one wall 

near the nurses' station. 

Persons dining in the cafeteria pick up thawed but not heated 

entrees and other items in a cafeteria line. Microwave ovens, heaters 

for soup and coffee and other necessary equipment is provided, and the 

patron heats his own meal.  One possible objection to this arrangement 

is that variety for staff members who eat in the hospital day after day 

may be insufficient.  Most staff members, however, have no complaint 

and observe that they have a choice of 14 entrees each day, which is 

more than conventional cafeterias usually offer.  In any event, staff 

members do r  eat every meal in the hospital, and this is equally true 

for the staff of military hospitals. 
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The food is served partially on disposable ware, but the cups and 

saucers, plates for the main dish, and trays are reusable. This is 

done because Kaiser wishes to  maintain reasonable aesthetic standards, 

and, although disposable ware is available, their present feeling is 

that disposable utensils of suitable quality are too expensive.  However, 

disposables will presumably become cheaper and better and therefore 

offer the preferable alternative for the future.* 

7.2.4.  CRITERIA FOR CHOICE 

In subsequent sections we shall deal explicitly with costs for 

labor, provisions, services (utilities, maintenance, and housekeeping), 

supplies, and capital equipment.  In this section we deal with a number 

of issues raised by introduction of convenience foods, a few of which are 

quantifiable but most of which are qualitative. 

7.2.4.1. Advantages of Convenience Foods 

Because convenience foods are prepared in a "food factory," where 

schedules are dependent on the needs of preparation rather than the needs 

of serving, many problems which arise in hospital kitchens are reduced. 

Quality control, portion control, and avoidance of contamination are 

all easier to deal with. Large suppliers have found it desirable to 

automate some processes and to develop continuous cooking instead of 

batch cooking. These developments are less feasible in single hospitals, 

because volume is insufficient. 

Since a delay before serving is introduced by freezing and storing, 

the problems introduced by sudden peaks in demand (by URI epidemics, for 

example) are diminished. The stored supplies furnish a buffer so that 

peaks are not a problem. 

"Anotner consideration regarding disposables is the pollution problem 

they create outside the hospital.  We do not address this question, since 

it deals with matters outside the health care system.  However, this is 

an excellent example of the way a conclusion might be changed if one were 

to define different boundaries between the system Lo be studied and its 

environment, as discussed in Section 1.5. 
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I Food waste is dramatically reduced, primarily because no more 

meals are prepared than are served.  In addition, pilferage is reduced, 

r because control is easier in a smaller assembly area than in a large 

kitchen.  St. Mary's Hospital in Chicago, for example, reports waste 

f reduced from 25% to 2% by introducing convenience foods.  In considering 

costs we shall not take explicit account of this factor, since is is 

implicit in the cost experience of the Kaiser hospitals, which we shall 

use as a base. 

The smell, noise, and heat of cooking are eliminated from the hospital. 

As a rule, none of these is objectionable in a well-designed hospital, 

but a certain amount of expense must be incurred (for hoods, exhaust fans, 

etc^ and a certain cunount of discipline must be maintained to assure 

that this is so.  Slnilarly, garbage disposal is less of a problem. 

Because food is reconstituted at the last minute before serving, 

the problems of keeping hot foods hot and cold foods cold are minimized. 

Special carts are not necessary, and special devices like metal doughnuts 

to preserve heat are eliminated. 

The fact that convenience foods can be served in many locations 

1 without any appreciable complication of the food service system makes 

them especially attractive for the light care facility. Having a 

_ separate cafeteria in the facility introduces no new problems and is 

| wholly consistent with that concept. 

If convenience foods are prepared by a supplier instead of the 

I hospital staff, as in Alternative 3, the need to train and keep cooks, 

butchers, and other trained food service personnel is eliminated. This 

I is a cost to the conventional system, though we have not included it 

in our analysis, since the case is strong enough without it.  One 

f possible concern with eliminating cooks in hospitals is that they are 

needed in overseas hospitals and must get their training in domestic 

. hospitals. This argument is not very credible:  foreign military 

hospitals are frequently staffed with foreign nationals, convenience 

foods are likely to be available in places like Europe and Japan, and 

in any case there still would be ample opportunity to train cooks in 

nonconverted hospitals or other facilities. 

( 
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7.2.4.2. Potential Disadvantages of Convenience Foods 

Even though convenience foods are used In many civilian hospitals, it 

may be that military hospitals, often being in out-of-the-way locations, 

would have trouble finding suppliers. In certain instances this objection 

may preclude use of convenience foods. Generally speaking, however, this 

problem is not likely to materialize often. For one thing, the supplier 

does not have to be very close by - a hundred miles would not be too far 

to go. For another, national suppliers provide their services to hospitals 

all over the country, and adding military hospitals seems entirely feasible. 

National suppliers, not all of whom are yet in the hospital business but who 

have the facilities and are actively engaged in exploring the hospital market, 

include: 

• MedlDiet (National Hospital Foods) 

• Stouffers 

• Schraffts 

• Swift and Company 

• Sara Lee (Consolidated Foods Corporation) 

• Marriott Corporation 
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In addition, the number of local suppliers will undoubtedly increase. 

It is certainly possible to supply food of sufficient quality to 

meet all reasonable standards of hospital dietary practice, because It 

is being done. However, as we have noted, it is necessary to write 

careful specifications and to maintain rigorous quality control. This, 

of course, is what military hospital dieticians and veterinary officers 

are trained for and experienced in, so there should be no undue diffi- 

culty in maintaining quality. 

Lven food of high quality may beconu unpalatable because of the 

effects of freezing, lack of freshness, being served improperly heated 

or cooled, or being served on poor quality utensils.  It is probably 

fair to say that convenience foods arc inferior to high-grade institu- 

tional food.  It Is certainly true that the menu must be curtailed 

£Gfflewhat to eliminate foods which are sinply unsuits«! to this concept 

(for example. Fried eggs, souffles, and baked Alaska).  Nevertheless, 

most uHers report enthusiastic acceptance. 
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Variety is  another issue, which arises in two ways: one, whether 

the variety of special menus needed in a hospital can be met, and, two, 

whether there is sufficient variety for the staff who eat there day 

after day. We have mentioned that staff members in the Kaiser hospitals 

find the variety quite acceptable, and indeed the variety is greater 

than in many office cafeterias. The issue of meeting hospital dietary 

needs does require examination. From 15/- to U0%  of the meals served 

to inpatients require special diets.  In Table 7.2.2 we have listed 

the standard hospital diets published by Womack Army Hospital, which 

are based on Army Technical Manual 8-500-1, Hospital Diets.  About 50 

diets are defined, and it is clear that maintaining an inventory of 

this many special diets, each of which itself migtit have many menu 

choices, would be exceedingly cumbersome.  Fortunately, many of them 

are seldom used. Also, within groups they differ only in decree and 

can be made up by varying amounts of particular fooJs. The Kaiser 

hospitals manage with 16 distinct menus. Nevertheless, a vestigial 

kitchen to prepare unusual diets, particularly diabetic diets, would 

be needed. 

There Is also the question of changeover. Aa w« hav« remarked, adop- 

tion of convenience foods should be possible on a local seal« uaing com- 

mercial suppliers so chat the commissary need not make the change in order 

for the hospital to convert.  If and when »ore convenience foods become 

available from the coaaissary, it would present an alternative source. Once 

a hospital has been built without a kitchen, it would adaittedly be dlf> 

ficult and expansive to change back to conventional foods, but there is 

little reason to consider this eventuality. 

Finally, there Is concern over vulnerability to strikes, storaa, 

or natural disasters. While any of these is potentially troubleaotw, 

a convenience food syateai is no «ore vulnerable than a conventional 

system; in fact, it night be argued that it is l«»s vulnerable, since 

it normally aaintains a ten-day supply of froten foods. Whatever 

precautions right have to be taken in the mmm of civil defense would 

also have to be taken in J conventional foow systcn. 
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TABLE 7.2.2 

STANDARD HOSPITAL DIETS 

MODIFICATIONS IN PROTEIN 

Hospital regular (high protein) 

Protein restricted (10-20 grams) 

Protein restricted (40-30 grans) 

Purlne restricted 

MODIFICATIONS IN CONSISTENCY 

Fiber restricted 

Bland 

Bland (six meal) 

Soft 

Mechanical soft 

Dental soft 

Minimal f Iber-relnimai residue 

Full liquid 

Bland (following tonsillectoay) 

Clear Liquid 

Dental Liquid 

MODIFICATIONS FOR AGE 

Baby soft (0-12 months) 

Child soft (1-2 years) 

Child junior (2-6 years) 

Child regular (6-9 years) 

MODIFICATIONS IN FAT 

Fat restricted (A0-30 grams) 

Fat controlled 

Fat control led-c.ilune 
restricted 

MODIFICATIONS IN SODIUM 

Sodium restricted 

Sodium restricted- 
protein restricted 

Sodium rtstricted- 
fat restricted 

Sodium restricted- 
fiber restricted 

Sodium restricted - soft 

Sodium restricted- 
full liquid 

Sodium restricted- 
calotte restricted 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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MODIFICATEOftS IN CALORILS 

Calorie restricted (800) 

Galori« restricted (1000) 

Calorie restricted (1200) 

Cvilorie restricted (IVOO) 

«.«lor It» restricted (1800) 

DIABETIC UttTS 

Set up to meet 
individual nee4s 

PRE-nST MEALS 

Fat restricted 

Fatty «teal VMA test 
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7.2.5.  COMPARISON OF COSTS 

To compare costs, we have used two basic sources; our sununary of 

operating data on the hospitals at Fort Dlx, Jacksonville NAS, and 

March AFB, collected In Volume 8, and the accounts of the Kaiser 

Foundation Hospitals for the Northern California Region, which they 

have permitted us to use. 

For the region, which includes 12 hospitals. Kaiser reports a 

net cost of $3.94 per ration* for inpatients. The cost of meals 

served to staff and visitors in the cafeterias i^. recovered by charging 

patrons who eat there. Although the cafeterias are intended to be run 

on a "break-even" basis, the above figure includes a small loss ($.08 

per inpatient-day In the figures we have available) attributable to the 

cafeteria. The $3.94 includes all operating expenses (personnel salaries 

and benefits, provisions, supplies, services, equipment rentals, non- 

capitol equipment, and mileage expenses), but it dues not include 

aswrtixation of capital expenses. Because military pay scales are 

different, although similar, we have relied on the Kaiser data qplv for 

the cost of  provisions.  For the region, this amounted to $2.29 per 

ration and varied from a low of $2.03 to a high of $3.14 at individual 

hospitals. The last figure applied at the Kaiser foundation Research 

Center, which has a small number of beds and Is in no way comparable 

to military hospitals. The hospitals with 200 or mot> beds generally 

kept coats below the regional average, but we shall use the average aa 

the coat per ration for convenience foods. 

•A ration is the food conaumad by one person in a day, comprising all 

three meal«.  In the military services the number of rations served is 

obtained by adding 0.20 timea the number of breakfasts, 0.4) times the 

number of dinners, aad 0.3S times the number of suppers« 
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One might '.egitlmacely ask whether the cost of food« in California, 

especially that of fruits and vegetables, departs appreciably from the 

U.S. average. We have made no adjustments for such variations, but a 

comparison of retail prices in several locations suggests that the 

differences, if any, are not large. 

To estimate the total cost of the conventional food service system, 

we used actual operating costs as derived in Volume 8, and we estimated 

capital costs as shown in Table 7.2.3, allotting 252 of the dietary 

area to Che kitchen and 75X to the dining room. 

To estimate operating costs for convenience foods (Table 7.2.4), 

we reduced the number of senior personnel (the chief of food service 

and dieticians), whose salaries were taken at an average of $10,000, 

from 16 to 10 at Fort Oix, b;»t made no reductions at Jacksonville or 

March. Nonprofcssionals include food tray assemblers, supervisors, 

cart delivery personnr.l, mess attendants, dishwashers, and so  forth. 

The staff levels are based on the number of personnel required in the 

Kaiser system, scaled, of course, for the site of the hospital. We 

used an average salary of $6200 for these personnel st each of the 

three bases which is the actual average salary of oonprofeasional 

personnel st Jacksonville and March. At Fort Olx the average is 

higher ($8500^, but there is no outwsrd necessity for this difference. 

The cost of provisions was Increased to $2.29 per ration aa 

discussed above. The cost of supplies and services was computed as 

$0.20 per ration for disposable ware, including knives, forks« r;oons, 

napkins, and various containers, and other Utilities. Me have supposed 

that nondlsposable trays, china plates for the entree, cups and saucers 

will be used, and these costs are included in the capital coses. Costs 

for other disposable containers for prepared foods are contained in 

the cost of provisions. Hie costs for genersl services, housekeeping, 

maintenance, utIlit lea have been reduced to 802 of their present 

values becsuse the kitchen area I» reduced and equipment for food 

preparation is removed. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE 7.2.3 

ANNUAL COSTS OF CONVENTIONAL FOOD SERVICE 

Fort Plx 

OPERATING COSTS 

Ration« 

Suober of Inpatient rations sarvsd annually 

Number of rations ssrvsd In dining rooas annually 

Total rations ssrvsd snnuslly 

Per»onnsl 

Nunbsr of profssslonsl food ssrvlcs psrsonnsl 

Nuabsr of nonprofssslonsl food ssrvlcs psrsonnsl 

Totsl sslsrlss for sll food ssrvlcs psrsonnsl 

F.xpsnsss 

Provlslcns 

Suppllss snd alnor squlpasnt 

Ssrvlcss, utllltlss» nslntsnsncc, housskssplng 

Total opsrstlng costs 

ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS 

Instsllsd squlpasnt In kltchsn 

Othsr squlpiasnt In kltchsn 

Equipasnt In wsrds (carts, frsstsrs, stc.) 

Equlpasnt In dining roc«* (stss« tsbls, stc.) 

Spscs for kltchsn (fSSO/sq.ft.) 

Spscs for dining roo« (fS40/sq. ft.) 

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 

AMORTIZED CAPITAL ODSTS 

[10 yssrs for squlpasnt; 25 for spscs) 

160,000 

228.000 

388,000 

S 83,800 

Jacksonville       March 

71,J00 

63.100 

1)4,600 

f 4),400 f     " 
00MBINED ANNUAL POSTS Sl(915,000 $704,000 

*F.xcludss tablss snd chslrs, which would slso bs nssdsd for convenience foods. 

52.700 

46,200 

98,900 

S250,000 $150,000 $100,000 

50,000 30,000 20.000 

56,000 32.000 24,000 

5,000 4.000 3,000 

150,000 175.000 90.000 

84^.000 420.000 216.000 

11.551,000 $811,000 $453,000 

$ 26.900 

$461,000 

16 3 3 

132 M 41 

$1,179,742 $408,228 $283.59ft 

$336,653 $154,394 $137,000 

63.384 36,363 2.91S 

51.160 59.196 10.900 

$1,830,939 $656,181 $434,311 
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TABLE  7.2.4 

AMMUAL COSTS OF COHVEHIEMCE FOOD SERVICE 

Fort  DU        JaclmoovHU 

OPEKATmC CDSr> 

PT»OOB«1 

Xuabvr of prof»a«lon«l   foorf ••rvlc« personnel 10 

Nuabvr of nonprcf*9Btonal  food ••rvlc« pcnoniMl S4 

Total ««larlM for all food ■•rvlc« parsonn«! $435,000 

FrovltlotM 

^upplloc    rd aia^r *n  *?-.■*' 

S«rvlc«sf utlllti»«. iMlntonanco. houaokooplnR 

$W(!),000 

11.444.000 

rSTlMATED CAFlTAi COSTS 

Inatallod o^ulpaant  In food MtMbly aroa 

Other «qulpnant  In food aaaaably ar»a 

Equlpawnt  In ward»  (»art«,  fraaaara« ovaoa. ate.) 

Equlpaant In dining  roan» (couatara, ovaoa) 

Space for kitchen («ISO/aq.  ft.) 

Space for dining rooa (ftAO/a^.  ft.) 

TOTAL CATITAL COSTS 

rfPKTlEED CAPITAL COSTS (10 yeara for e^ulp't: 
25 for apace) 

) 

24 

$179.000 

$108,000 

.-.or 

$561.000 

March 

) 

17 

$135.000 

$227.000 

9,0 Of, 

9.000 

$380.000 

qaotxtDjsguL-fflm 

$ «3,000 $ 50.000 5   13,000 

14.000 9.000 5,000 

56.000 32.000 24,000 

12,000 10.000 8,000 

210.000 105.000 54,000 

J40.000 420.000 214,000 

$1.195,000 $626.000 $340,000 

t      511.500 t 31,100 $  17.800 

$1.505.000 $604.000 $427.000 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 

•F.Kclude« tables and chair« 
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Capital costs arc considerably different under the convenience 

food system. Kitchen equipment was reduced by about 60Z, since no 

food preparation or cooking is necessary.  Equipment used In the wards 

was left unchan|<~d; the carts would be cheaper since temperature con- 

trol is not important, but microwave ovens would be needed on the 

wards. The cost of equipment in the dining room was increased for the 

same reason. Hospitals which have introduced convenience foods have 

found that the food assembly area can be about 602 of a conventional 

kitchen area, and this factor was used in computing the cost of 

kitchen space. No change was made in the dining space. 

In Table 7.2.5 we summarize the comparative data from the preceding 

two tables. It is clear that on the basis of both capital and operating 

costs a convenience food service system is preferable to a conventional one. 

7.2.6,  VARIANTS OF CONVLNILNCL FOOD SYSTEMS 

Two matters on which we have postponed discussion are the merits 

of Alternative 3 (the hospital staff preparing convenience foods 

«ither in the hospital or nearby) versus Alternative 9 (the convenience 

food system we have evaluated), and the merits of a hybrid system. 

As we have said, the advantages of Alternative 9 over Alternative 

] are nut great. There are, however, some ressons to expect that the 

former might be cheaper. A commercial supplier has two sdvantages 

over a hospital-based supplier: he does not have to cope with tnc 

rapid turnover of stsff characteristic of military organisations, and 

he may be able to take advantage of the economies of large-volume runs 

if he supplies more than one hospital. Thus, it is likely that a 

commercial supplier can produce convenience foods more cheaply and 

maintain standards more reliably. The simplicity of Alternative 9 

compared with 3 from the point of view of the food service staff is 

also desirable; the supervisory personnel can devote most of their 

attention to operations within the hospital. 
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TABLE 7.2.5 

COMPARISON OF COSTS BETWEEN 

CONVENTIONAL AND CONVENIENCE POOD SERVICE SYSTEMS 

Operating Cost Per Ration 

Conventional 

Convenience 

Difference 

Kapital Cost 

Conventional 

Convenience 

Difference 

Fort Dlx Jacksonville March 

$4.72 $4.90 $4.39 

3.73 4.17 3.85 

$0.99 

$1,551,000 

1.195.000 

$ 366,000 

$0.73 

$811,000 

626.000 

$185,000 

$0.54 

$453,000 

340.000 

$113,000 

i 
i 
I 
f 
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Hybrid systems are not attractive. Since convenience foods are 

superior from the standpoint of costs, the only possible merit in a 

hybrid system which used conventional foods for the cafeteria would be 

improved quality. All our inquiries lead us to believe that convenience 

foods provide acceptable quality and variety, so a hybrid operation 

would simply introduce greater complexity. 

We recommend Alternative 9, a complete convenience food system, 

for the "new generation" of military hospitals. 
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7.3.  UNIT PACKAGE MEDICATION 

7.3.1.  INTRODUCTION 

The distribution of costs allocable to the pharmacy in military hos- 

pitals is almost unique among the services, because the cost for staff Is 

a small part of the total cost.  Instead, the dominant cost is that of the 

drugs themselves, as shown in Table 7.3.1.  The number of people assigned 

to the pharmacy is small; thus, even if it were possible co increase their 

efficiency markedly, there are no opportunities for large savings through 

reducing the staff.  However, others besides those employed in the pharmacy 

are concerned with dispensing drugs.  Studlesl.2 have shown that nurses 

spend about 16 minutes ptr patient per day preparing and administering 

drugs to inpatients, which amounts to over ten man-hours of work in a 

40-bed ward.  If some inroads on this workload can be made, it should be 

worthwhile. 

The other promising point of attack is on the cost of the drugs them- 

selves.  The amount paid for drugs is a matter outside the scope of this 

study, but the additional costs Incurred through pilferage, outdatlng, 

or mishandling are matters for consideration. One way of reducing such 

losses is through unit packaging of drugs. Not only does unit packaging 

hold the promise of reducing pilfering and mishandling but it also reduces 

errors in dispensing and administering drugs, and it lends itself to auto- 

mation. This last feature makes unit packaging seem attractive now. 
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7.3.2.  DESCRIPTION OF PHARMACY FUNCTIONS IN PRESENT MILITARY HOSPITALS 

7.3.2.1.  Pharmacy Service 

There are two separate and distinct pharmacy operations on a military 

base.  The larger, more complex activity is in the base hospital, providing 

services to active-duty, dependent, and retired Inpatients and outpatients. 

The smaller is in the dispensaries, providing services to active-duty per- 

sonnel and, to a smaller extent, dependents and retirees on an outpatient 

basis.  The hospital pharmacies that we studied dispense an average of 
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TABLE 7.3.1 
■ 

ANNUAL COSTS OF PHARMACY SERVICE 

Port Dla 

• 

J4cksonvtlle Harch 1 
Number of pharmacy staff 10 11 • 1 Coat of pharmacy staff $110,184 $ 94.528 1 74(13J 

Cost of drugn 525,037 318.M0 110,541 

1 Cost of other supplies and 7.902 8.JH 1.715 
services 

Total annual cost $64 3,123 $421,142 »86,189 ♦ 

Percent of total hospital 4.3U 6.242 6.S12» 
operating conts 
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\ afcout 1000 prescripttfm« foer d«v, M ttm per «inuie In an  «l^it-hour day. 
Dependln« <m  ttm mit» of   the hotpltjl, b»tw««n Mi «nd 901 of th«s« «r« for 

I        outpatient«. 

The «verace outpatient receives «ore than »ne preacriptloo at a tlmt. 
f       In certain area«, retired feraonnei and their dependent« create a h«»«w 

demmd on the pharmacy nedlcationa; prescript Inns vrltten by civilian 

I       physicians are often brounhi In to he filled. However, we cannot aacertaln 

the extent of this service, «lac« the record« do not clearly distinguish 

Inpatlenta fron outpatients. Sew anl»«il<tt»rT lap«U«?nt« obtain their nsd- 

^       icatlon cm prescription directly fron the pharnacy, mud  Piher« receive 

prescriptions fro» clinic vlaics. 

Pharmacy supplies are drawn from hospital «uptlles.  Inventories 

are taken visually (I.e.» without precise count) each day, and requisitions 

are made up aa needed for low stock. Mo systen exists for detemlnlnx 

the rate at which druga are uaed and should be replaced. 

The medicine for inpetients Is supplied fro« stock maintained at 

the nurses* station or delivered daily. The stock is added to on written 

requisition to the pharmacy by the nurse (on nedicsl officer orders). In 

teneral, the pharmacy serves only a supply function to Inpatieni needs, 

rather than providlnit any profeaslonal Input. 

The medicationa stocked in dispensary phArnacles meet the needs of 

patients who can be treated on an outpatient baais. Medical suppHes sr« 

obtAlnsd from the aedlcal supply depot on the baae and do not usually 

depend upon the hospltsl pharmacy. Dispenssry pharmacies carrv a 

one* or two-month Inventory of between SW)  .md 1000 UVPIS, depending on 
the distance to the nedicsl supply depot. Except for drsftees in ehe 

enlisted ranks who happen to be registered pharmacists, personnel are 

enlisted men trained as pharmacy technicians without the supervision of 

a registered pharmacist. 

Most dispensaries repackage cummonly prescribed tableta and capsules 

from large atock bottles into labeled vials sufficient for s two- or 

three-day supply. Cough preparationa are similarly repackaged, s. 
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ly us«d  toplcAl  crmmm and otntarnt«   ire  ronpountlrd,  «nd »am» 

»otuiltm« ar« iMde up.    Re(t4rk«gina forwi « »UnifIcani part of tha workload. 
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7.1,3« 2.  Sitafflflt and K» »irnnn tht Ut lei» 

UM» h&mplt*l  phiraacy Is »laffad by coanUsltmad, gradual« pharaaclata 

at tha rate at one  per 200-MO bad«.  In «KM« instance«, civilian phAraariata 

are alao uaad.  The pharaaclet, or rekp«»n«ilbl«> officer, aupei-vlaea th« 

outpatient dlapenaln« operation, Inpat lent »<edlcatlon preparations, ■tockinit 

at nursea* stations, and requisitions for Inventtirv. M« pernonaily handles 

the narcotica and alcohol stocke, aerves on the phansacy and therapeutic« 

(P4T) coMitttee, and provides inforaatlon on drugs aa requaatad by the 

»edlcai staff. Adnlnlstratlvely, ha aaslgns responsibilities and trains 

enlisted personnel In on-the-Job training. 

Trained enlisted »an rather than the pnaraaclat fill prescriptions 

under supervision. At the rate prcsrrlpttone are filled, close supervision 

is lapnasible, particularly during peak load periods. The proceas of 

filling a prescription, at best, requires a ■inlwai of three ainutes. 

Preparing a thouaand prescriptlona per day requires V) nan-hours par 

eight-hour day or about six nan. Additional staff is required for upkeep 

of the pharnacy, inventory taking, requisitioning new supplies, or addltlonsl 

nonj»h.nmacy «llitary dut lea required of nost enlisted nan.  In addition, 

tttere is a peak in denend in the latter part of the norning and '.he latter 

part of the afternoon, ao a larger staff is needed if patients are not to 

to« kept uaitlng unduly long. 

Kost hospital pharaMcies «re open to fill outpatient praacrlptions for 

s seven- to eight-hour period during the day but are staffed at all tines for 

inpatient and enprgency needs. Where 24-hour «overage la not practical, a 

night drug cabinet l« ■alntslned, or other hospital staff ha«a access to the 

pharnacy for necessary nedlcatioos, ictcreastn« the chances for errors and 

pilferage. 

tirug Infornation is disseninated to the nedical staff through the 

phamscy, and therapeutics connlttee, on denand fron the phamaclata 

(which is Infrequent), or by drug exhibits which are set up periodically 

by pharnaeeutical nanuf^cturers and repre«fnted by a conpanv salesman. 
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Jhmrm  la llttl« ch«cklng by thm  pharmacist «• to wh#th«r the tmdtcation 

dtspansad U «• «p«clfl«d( wh«ih«r It Is cnap«tlblr with oth#r awdlcstloiis 

being !ilauit.«n#ousty prsscrlhed, or uhether  th« strsngth or qusatltlcs 

of «sdicstton« ars coa«t»f«nt with th»  modlest Ion (i.«.t side sffacts» 

no rsaponss, etc.). 

7.1.2.3. Prspsratlon and Dispensing of Druas 

As a»nt&on«d aarllar, th« bass hospital pharaacy provldaa th« aedi- 

cattoo for hotk  lnp«tl«iit« and ^utpadent«; (he dlsprnsing systea and 

record keeping differ con«td#r4ibly. 

Uhen an outpatient receieas a prescription frosi a phvstclsn, he 

carries it to the phamacy and presents proper Idem If lest Ion. The en- 

listed personnel than process it and provide the specified aadicatlon to 

the patient. The written prescriptions arc naintalned in the pharvacv 

filea for a period of tin» (which varies aaoog hoapitala) and then are 

stored. Figure 7.3.1 is a scheaatlc represent at ion of this dispensing 

procaas. 

for inpatiaats« the physician writes the nacaaaary daily orders for 

those who require Medication on an order sheet, which is interpreted »mi 

transcribed by the nurse on to a patient Medication card. The Medication 

May be available on the floor inventory if it is in frequent denand; if 

not« it is requisitioned fro** the phsmscv. Tit« phamscist does tot see 

the physician's original order. The phsrsacy preparaa the neceassry quantity for 

one dose or for one or two day«, as ordered.  If the patient is to be on 

one Medication for a prolonged period, the phansacy will provide sn inventory 

st the nurses* ststion on the floor. Figure 7.3.2 shows scheMatically the 

Inp^tl tent Medication dispensing systeM. 

If the physician change« Medication and .i surplus exists on the floor, 

1c 1« returned to the pharascy inventory. The necesssry handling in the 

pli.ifwicv, (J.o., pourin« surplu« Info mock bottle«) tend« to  Jeop.irdir«' 

the product Integrity end represents s possible source of contselnstion. 
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In two ■•par«t« »tudl««U2 th« tim requirmd tor  Inventory tAking, 

ordsrlnSt prvparing for adainlstration, «nd roeording by nur««« w«s found 

to average approximately !6 ninutea per patient per day. TMa tlae in- 

clude« conalderatIon of preparation for regular nedlcatlona, STAT, PUN, 

and narcotic orderr. In the Unlveralty of Iowa atudy, trained obaerver« 

determined that error« occurred In the preparation «id adnlnlatratIon of 

•edlclne to patient« In 5.26X of the order«.  Included w»ro error« of 

onleslon, error« In aedicailoo« error« In route, error« In interval, and 

error« In aaount. The largeat «lng!e category waa error« of oalsalon, 

which accounted for 2.04Z. 

7.3.3.  UNIT PACKACI?;C I 

I 
7.3.3.1.  Eackground I 

TiM teraa unit doae, unit of uae, and unit packaging have each been 

Identified with discuaalona concerned with Increaalng efficiency In 

Adnlnlaterlng nedlcatlona to patient«. Thcae deacrlptlon« «peclflcally 

refer to the packaging of a Dedication Into a quantity «ultable for a 

patient to take at one tlae. Since aany aadlcatlona have doeage 'ange« 

for different Indication» or for particular age group«, the unit of 

wdicatlon referred to fro« thia point In the diacuaaion will be the 

un1t package, defined aa containing one tablet or capaule for oral «olid« 

and the loweat co«Mon unit of uae for liquid« and Injectable». for example 

the active ingredient« in liquid« la often dencribed a»  X nllllgrm« per 

five nllllllter«.  tnjectablea, «onewhat nor« coapllcated, describe the 

active Ingredient in nilllgrann per one, five, or ten «illlllter«. Ttiere- 

far«, the unit package for oral liquid« will he approxiaately one teaapoon 

of neaaure and injectable» would rcpreaent the aoat cu—ion ninlnun doae. 

The unit package and its delivery «ysteai have evolved over «any yeara, 

in order to eaxinlie the «afetv and efficiency of drug delivery and 

utilitatinn In the hospital. Tie value of auch a package and systea haa 

been brought into sharp focua in recent year« because of the «ore business- 

I ike reappraisal of hospital functions and the coats aaaoclated with the«. 

I 
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A «ludy at th« I'islveriity of Ark*a»t»  *todic«l Center ••v«ral y—r» 

ago dlscloMd a rang« of aadlcatlon ad^ialatr«tlon arrors which furthar 

aaphaaitad tha naad for aora approprlata aadlcatlon Identification through- 

out tha dailvary ayctaa in tha hospital. Thaaa arrora ara incraaaad 

during paak load pariods. Although no atudlaa hav« baan raportad, it it 

our opinion that aiallar arrors can aasily occur In tha preparation of 

-wdicatlona for outpatient dispanaing fro« tha pharaacv. 

Tha naad for a aora pracisa aathod of product idantification has baan 

racognisad aa iaportant to inprovad patiant cara. Fastar, aora aff^ciant 

handling bacausa of claarar idantification danonstrably raducas arrors. 

Tha dasiga of tha unit package Insures product integrity and allows the 

patient to receive the precise nedication prescribed by the physician. 

7.3. L^%  Present State of the Art 

The use of the unit package is not new. In the injectable forts, the 

aorphine syrette was widely used by the nilitsry during World War II and 

the Korean conflict. Rectal supposf nies, in »any instances, were 

Individually wrapped and identified, and topical sulfa powders were packaged 

in units for coabat aedical kits. Physicians have long been supplied with 

sanple packagea fron nany pharaaceutical aanufacturers consisting of in- 

dividual tablets in cellophane, plaatic, or foil strips grouped in four 

or six tablets, cooaonly in a foldover cover with full product dl*cIoeure 

and Identification. During the past few years dispossble syringes and 

needles, either eapty or prefilled, have represented a significant nova 

toward the acceptance of unit package dedication, 

'tore recently, a wider variety of aedlcatlons has been made available 

in unit packages that enhance safety, reduce dosage error, are taaper-proof, 

reduce waste, «id discourage pilferage. 

Cxperlaents on unit packages hive been conducted in s significant 

nunber of hospitals throughout the L'nited States, froa which various 

packages and »ystsas have evolved to ««eet specific needs. ^9) Table 7.3.2 

• urmarlces the dlfferencr« In activities in dispensing aedicatlon to in- 

patients betveen traditional and unit package syst« 
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TABLE 7.3.2 
DIFFERENCES IN ACTIVITIES IN DISPENSING 
MEDICATIONS UNDER TRADITIONAL AND UNIT 

PACKAGE SYSTEMS 

Traditional 

1. Doctor writes order 

2. Nurse trai..<crihes order 

a. in nurse's file 

b. on patient medication 
record 

c. on phamacy requisition 

3. Requisition to pharmacy 

4. Requisition checked by 
pharmacist 

5. Medication placed in 
bottles labeled for patient 

6. Medications delivered to 
nurse station 

a. orders checked against 
requisition 

b. bottle« placed on shelf 
or In cabinet 

7. Medications prepared for 
administration 

a. patient medication 
records lined up 

b. souffle cups lined up 
with records 

c< medication bottles removed 
from shelf or cabinet 

d. medications placed in cups 

e. medication bottles replaced 
on shelf or in cabinet 

8. Medication wheeled to patients 

9. Medication administered 

10.  Attnlnlstration recorded 

Unit Package 

Doctor writes order 

Nurse transcribes order 

a. in nurse's file 

b. on patient medication 
record 

Original order to pharmacy 

Order Interpreted by 
pharmacist 

Medications placed in 
patient drawer 

Medication delivered to 
nurse station 

a. orders checked 
against nurse's file 

Medication wheeled to patients 

Medication administered 

Administration recorded 

i 
I 
I 
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7.3.3.3. Advantages of Unit Package Systems 

The advantages claimed for unit packages and systems as they are 

currently being used are as follows: 

• Identification of each medicine up to the time it is  consumed 

by the patient, 

• Reduction in preparation time and, in the case of liquid, reduction 

in time of administration, 

• Prevention of possible contamination of medication, 

• Reduction in medication errors, 

• Provision for more accurate inventory control in the pharmacy 

and' at the nursing station, 

• Elimination of waste when unused medications are returned to the 

pharmacy, 

• Better accountability for accurate medication charges, 

• Reduction in drug inventories, deterioration, obsolescence, 

pilferage, and capital investment, 

• Easier adaptation to automated dispensing machines. 

7.3.3.4. Disadvantages of Unit Package Systems 

The disadvantages observed among the many hospitals which have insti- 

tuted unit packaging and distribution systems include the following: 

• Storage space requirements are greater than with traditional 

packages, 

• Cost per unit is greater, 

• No standards have been established with respect to size ard printed 

matter on unit packaging, 

• Unit packaging is less satisfactory for outpatients, because no 

automatic dispensing equipment is now available, 

• The range of dosage and form requirements is hard to accommodate 

in unit packaging, 

• Not enough products are available in unit packages. 

From the point of view of patient care the advantages outweigh the 

disadvantages. Nevertheless, cost, lack of standardization, staff resistance, 

and nonavailability of a wide range of products have created enough resistance 

in hospitals to discourage any broad commitment to unit packaging by my of 

the pharmaceutical manufacturers. 
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7.3.4.  A SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC DISPENSING OF DRUGS 

The concept of an automatic dispensing machine for drugs Is not 

new, and several prototype machines have been developed. While some 

technical problems exist, It Is obvious that they can be solved since 

dispensing pills Is not much different from dispensing cigarettes or 

candy bars.  We shall discuss the special requirements for an automated 

dispensing machine below. 

What is equally Important Is the system by which drugs are ordered, 

checked, and -listrlbuted to inpatients and outpatients. We have already 

observed that from 70% to 90% of the prescriptions handled by pharmacies 

In military hospitals are for outpatients. For this reason, outpatient 

prescriptions assume much greater Importance in military hospitals than 

in civilian hospitals, and the system should be designed with this in 

mind. 

A good system should be convenient for the prescribing physician, I 

for outpatients, for the nursing staff caring for inpatients, and for 

the pharmacy staff.  It should keep transcriptions to a minimum.  Ideally, 

it should allow checking the prescription for authenticity and for appro- 

priateness, given the ailment and the other drugs a patient may be receiv- 

ing. We have given thought to all these considerations in devising the 

system to be described. 

It is essential that the system simplify the procedures for filling 

outpatient prescriptions if it is to make much of a dent in the problems 

of running pharmacies in military hospitals. Accordingly, automated dis- 

pensing equipment should be installed in the pharmacy near the outpatient 

waiting area.  Examination of dispensing records shows that, although 

the formulary Includes thousands of drugs, only about 200 are used in 

80% of thü prescriptions. Therefore the automatic equipment should 

handle about this number. 

For several reasons it is desirable that the drugs be strip-packaged. 

First of all, strip-packaging vastly simplifies the mechanical design and 

increases the reliability of a machine which must be capable of dispensing 

a variable number of tablets at one time.  Second, it provides foolproof 

identification of the drug.  Third, it eliminates deterioration due to 

I 
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humidity or contamination due to breakage of a capsule.  Finally, it 

eliminates the need for vials. 

Fifty or a hundred strip-packaged pills are, of course, somewhat 

more bulky than the same number in a vial, but this should not be 

objectionable, since even 100 strip-packaged pills will fit in a pocket 

or purse.  It is also true that the requirement for storage space 

would be somewhat increased, though not be an intolerable amount, 

especially since strip-packaged tablets can be stored in boxes Instead 

of jars, so that storage space is more efficiently utilized. 

What we visualize, then, is a machine located inside the pharmacy 

and capable of dispensing 200 different drugs automatically in response 

to an order for any number entered from a card reader. When an out- 

patient presents a prescription at the window, a card is punched as 

shown in Figure 7.3.3.  The card is the permanent record of the trans- 

action, to be used as required for checking, for inventory control, 

and for whatever other purposes may be desirable.  The original pres- 

cription is also kept on file.  The card reader activates the machine, 

which dispenses the required number of pills and prints a label to be 

affixed by hand to the strip, giving all required additional information 

as shown in Figure 7.3.4. 
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FIGURE 7.3.3    PHARMACY TRANSACTION CARD FOR OUTPATIENT PRESCRIPTIONS 

This card it prepared when an outpatient preientt a pretcnption at the pharmacy, it n a ttandard 
80 column card, which can already have the drug code punched in. though thi« it not naoMary. The 
pharmacy identification it provided in cate thete card» are to be merged with thote from other pharmaciet. 
The trantaction serial it reed from a counter, which automatically increments by one as each caro enters 
the reader immediately after punching end verification by the card punch operator. The serial m«mbar 
contains by implication the date (e.g.. transactions 110471 111516 were entered on 10/21/701   The next 
six items are entered from the prescription. Administration instructions are encoded in four columns, eg. 
the first column is the number of pills to be taken at one time, and the remainder indicate the time and 
frequency: "ft bedtime," "before eech meel." etc. The refilhistory it punched once when the prescription 
it f irtt entered, and tubtequent columns up to ten are punched eech time the prescription is refilled. The 
remaining six columns are reserved for equivalent transactions for inpetients. 
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10 m LIBRIUM 

SERIAL 11047)   10 - 21 - 70 

OOE. MRS. JOHN  04033174 

DR. SMITH - WAL SON ARMY HOSPITAL 

TAKE ONE CAPSULE BEFORE EACH 

MEAL AND AT BEDTIME 

THIS PRESCRIPTION MAY BE RfflLLID 

I TIMES 

FIOUNE 7 J.4    GUMMED LAtEL PREPARED tY DIIPENtINO MACHINE 
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The ••rial nuabcr provide« (by laplication) the (l«t*.  It al^o 

ettablUh«« th« order In which the cards will be filed and thereby 

furnUhe« • readable ••ana (or resorting the card« If they get nixed 

up.  When • patient presen'a hla old label for refill, the card la 

taken by hand fro« the file, the refill hletory !• updated, and the 

printer prepare« a new label. 

Obviously, the punching, reading, and printing «qulpMot can be 

used for all preucriptlons, not just thos« for which autoiaated dis- 

pensing la provided. Th« cards can be used for other purposes, off- 

lino or on-line aa desired, as discussed below. 

To obtain soae of the aaae advantages for inpatienta, hospitals 

should, wo believe, change their present practice of kesping drug 

supplies at nursing stations. One reason is to relieve the nurses 

of the work of keeping prescription records sod counting out drugs; 

enlisted personnsl in the pharmacy can do this murm  cheaply, and the 

pharmacist (or, as wc shall suggest, a computet) can rsvlsw th« pres- 

cription for conformity to manufacturers' raoascnded dosse, strengths, 

and absence of contralndleafing conditions. Another raason Is that 

the us« of light cars faellitlss will lead to ••slier hospitals, which 

car. opursts •fficlsntly with s •ingl^ central phsrmacy. 

Vftien a central pharmacy disttibutlon systsfi is ussd, the physician 

writes hla order on a form that provides a carbon copy. Th« copy Is filed 

in a loose-leaf folder at the nurses* ststion, and tha original 1« sent 

to tha phsrmscy. From this order, the pharmacist msfcss a punchsd card 

like that dsscribsd for outpatients, »xcspt that it contains in addition 

the ward and bad numbers in tha Isst six coluans. A slngla dsy's supply 

is counted out (either autonatlcally or manually, depending on ths drug) 

and placed with the label in a drawer, designstsd for ths bed nuabcr, 

in a csrt designstsd for ths ward. Druga not among tha 200 which have 

been strip-packaged would ba put in a throw-away plastic contsinsr to 

which the label could be affixed. When the complete drug inventory for 

the ward for the day (which includes prsscriptions from pravioua days) 

is complete, the cart is delivered to the ward. When they arrive at 

the ward, the drugs supplied can b« checked againat the nurse's copy 
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of ch« prescriptions, thus providing an independent check on accuracy. 

The nurse then wheels the cart through the ward, administering drugs as 

prescribed during three or four scheduled drug administration periods. 

Hospitals which have tried this scheae have found that one col.'.er- 

tion of new prescriptions and cancellations of old prescriptions in the 

norning following rounds, and one delivery of the loaded drug cart as 

soon as possible thereafter, is often sufficient. Obviously, if cir- 

cuostances dictate, these activities can be scheduled more frequently. 

Emergencies mid  be handled individually by telephone.  Non-prescription 

drugs would be kept in the cart and resupplied by topping off each day 

when the cart was returned to the pharmacy. Narcotics would be kept in 

a locked drawer in the cart and would in any case constitute no more than 

a one-day supply. There would be no drug supply at the nurses' station 

except for the cart.  Special carts containing an appropriate inventory 

would be provided for the emergency room and for surgery. 

7.3.5.  AUTOMATIC DISPENSING MACHINES AND STRIP-PACKAGED PRIGS 

As we have remarked, there are no important obstacles (except 

possibly cost and space) to building an automatic dispensing machine.* 

The drugs intended for this machine would be packaged on a strip 1-1/2 

inches wide, one tablet to a bubble and one bubble per inch. The paper 

backing would be printed with the name and dose of the drug and other 

necessary Information such as the manufacturer's name and the expiration 

date. The strip would be punched with holes along the edges for a sprocket 

drive in the dispensing machine.  Strips would be supplied in boxes with 

the strips inside folded in accordion pleats so that they would feed 

easily out of the box. A box 18 In. by 18 in. by 1-3/4 in. would contain 

1000 tablets. A cear-off opening would expose the end of the strip, which 

would be fed by hand into the drive mechanism; the box would remain as 

the holder for the strip in the machine. 

The dispensing module containing the box and drive mechanism for 

each drug would be 2 in. by 24 in. by 19 in. high.  (See Figure 7.3.5.) 

Thus, a machine with 200 modules would be 24 in. deep, 80 in. high (four 

tiers plus a base), and 100 in. long.  Its back wouli be open for replace- 

ment of the disposable supply boxes. 

♦Automatic dispensing machines are commercially available, but they 

do not embody the features contemplated her«. 
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FIGURE 7.3.5    SKETCH OF AUTOMATIC DISPENSING MACHINE FOR 200 DRUGS 
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Th* drive Mchanls« would HMV*  to  count mproclitt  revolution» Co 

dlspoos« the correct nuaber of tablets, «ad this •«■• counter coul4 be 

used to slgnei when the end of the «trip wet neer, »ay, by lighting a 

light on the reer of the nechine, so that a clerk could refill the bin. 

Each strip could have a gunned tail to vhich the new strip could be 

attached. 

One of the major reason« that such oachlnea are not in widespread 

use today is that there has been no strong iapetus for drug suppliers 

to standardize strip packaging; indeed, competition has tended to pro- 

liferate varioua «trip configurations. The Department of Defense is a 

big enough customer to enforce standards• however, and several avenues 

are open: 

• The hospital Itself could undertake strip packaging with a 

specially designed machine. We are not inclined to favor 

this alternative, because it will be hard to train operators 

and to assure standards of operation which maintain product 

integrity. 

e 000 could write specifications requiring that drugs in the 

formulary of 200 be supplied by the manufacturers on strips 

as described. We believe this would be feasible but not aa 

practical as the third alternative below. 

• 000 could buy through one of the commercial repackaging houses. 

Since the packaging machinery would Initially be of special 

design, it would not have to be designed and installed in nany 

different pharmaceutical houaes but only in one (or a few) re- 

packaging houses, thus confining initial problems to only one 

(or a few) places. Repackaging firms can be required to maintain 

the  same standards as those of the original manufacturers. 

In time, 000 specifications are likely to become standard, and nor- 

mal competitive mechanisms will keep the price for strip packaging about 

the same whether drugs are bought from the original manufacturer or from 

a repactaiger. 

Currently, the additional cost of atrip packaging amounts to about one 

cent per tablet, or about 15% of the cost of drugs, but it could be less. 
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Th« dUpen«ln£ equlpa«nc w« hav« described would cost about $150,000 

to develop, end we expect that the aacMoe could be eade to sell for 

about $30,000 (S130 per aodule). The eodules would be of «olded piaetlc, 

and each uould contain it» own atepplnn motor. Since preecrlptlona can 

be entered only as teat as they cen ba punched (say, one every 20 teconda. 

If thet.* were three punch nachlnee), only one aodule would need to b« 

eoertlsed et e tlae. Thua, a tingle power eepllfier could drive 200 

■odulee with Its output switched eaong the«. 

7.3.6.  COHPUTtR SYSTEMS 

I 
I 
I 

Largely aa a aeans for reducing the aanual transcript Ion process, 

we hsve Introduced a card punch, a card reader, and a label printer in 

the pharmacy.  Mo ••ver, once the tk rescript ion data have been encoded, 

a variety of other poeelbllitles for a cocputer systea ere opened. A 

•nail computer Is obviously necessary to allow the expansion of data 

on the card into the label format.  Fairly large files (about 5000 

bytes) will be required for the instructions for sdelnlstrstion, so 

one is quickly led to considering disk memories. With a disk memory 

available, more elaborate computer operations than those described so 

far are possible. With regsrd to pharmacy functions alone, the following I 

operations ars eligible for consideration: 

(1) Drug Inventory 

e Control Information - storage figures 

e Usage rates 

e Replenishment of stock and purchasing information 

e Vendor or source information for each drug (manufacturers, 

wholesalers, etc.) 

e Expiration dates for stored medications 

e Storage requirements (refrigerated, frozen items, etc.) 

(2) Retrieval of drug data 

e Doses and iorms 

e Usage (symptoms of diagnosis: as for diuretics, anti- 

biotics, etc.) 

e Interactions with other drugs or with foods 
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• Antidote» 

• DupllcatiüM of graoric atdlcstioos 

• Effect of druf* on laboratory tost« 

• Routes of sdaioistrstion 

(3)    Priming (In any language or symbol) 

• Hospital foraulary 

• Prescript In and prepack labels 

• Auxiliary and cautionary labeling 

I (A) Charging, accounting or statlsti'cal Inforaation 

• Medication scheduling 

• Personnel scheduling by workload 

e m-'tk  apportionMant 

a Budgetary inforoHtion 

(5) Foraulas for pharstaceutical preparatlona 

a Ingredients with quantities 

a Costs of Manufacturing 

(6) Reagents with diagnostic tests (also, drugs affecting results) 

(7) Patient awdication histories 

(8) Index of ■amuacturers* identification nuabers (Psrcode, 

Identicode, etc.) 

It is easy no concslvs coaputer systeas which perfora not only these 

(functions but wmch coabine other interactive functions such as ordering 

fron the nurses' ststlon or making the prescription part of a computer-based 

I patient record.  (We deal with these possibilities in Section 7.) We believe, 

however, thst it is unwise to be too aabieious st this time.  Instead, a 

dedicated computer systsa (that is,in the case of the pharmacy, a computer 

I system dedicated to pharmacy functions snd not interactive with other func- 

tions except through buffers like the csrd records we have described) should 

I be developed first. Th? problems lie not in hardware but in software. Once 

workable subsystems have evolved in pharmacy and in other parts of the hos- 

rpital, tue problems of interfacing them and providing executive control can 

be attacked. Naturally, the ultimate problems of ir.terfsclng should be 

. borne in mind in developing hardware and software for subsystems, the main 

one» at this time being modular construction of routines and consistent 

construction of data files. 
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Mill« all of th« tucu-ilans listed mhovm are  possible In a dedicated 

coaputar syacavk, we believe that the mcmi  tiaefui arc In Iteas (1) and (2), 

Inventory data and drug data.  Th«.* iuncfmn»  Itenized under Inventory 

data are valuable because these data are dynaaic and difficult to keep 

track of without a systeutlxed approach^ The functions lte«l<ed under 

drug data are valuable because they help to  avoid serious alatakes. The 

fonwlary la already so large that «oat pityaticlans have difficult keeping 

up with incoapatlbilltlas, contraindtcatlpnt«, and other csaential data.* 

The inventory control syatea Is relaitivety straightforward, in the 

senae that nuawrous analogous aysttan exift and designing the eofeware 

is a Matter of adaptation rather thaffit creation. Ttia syatea utilises the 

prescription data for stock depletloo inforaatlcm. To the systea we have 

already described, It would be nacceaary to add files containing the coa- 

plete foraulary, foraulas for coapwtatlon of uaiige, atock levels, and 

reorder pointa. H  would alao be necessary to prepare cards for receipt 

I 
I 
I 

F 

•In this connection we have given careftnl tlwugiit to the role of the 

pharaaciat in prescribing drugs in a hospital, fltaraacisti receive a greet 

deal of training in th« available foras of drugs, their utility, their side 

«ffecta, and so forth. They argua with conailderabte juatification that they     ■ 

are better equipped than aany phyaiciana to «ike Judgaents about th« effi- 

cacy of a pharaaceutical reglaen, given th« dlagfuoafa and other pertinent 

facts about the patient. Therefore, they believe they have a professional 

role advising the physician about the drugs he preccrlbea. The arguaant 

is perfectly sound, and in aany hospitals the piharaacfata play exactly 

that role. Nevertheless, we have concluded Ctrat it aakes little sense to 

recoaaend that pharaarist« in allitary hospital» should perfora this 

function to any greater extent than they do now. Yhi»  I» not a reflec- 

tion on th« coap«t«nce of allitary pharmacist«, but a reflection on the 

conditions under which allitary pharaacisc« and allitarf phyaiciana 

operate.  In the inatanccs where pharaacists have developed this role 

effectively, it has been necessary for the» .xn  achieve a personal 

rapport with and to obtain th« confidence of the aedical staff. While 

this is obviously not impossible in allitary hospitals, the relatively 

short touru of duty aak« it difficult.  If and when this confld«nc« does 
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of stock.  No additional hardware for these functions would be necessary, 

and software, as we have said, could be adapted without great effort. 

A system for utili ing drug data in assessing the acceptability 

of a new prescription presents more problems. Although such a system 

might be contemplated for outpatients, it would not appear to be greatly 

needed, because outpatients are seldom so ill that they are taking numer- 

ous drugs.  In addition, the problems of learning what other drugs an 

outpatient is taking and entering these data in the computer are formidable. 

What could be done, however, is to include on the label warnings about 

. other coanon drugs (such as alcohol) which react badly with the prescribed 

drug. 

For inpatlents a system of cross-checking compatibilities has more 

obvious merit.  It is not uncoanon for Inpatlents to be receiving six 

or eight different medications by various routes. A computer program 

which checked each medication against all of the others for contraindi- 

cations is certainly feasibile.  Expanding this program to check against 

!all diagnoses and all foods which imply contraindication is also possible. 

We recognize that the pharmacy is not ordinarily made aware of diagnoses 

or diet for patients whose prescriptions they handle; thus, in a develop- 

I meat program it might be worthwhile requiring the prescribing physician 

to include this information with a prescription. This approach comes close 

I to the problem-oriented record discussed in Section 7.  Because acceptance 

of the problem-oriented record is probably some time away, we suggest that 

9 the dedicated computer in the pharmacy be capable of being modified to 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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develop, as it well may through the pharmacists' activities on the Phaniiac> 

and Therapeutics Comsiittee, it obviously cannot help but be beneficial. 

However, if this confidence djes rot develop or is not deserved, the 

medical staff will regard the pharmacist's advice as unwarranted interfer- 

ence.  For this reason, we have concluded that a more reasonable way to 

attack the problem of providing a physician worm  detailed information 

or the merit of a  contemplated drug therapy is through computerized 

review of a prescription. 



accept and check against diagnoses, but that It be designed at first 

only to print out lists of contraindications with the label, just as 

we have suggested for outpatient prescriptions. 

The data necessary to do this are compiled already In places like 

the Physicians' Desk Reference to Pharmaceutical Specialties and 

Blologlcals.  About 10,000 Items are listed, of which about half are 

carried In the formularies of military hospitals.  The lists of contra- 

indications for each drug are often very long, running to over 100 

specifications. A complete listing of all contraindications would be 

perhaps 500,000 items, each of which would require about 100 bytes in 

memory; such a formidable requirement cannot be justified.  However, 

an examination of the listings shows a large amount of grouping, and the 

memory requirements could be substantially reduced by referring to groups. 

Coding the items (using numbers Instead of English words in the memory) 

could bring memory requirements down to a manageable size.  Establishing 

the feasibility of this approach is a matter for further R&D. 

For the immediate future — that is, installation in the prototype 

hospital — we recommend development of automated dispensing equipment, 

a card system for prescriptions as described, and a pharmacy inventory 

control system, all operating under a dedicated computer in the pharmacy. 

7.3.7.  IMPACT OF THE RECOMMENDED SYSTEM 

The recommended system can be expected to eliminate some of the 

errors In administration of drugs, though this benefit is not one to 

which a cost can be attached.  It should also reduce losses due to 

contamination, spillage, and pilferage, though we have no basis for 

quantifying this gain. However, since drugs are the largest element 

in the cost of pharmacy services, even a small reduction in such losses 

can lead to a large dollar saving. 

1.2 
Two studies   Indicate that 7-10 minutes out of the 16 minutes 

required, per patient per day can be saved from the nurses' time in the 

medication process by transferring to the pharmacy the tasks of entering 

the prescription and counting out the tablets. On a 40-bed ward this 

amounts to between five and seven hours of nurses' time per day, which 

presents the problem of getting rid of a fraction of a nurse.  If the 

i 
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wards were larger, or the staffing were flexible, this saving could be 

realized.  Since both these possibilities exist, we shall count this 

saving, though we acknowledge that In some situations the saving may 

not be realizable. The saving In nurses Is partly offset by the additional 

staff required In the pharmacy to prepare the carts. The increase in man- 

r hours should be exactly that saved the nurses, that Is, 7-10 minutes 

per inpatlent per day, the delivery time for the carts ran be regarded 

( as a cost, but it replaces the replenishment of the drug supply presently 

kept at nurses' stations and therefore represents no increase.  Each 

cart entails a capital expense of about $400, or $80 per year when 

amortized over five years. 

Currently It takes about chree minutes to fill an outpatient pres- 

cription.  With the automatic system we have described, this time can be 

halved (one minute to punch the card and 30 seconds to affix the label 

and hand out the prescription).  Dispensing about 1000 prescriptions per 

day requires 50 man-hours now, and this can be reduced to 25, thus elimin- 

ating three pharmacy technicians. Additional recordkeeplng and Inventory 

activities performed by the computer may save staff time, though experi- 

ence indicates that this is seldom true. 

I We shall not include development costs for the dispensing euulpment 

(previously estimated at $150,000) or for the computer software (about 

($70,000 for the dispensing and inventory functions), since these are 

legitimately spread over all military hospitals. 

There are additional capital costs for the dispensing equipment 

($30,000), for three keypunches ($12,000), one card reader ($10,000), 

one printer ($20,000), and a  medium-sized computer with a disk memory 

f ($80,000).  If these costs are amortized over ten years, the annual 

cost is $15,200. Additional space in the pharmacy for this equipment 

is estimated to be 120 square feet, which at $50 per square foot, 

amortized over 25 years, amounts to $240 annually. Unit packaging 

i increases the cost of drugs packaged in strips by 15%  and applies to 

80% of the drugs.  The aggregate of costs and savings is summarized In 

Table 7.3.3. 

I 
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TABLE 7.3.3 
ANNUAL COSTS AND SAVINGS ATTRIBUTABLE 
TO A UNIT-PACKAGED MEDICATION SYSTEM 

Number of beds In acute hospital* 

Number of nurses saved 

Number of additional technicians 
required to prepare carts 

Number of carts required 

Number of dispensing technicians 
saved 

Annual cost of all drugs 

Salaries of nurses saved 
(@ $9000) 

Salaries of technicians required 
(@ $6000) 

Amortized cost of equipment 

Amortized cost of additional 
space 

Additional cost of drugs 

Total additional costs 

Ft. Dlx Jacksonville March 

546 295 180 

10 5 3 

10 5 3 

19 13 10 

3 3 3 

525,037 $318,060 $310,541 

(90,000) $(45,000) $(27,000) 

42,000 12,000 

16,700 16,200 

240 240 

63,000 38,000 

$31,940 $21,440 

16,000 

240 

37,000 

$26,240 

1 
[ 

f 
' 

^Excluding beds In light care facility. 
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As this analysis makes clear, the basis on which unit packaging 

and automated dispensing must be justified is in terms of patient bene- 

fit (due to reduced errors) and in terms of reduced loss (due to the 

unquantified reduction of contamination, spillage, and pilferage). 

If the latter benefit amounts to even 9% of the annual cost of drugs, 

f then these innovations are clearly justified. As it is, justification 

is not clear-cut. However, if unit packaging were more common, the 

cost might be less than the one cent per tablet, which is the current 

cost.  Also, we have been generous in our estimate for the cost of 

f computer equipment, since we want to use the equipment for other pur- 

poses as well.  The cost of computers and bulk storage has been de- 

creasing and is likely to decrease still further. Accordingly, we 

believe that the potential benefits of unit packaging and automated 

dispensing hold enough promise to warrant further R&D. 
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7.A.  LINEN SERVICES 

The procedures and costs for providing linen service have been inves- 

tigated at each of the military hospitals that we have visited.  In this 

chapter we review the practices observed, draw comparisons, and point out 

the shortcomings of the available data.  For more reliable and realistic 

estimates of costs we draw on data developed in the civilian market. We 

also present cost figures for typical disposable items and discuss their 

advantages and disadvantages.  Finally, we draw conclusions and develop 

recommendations for linen service in a new generation hospital. 

7.4.1.  WALSON ARMY HOSPITAL. FORT DIX. NEW JERSEY 

General linen service at WAH is handled through the Supply and Ser- 

vices Division. The staff assigned to this function consists of 12 civil 

servants.  In addition, ambulatory inpatients from the Medical Holding 

Company provide the equivalent of two full-time workers. This staff col- 

lects, sorts, and distributes linens throughout the hospital and arranges 

transport to and from the base laundry, which is run by the Quartermaster. 

Truck transport is provided by the base motor pool. 

I White clothing worn by the medical staff, such as doctors' coats, 

nurses' uniforms, and corpsmen's shirts and trousers, is handled separately 

i by the Medical Holding Company and is not the responsibility of the Supply 

Division staff mentioned above. However, the Supply Division does take 

I care of the uniforms worn by food service attendants. 

One room in the hospital, about 1000 square feet in size, is used for 

storage of clean linens, and another room about half as large is used for 

sorting and temporary storage of soiled linens.  Twelve pushcarts are used 

to move linens about the hospital; six for clean linens and six for soiled 

■ linens. Ward personnel notify the Supply Office daily as to their linen 

requirements and these linens are delivered as requested. A one- or two- 

day buffer stock is maintained in the wards in their linen closets. 

No precise counts are maintained by the hospital staff of linen use, 

but it was estimated to average about 13,000 pieces per day of all types. 

Moreover, no running inventory of linen stock is kept. Total value on 

hand was estimated to be about $300,000.  Most of the new stock is kept 

in a separate warehouse about 2 1/2 miles from the hospital. 
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Because of the lack of detail Iß the accounting system, the true cost 

of linen service at Walson Hospital Is Impossible to determine.  Certain 

gross Items can be Identified and priced, but others are hidden In various 

aggregates.  The known figures are as follows: 

FY 1968 FY 1969 

Supplies purchased $173,000 $120,000 

Civilian laboi 75,000 61,000 

Laundering cost - 176,000 
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It should be noted that the laundering cost given above Is an estimate 

supplied by the Quartermaster of the proportionate share of the total base 

laundry operating costs that he would assign to the hospital.  It is not 

actually a line item in the hospital budget, and there is no transfer of 

funds.  In other words, the hospital gets its laundry done free, so far I 

as Its operating budget is concerned. The hospital pays only for the lin- 

ens it buys and for the civilian labor it assigns to linen handling. More- 

over, the hospital does not pay for any trucking and transportation, and 

neither does the laundry.  That is all included in the motor pool expense. 

Also, no military labor is charged to the hospital budget, nor are any 

utilities. 

Under these circumstances there has been no reason for the laundry to 

try to develop a price list, item by item, for its services to the hospital, 

nor has the hospital felt any need to allocate linen service costs to sepa- 

rate functional or organizational groups.  Two effects can be noted.  One is 

that no meaningful comparisons with the costs of alternatives can be carried 

out. The other is that there Is no direct Incentive to economize on linen 

service. So far as the hospital administration Is concerned, it is enjoying 

a bargain and any change, either to another laundry service or to Increased 

use of disposables, would only Increase its visible costs.  So far as a con- 

suming unit is concerned, linens are free and no one has to account for linen 

use, so it does not make sense to be frugal. 

It might be mentioned that despite the "free" laundry service, Walson 

hau switched largely to disposable diapers because of their convenience. 

* 
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Apparently the added expense has not been large enough to be a deterrent. 

Also, disposable patient bibs are used in the dental clinics, and some 

disposable washcloths in the hospital.  U'alson does not use disposable 

surgical packs or drapes; these are all launderable items processed through 

the central sterile service. 

No specific checks are made on pilferage of linens at Walson, but there 

seemed to be a confident feeling on the part of the Supply staff that this 

is quite low.  Nevertheless, some sort of routine inventory count and com- 

parison with purchase and salvage records would seem to be prudent. Appar- 

ently, this is not being done now. 

.7.4.2.  MARCH AIR FORCE BASE HOSPITAL. RIVERSIDE. CALIFORNIA 

General linen service at March AFB Hospital is handled through the 

Materiel Service.  The staff assigned to this function consists of three 

enlisted men and one civilian seamstress who does sewing and repair work. 

Separate hampers are kept in the wards for soiled sheets, pillowcases, 

(gowns, etc., and are wheeled down to the loading dock daily by ward corps- 

men.  Replacement linens as needed are then picked up and carted back to 

the wards.  All personal clothing, such as doctors' coats, nurses' uniforms, 

corpsmen's shirts and trousers, is carried to the loading dock by individ- 

uals and dropped off on the way in or out.  Fresh clothing is stored in 

B racks alphabetically according to sewn-in name tags, and people pick up 

their own uniforms as needed. Thus, the Materiel Service only deals with 

A linens at the loading dock and the main storage room, and does not do any 

in-house pickup or delivery. 

«Transportation between the hospital and the base laundry, which is 

run by Base Supply with mostly civil service employees, is provided by 

the base motor pool at no cost to the hospital.  The laundry does charge 

g the hospital for its services, according to the following price list: 

General laundry .10 per piece 

Doctor coats .40 each 

Nurse uniforms .40 each 

Shirts (except fatigues) .25 each 
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Trousers (except fatigues) .35 each 

Fatigue shirts and trousers .30 each 

Coveralls .35 each 

Flight suits .25 each 

Rags .05 per pound 

Final sorting and counting are done at the laundry and total charges 

are rendered monthly. The hospital does not allocate charges to separate 

cost centers within the hospital because it makes no count of how much 

ea 'i ward or clinic uses.  They do get a bimonthly count of how many items 

of iach type are laundered. During August and September of 1969, for exam- 

ple, this totaled about 71,000 pieces. The largest single usage was sheets, 

about 15,000. 

Note that the artificiality of the laundry pricing schedule, under 

which every general item costs 10 cents, whether it is a sheet or a wash- 

cloth, renders direct comparison with alternatives difficult unless one 

takes a specific distribution of usage among types of items. It also leads 

to efforts to discourage use of small items. For example, the hospital is 

pushing disposable washcloths, which cost just over a penny each, in place 

of woven washcloths which cost 10 cents to launder. However, the ward 

staffs are not taking too kindly to the switch and prefer to keep using 

the standard cotton terry cloth variety. 

From the available accounting statements we find that the laundry bill 

for FY 1968 was $69,000, for FY 1969 it was $78,000, and for the first quar- 

ter of FY 1970 it was $22,000. The total cost of linen service in FY 1969 

was listed as $99,000, which purportedly included materials and the salary 

of one civilian but no military pay.  From these figures we can derive an 

estimate of about $12,000 as the annual expenditure for linens, which seems 

extremely low but is in line with linen expenditures of just over $3,000 

shown on the books for the first quarter of FY 1970. On the other hand, 

the linen inventory on hand was valued at about $25,000, which would mean 

about a two years' supply, yet we were told that linen inventories were 

kept low because of lack of storage and that they reordered fairly fre- 

quently. The discrepancies here could not be resolved without a detailed 

audit of requisitions, and since this specific inventory problem was not 

directly connected with evaluating laundry service, it was not pursued. 
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There is no specific check made of inventory and salvage records, so 

there is no way to estimate the total useful life of lau derable items or 

pilferage rates. The opinion was expressed that pilferage is not a serious 

problem, but there is no proof available. 

Disposable items are not used to any great extent. They do use dis- 

posable diapers in the nursery but not in the pediatric ward, and there is 

some usage of disposable washcloths, as mentioned earlier. There is no 

usage currently of disposable surgical packs or drapes. 

7.4.3.  JACKSONVILLE NAVAL AIR STATION HOSPITAL. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 
f  

Laundry service for linens at the Jacksonville NAS Hospital is now 

provided by its own separate laundry, located a block away from the hospi- 

tal.  Laundry chutes in the hospital building carry soiled linens to the 

ground floor, where thay are sorted into large hampers and transferred by 

truck to the laundry building. Fresh linens are returned by truck to the 

linen distribution room in the hospital. Carts are used to distribute 

f clean linens to the wards. These carts have shelves and are loaded with 

the designated allowance for each ward. They are then wheeled to the 

wards and substituted for the previous day's carts, which are returned to 

i the issue room with their remaining linens. The carts serve as part of 

the linen storage in each ward. Four men from the laundry staff are in- 

■ volved part time in this distribution operation. Unscheduled supplemen- 

tary deliveries can be made if a ward runs short. 

i At present, no counts are kept of the amount of linen used by each 

ward, but a periodic inventory is made of the total linen supply. They 

«are now considering a program of color coding by wards to trace and iden- 

tify linen losses. This will increase handling costs and inventory costs 

considerably; there are mixed feelings about whether it would be worth- 

f while.  The hospital administration favors the idea but the laundry mana- 

ger is opposed. The net value of such a change cannot be quantified be- 

f cause no one knows the present loss rate or what the future loss rate 

would be nor how much increase in inventory would be required. The present 

linen inventory is worth about $63,000, with annual replacement costs of 

$18,000 to $20,000. 
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The laundry is operated by eleven civil service employees under the 

management of a Navy NCO,  supplemented by  the services of seven full-time 

equivalents from the rehabilitation and holding wards.    The annual civil- 

ian payroll is $68,000,  including  fringe benefits, and supply costs  are 

$6,375 per year.     The initial cost of  the  laundry equipment was over 

$94,000.    Utilities are charged to  the laundry at the rate of about $11,000 

per year, but maintenance and transportation are furnished by the base at 

no cost  to  the laundry.    The laundry operates on a single shift,   five days 

per week. 

The average daily load of the laundry is 4950 pounds,  or an estimated 

13,500 pieces of various types.     Including only direct operating expenses 

(no amortization or free labor and services),   the cost per pound of laundry 

works out to be 6.86 cents, or 2.5 cents per piece.    Recently a price quo- 

tation was obtained from a commercial laundry in Jacksonville for laundry 

service to the hospital.    Their proposed price is 7.5 cents per pound aver- ■ 

aged over all types of items as listed on the estimated breakdown,  includ- 

ing pickup and delivery and one-day service.    Although this is slightly 

higher than the present direct cost on the hospital's budget,  it actually 

would be cheaper than the total real cost to the Navy if one includes amor- 

tization and all the costs now hidden in other budgets.    The basic reason 

the commercial laundry can operate so cheaply is that their wage scale is 

much lower than the civil service scale.    On a purely economic basis it 

would appear sensible to convert to commercial laundry service in this 

situation.    However,  there is some feeling that the hospital laundry pro- 

vides useful occupational therapy for ambulatory patients,  so  the issue is 

not exclusively economic.    Flexibility and control are also of concern. 

The decision is still under active consideration at Jacksonville.     If they 

do choose  the  commerical option,   this will have to be approved by BUMED, 

and there is  considerable uncertainty as  to whether BUMED will approve. 

Only limited use is made of disposable substitutes  for  launderable 

linens at the Jacksonville NAS Hospital.     They do use some disposable 

gowns  for isolation patients and some wrappers  for instruments  in  the 

operating  rooms,  and  these are considered satisfactory.     They have  tried 

disposable washcloths but found their quality unacceptable.     Altogether, 

their use of  disposables  is a minute  fraction of the total  linen  requirements. 
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They recently studied a number of other disposable items but concluded that 

there would be no monetary savings and the quality did not match that of 

the corresponding launderables. Consequently, there is no present inten- 

tion to convert to greater use of disposables. 

; 7.4.4.  DEWITT ARMY HOSPITAL. FORT BELVOIR. VIRGINIA 

Very limited information on linen service costs was obtainable at 

DeWlct Hospital. Their laundering is done at the base laundry, which is 

operated by the Quartermaster. The hospital pays nothing at all for this 

service out of Its budget and keeps no records on poundage or piece counts. 

The Quartermaster estimated that the portion of laundry operating costs al- 

locable to the hospital would run about $220,000 per year. This does not 

Include transportation, which is provided by the base motor pool. 

Linen distribution within OeWitt Hospital is provided by the Supply 

(and Services Section. All linens, soiled and clean, are transported on 

carts throughout the hospital. There are no separate data maintained on 

the amount of labor Involved in this service, partly because all military 

| labor is free so far as the hospital budget is concerned. 

Linen purchases in FY 1968 amounted to $88,000 and in FY 1969 they 

bought $82,000 worth. No inventory records are maintained; they simply 

buy new items when the supply runs low. They have no way of estimating 

losses through pilferage, but the Supply Of'leer expressed an opinion that 

such losses are probably appreciable. No significant use is made of dis- 

posables. Moreover, there was virtually no Interest at OeWitt in linen 

service costs or In finding ways to economize in this service area. 

7.A.5.  COMPARISONS 

From the available information on laundry costs in military hospitals, 

such as those presented in the preceding sections, it is clear that a re- 

liable general price structure cannot be derived. The costs for a few 

specific items of clothing that prevail at March AFB may be fairly realis- 

tic, but the flat price of ten cents per item for all other linens is of 

little help, tven the gross totals appear to be quite arbitrary and highly 

suspect.  For example, at ÜeWitt Army Hospital, where the average daily in- 

patient census is Just over 200, the estimated annual laundry cost is $220,000, 
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whereas at Walson Army Hospital, with a dally average Inpatlent census of 

about 600, the estimated annual laundry cost is only $176,000. Such a 

large discrepancy renders both estimates rather useless. Moreover, in 

all cases, some of the cost elements representing non-budgeted services 

are omitted. 

Consequently, there is no satisfactory way to measure the efficiency 

of the military laundry services. Only at Jacksonville was any comparison 

with commercial laundry costs even partially feasible, and there it appeared 

that the commercial costs would be slightly lower if all the hidden costs in 

the military system were to be Included. 

The absence of a genuinely representative price list for laundering 

military hospital linens, and Che lack of information on Che life of laun- 

dered Items at Che Intidtutlons visited, make 1c Impossible to develop di- 

rect economic comparisons of launderables versus disposable substitutes at 

those sites. However, rather Chan leaving chls issue unresolved, it seems 

reasonable Co draw on informadon developed ac civilian hospicals where dc- 

Culled scudles have been carried ouc. Even if ehe millcary laundry costs 

are noc exacdy equivalent, die order of magnitude should not be so dif- 

ferent as Co vldace Che general conclusions chat can be drawn from Che 

civilian seccor. 

ForCunacely, we were able Co obcaln Che results of some studies made 

recendy of hosplCal laundry costs in New York. These figures were checked 

wich an IndependenC laundry consul canc who scaCed that they were reasonably 

consiscenc wich his experience wich large laundries in metropolitan areas. 

For comparison, price Uses of a variety of disposable linens for hospital 

use were obcained from several reputable manufacturers. Table 7.4.1 pre- 

sents a summary of the per-use costs of Che principal icems for which daCa 

were obcainable. Although costs will vary somewhac from one localiCy Co 

anocher. Chose given here are believed to be sufficiendy representative 

to serve as a basis for comparison. 

Comparing the last two columns, wc observe that in most cases the per- 

use cost of the reusable item is lower than the total cost of the disposable 

substitute by a rather wide margin, often a factor of two or more. Tlu per- 

use cost of the cotton-dacron blend apparel which can be pressed automat- 

ically is substantially below that of either disposables or standard cotton 

I 
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I 
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that requires much more Ironing.  In most cases the laundering cost Is the 

dominant part of the per-uae cost of reusablep. Hence, much higher loss 

rates than those normally experienced would be needed In order to make the 

cost of reusables as high as that of disposables. 

In view of the apparent cost disadvantages of disposables, one might 

wonder why their use has been increasing in the civilian market. Actually, 

this growth rate has been fairly slow to date and there is no anticipation 

of a sudden boom. Where disposables have been adopted, the reasons cited 

include the following: 

• to add convenience In supply, storage, handling, and 

cost accounting. 

i 

I 
• to save time for nurses and other personnel; 

• to compensate for limited laundry capacity; 

• to relieve limited sterilisation capacity; 

• to improve contamination control; 1 

• to improve patient care; and 

I 
' 

Projections that have been made do not indicate any substantial changes 

in the per-use cost of durable linens in the foreseeable future. Higher 

laundry operating costs, due partly to higher capital Investment for auto- 

mated equipment and partly to escalation in wage rates, should be offset by 

reduction in manhours per unit of laundry processed through the use of auto- 

mated equipment. The cost of laundering and pressing articles of apparel 

will decrease through the use of automated ironing devices. Increased life 

of various pieces of linen due to the use of cotton-synthetic mixtures will 

also tend to stabilize the per-use costs. 

An analysis of the costs of disposables has also been carried out to 

determine whether there is any likellhojd of major reductions due to im- 

proved manufacturing processes.  In r.iost cases the raw materials, such as 

wood pulp, acrylic binders, and synthetic fibers, represent over 60% of the 

total cost of the roll stock, and there is little chance of reducing these 

costs. The processing and fabrication are already fairly well automated 
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[and no majoi. breakthroughs are visible In these steps.  Volume is suffi- 

ciently high, so that economies of scale will nut have a major effect. 

Finally, the marketing and distribution functions add a significant con- 

tribution to the total cost of disposable articles, and no major reduc- 

tions are foreseen here either. 

: 

' 

All in all, we do not expect the cost relationships between durables 

and disposables in the hospital market to change appreciably within the 

next five years or more. Hence, with the exception of diapers and a few 

other small Items, disposables can compete with durables on a cost basis 

only In those applications where unusual conditions of damage or pilferage 

reduce the times used of durables to a point where the total per-use cost 

is greatly Increased. Disposal costs have not been fa.ctored in, but these 

have been estimated to be only about one cent per pound, which Is not large 

enough to affect the comparison. 

The appeal of disposables is largely that of convenience and the sav- 

ing of staff dm«. On a quality basis they are generally Inferior to laun- 

derable linens.  Future development of disposables is expected to concentrate 

heavily on improving their quality rather than on lowering their cost. Since 

linen costs are only a small fraction of the total operating costs of a hos- 

pital, it Is not unreasonable to give heavy weight to the convenience factor 

in deciding whether to convert to disposables, especially if this can be 

done on item by item basis as quality becomes comparable. However, a major 

commitment to convert to disposables across the board does not seem warranted 

at this time. 

7.4.6.  SUMMARY AND CON'CLfSIONS 

If one takes an extremely parochial point of view and limits his concern 

with operating costs strictly to the elements that are visible in his own bud- 

get, it appears that Army hob^itals enjoy the greatest bargain in linen ser- 

vice, because their laundering is done for them by the Quartermaster at nc 

charge.  The Navy and Air Force hospitals, on the other hand, bear at least 

part of their laundry costs.  In fact, in some instances it is possible that 

these costs may even be inflated beyond their true value by use of an unre- 

aliätic price list as a basis for transfer of funds between on-base accounts. 

Ihc various artifacts of military accounting are such that the total real 
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costs of ln-house linen service cannot be determined from available records. 

The actual cost to 1X)U is fully visible only where outside commercial laun- 

dry service Is purchased, as at Andrews AFB. Even here the per-use cost Is 

not known for specific Items because the records do not reveal average life- 

times. 

From a broader viewpoint concerned with estimating realistic and inclu- 

sive costs to the military of specific service activities, and with develop- 

ing comparative costs of possible alternatives, it is not unreasonable to 

draw on civilian experience with similar functions, where more detailed data 

are available. This has been done for linen service, and typical per-use 

costs of various items of hospital linens were presented in Table 7.A.I. 

Standard catalog prices fot currently marketed disposable items for the 

same uses have also been tabulated.  Item-by-item comparisons reveal that 

launderables are substantially cheaper to use than their disposable counter- 

parts. 

It should be noted that this item-by-item cost comparison does not in- 

clude handling costs within the hospital and there may be some differences 

here. In effect, the prices given may be thought of as prices at the hos- 

pital loading dock. Delivery costs to the wards should bo about the same 

for either launderables or disposables. Getting rid of disposable trash 

is probably somewhat cheaper than sorting and returning soiled linens, par- 

ticularly if shredding and flushing systems for disposables can be used in 

the wards. However, it is not evident that identifiable reduction» in staff 

could be anticipated as a direct result of conversion to disposables, because 

of the part-time nature of most delivery activities. Moreover, where soiled 

linen chutes are in use, the difference in effort would be slight. In any 

event, the differential costs of handling ari undoubtedly small enough that 

they would not significantly alter the noted cost margins. 

At the present time the only disposable substitutes for linens that 

beems to be widely used in military hospitals are diapers, but even in this 

case they have not been universally adopted. The quality of dispoable dia- 

pers seems to be generally acceptable, and greater convenience is acknowledged. 

In cost they are reasonably competitive. Disposable washcloths are in limited 

use because of their very low price, but their quality if regarded as distinctly 

inferior to launderable washcloths. Disposable Isolation gowns are also used to 
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some extent because of r.helr benefits relative to limiting the spread of 

Infection, and their quality Is apparently acceptable. There Is occasional 

use of some disposable sterile wrappers for surgical Instruments, but no 

significant move is apparent in military hospitals toward general adoption 

of complete disposable surgical packs. Launderable packs still seem to 

| have the edge in both quality and price, but it is believed that disposable 

packs are being improved and that they may eventually become competitive. 

I Further testing and development in civilian markets are needed before one 

could recommend their general adoption by the military. 

Items of disposable clothing for general duty use by the staff, snch 

as doctors' coats, nurses' dresses, and corpsmen's uniforms, as well as 

bed linens, towels, and patient gowns and robes for normal usage, all seem 

to be unlikely candidates for early adoption because of disadvantages in 

both cost and quality. Considerable development is needed before they 

acquire the feel, drape, strength, porosity, absorbency, and other char- 

acteristics that they need In order to compare with launderables. Whether 

such improvements in disposables can be achieved along with lower costs is 

problematic. At the present time the use of disposables of the above types 

can be Justified economically only in applications where damage and loss 

rates are exceptionally high or where they are vital for control of contami- 

nation. 

What do these observations and comparisons imply with regard to a new 

g^nuration hopsital? Broadly, it seems evident that despite some of the en- 

thusiastic hopes for disposable:», it would be premature to plan en large 

scale elimination of launderables in the near future. Therefore, it will 

be necessary to have access to a source of laundry service. However, the 

Interest in disposables is great enough throughout the whole medical market 

so that improvements In quality and cutting of costs may eventually be such 

as to make them increasingly competitive. Moreover, where staffs are over- 

burdened and labor is tight, convenience and time saving may be given in- 

creased weight.  Hence, it seems advisable to plan for as much flexibility 

as püsslbl" in this area. 

liiere are basically four ways of obtaining laundry servlre.  One LJ   to 

equip the hospital with Its own laundry; the second is to use the base laun- 

dry; the third is to send linens out to a commercial laundry; and the fourth 
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Is to rent clean linens from a linen supply service. The advantages cited 

for a hospital having Its own laundry are a greater degree of control, some 

use of free patient labor, and occupational therapy for rehabilitation pa- 

tients. However, there seem- to be no demonstrable economic advantage, 

despite the access to free labor. The disadvantages are that a sizable 

capital investment is required and once the laundry operation if* established 

there is a built-in commitment to continue using launderables. Thus, free- 

dom of choice tends to be restricted. 

Un balance, we would recommend against building a special laundry into 

a new hospital unless there is n.< other alternative available. Use of either 

the base laundry or a commercial service, whichever is more attractive in a 

given instance, appears to be a better means of obtaining the necessary ser- 

vice while preserving the freedom of choice regarding changeover to dispos- 

ables on an ltem-by-ltem basis as quality, price, and convenience warrant. 

Because of the possibility of future expansion of the use of disposables,      I 

it is important to incorporate in a new hospital building the appropriate 

mechanisms for handling disposable materials via dra. * or chutes. Specific 

recommendations cannot be developed nere, but there are shredding and mas- 

ticating devices on the market that allow bulky disposable materials to be 

flushed away or otherwise conveniently eliminated. Initial provisions of 

this sort during construction can save costly modifications later on. With 

regard to disposal systems one also needs to bear in mind that the field of 

disposables encompasses more than Just linens. For example, there are dis- 

posable syringes, bedpans, urinals, emesls basins, and a variety of food 

service items made of paper or plastic. A comprehensive, all-devouring 

waste disposal system adequately distributed through the hospital appears 

to be a worthwhile feature to consider for future construction. 

I 
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7.5.  HOSPITAL COMMUNICATIONS 

7.5.1.  INTRODUCTION 

The alternatives available for communications In clinical 

activities abound and proliferate. They Include direct conversation, 

telephone, written messages hand-carried or transported by pneumatic 

tube or other conveyance, television, radio, and a wide variety of 

computer-related communication devices such as teletypewriters, cathode 

ray tubes, card readers and printers, and many others. The newer 

developments, especially television and computer-related devices, not 

only offer alternative methods for communicating but also offer new 

patterns for operation. In fact. It Is precisely because these devices 

allow changes, and In some cases demand changes, that their acceptance 

Is uneven and their reputations spotty. 

In this section we shall begin by examining the major paper flows 

presently set in morion by an inpatient admission or an outpatient 

visit at the three hospitals under study - Walson Army Hospital, 

Jacksonville Naval Hospital, and March AFB Hospital. The mechanical 

alternatives for moving these records, orders, and results are a 

manual delivery system, pneumatic tubes, or perhaps a tote box system 

such as Telellft. 

Then we shall turn our attention to computerized communications 

systems, which not only replace much of the paper flow but actually 

alter the means by which information formerly recorded on paper is 

captured, stored, formatted, and recovered. This field is currently 

in a state of rapid change, so It is impossible to be definitive 

about its costs and benefits. There are no completely successful 

computerized communications systems today which embrace the totality 

of information flow in a hospital (these are referred to as hospital 

Information systems or medical information systems); nevertheless, 

while the problems encountered are greater than most developers 

anticipated, none of them seems insuperable. The primary obstacle 
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is cost, which currently amounts to $10-$20 per patient-day in 

civilian hospitals. Most administrators consider this excessive, 

particularly for systems which only marginally satisfy original 

expectations. 

The problems do not lie in the hardware (except as it contributes 

to costs) but in the system concept and software. For reasons which 

we shall point out, military hospitals are sufficiently different 

from civilian hospitals so that they cannot rely upon civilian 

developments to solve their problems, and the Department of Defense 

will have to undertake its own development if it wishes to capitalize 

en computerized hospital information systems. Military hospitals 

should have greater chance of success than their civilian counterparts, 

because the problems arising from fragmentation of responsibility and 

authority are less severe in military hospitals. Nevertheless, these 

applications must be regarded as development efforts whose eventual I 

contribution to cost savings and improved care are some years away. 

Finally, in this sectioi we shall consider television links for 

consultations between stations such as dispensaries and the main 

hospital. Here again, the problem is not technological but procedural; 

whether such methods of conanunication will work efficiently cannot be 

determined without actually trying them. 

We have omitted from consideration In this section many other 

uses of computers for administrative matters (such as Inventory control, 

supply requisitioning, and scheduling) and for business matters. 

Collectively, a hospital information system plus administrative data 

plus business data form a total management information system, wnich 

sounds attractive In that it holds the promise of providing up to 

date information to anyone who needs it about any aspect of hospital 

operation. Doubtless such information could be useful in running the 

hospital or any of its departments, but Its utility is problematical, 

as we have discussed in Volume 4. This, however, is not the main 

reason for being less ambitious at this time. We believe strongly 

that any new developments In computerized Information systems in 

military hospitals should be built up gradually from smaller elements; 

I 
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a complect; management information system represents a synthesis of 

numerous smaller information systems, which should be tackled one at 

a time.  It is premature to contemplate a full-scale management infor- 

mation system. 

Despite this belief, it is entirely appropriate to consider various 

computer applications individually in military hospitals.  Some of these 

are discussed in Section 7.3 (Unit Package Medication), Secticn 7 (■ 

(Automation in the Clinical Laboratory), and Section 7.7 (Other Computer 

Systems). 

7.5.2.  PAPER FLOW IN POD HOSPITALS 

As necessary background to deciding whether or nyt it would be 

advantageous to replace some of the paper flow in military hospitals by 

other types of communication links, we have defined the major (in terms 

of quantity) paper flows in three hospitals. While we have not attempted 

to account for all pieces of paper, the following description covers most of 

the paper flow generated by inpatient and outpatient visits to the hospitals. 

7.5.2.1. March AFB Outpatient Department (Figure 7.5.1) 

An outpatient appointment at March is made by phoning the central 

appointments office.  The appointment is noted in an appointment book for 

the clinic.  Each afternoon, a master clinic schedule for the next day is 

typed and taken to the outpatient record room.  There the records are pulled 

and an "out" card is inserted in the file. The records and mas:e.- schedule 

are carried by the record room personnel to the appropriate clinic. About 

900 records are pulled for appointments each day. 

During the clinical transaction, the physician inserts his notes directly 

into the outpatient record.  The record is collected by someone from the re- 

cord room the same day and is usually refiled by the night crew within 10 

hours.  It is always refiled within one day. 

All basic tests are ordered on BOB forms, which is standard pro- 

cedure for all the hospitals.  Orders for x-rays, lab tests, cytology, or 

blood transfusions are two-part forms, because the lab keeps one copy for 

its files and one is put in the patient's record.  Other tests like EKG's 
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or EEC's are ordered on single-copy forms, which go into the patient's 

record.  In the outpatient department, the doctor fills out his test 

order on the appropriate form, and it is carried by the patient to the 

lab. After the test is performed, the results are noted on the same 

form, and the record copy is put in a pile to be picked up by the record 

room personnel.  About 9600 lab orders, 7700 X-ray films, and 400 EKG 

evaluations are processed for outpatients each month. 

Each physician has a mailbox in the record room, and the results of 

tests he has ordered are filed in these boxes.  When he has reviewed the 

results of a test, the physician gives the form to the personnel in the 

record room, who file it in the patient's record. 

At March AFB a very small percentage of outpatient tests are 

ordered "stat," and the patient waits for the results to be generated. 

In these cases, the results are immediately reported to the doctor by 

telephone, but the paper flow remains the same.  Outpatient prescrip- 

tions are carried by the patient to the pharmacy, where they are filled 

and then filed in the pharmacy. About 25,000 outpatient prescriptions 

are filled per month. 

7.5.2.2.  Walson Army Hospital - Outpatient Department (Figure 7.5.2) 

At Fort Dix, the outpatient records for active-duty personnel are 

called health records and are kept at the dispensaries; outpatient records 

for dependents and retired personnel are kept in the outpatient record 

room at the hospital. 

Appointments tor about half the clinic are made through the central 

appointments office, which is accessible only oy phone.  (OB-GYN, Well 

Baby, O.T., P.T., the dental clinic, and several others schedule their 

own appointments.) When an appointment is made, it is recorded on the 

schedule for that clinic, and a multicopy 3x5 appointment slip is made. 

One copy of this slip is filed by clinic, date, and time; one alphabeti- 

cally by patient name (for reference if someone calls about a forgotten 

appointment time); and, for active-duty personnel, one copy is sent to 

the dispensary so that they can pull the health record.  (The enlisted 

men carry their records with them to the clinic.)  Central Appointments 
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mat'.es a master schedule of the appointments by clinic and sends one 

copy to the appropriate clinic.  The other copy is taken, with the 

original appointment slips for the retirees and dependents, to the 

outpatient records room. There the record is pulled, and the appoint- 

ment slip is inserted in its place to show where the record has gone. 

Record room personnel carry the records to the appropriate clinic. 

There are approximately 1400 visits to the outpatient clinic per 

day.  The procedure for ordering tests and filling prescriptions is the 

same as at March AFB except that a much larger portion of the lab 

tests (approximately 30% on Monday through Thursday and 50% on Friday) 

are ordered "stat." "Stat" orders are processed immediately — normally 

in an hour — and the results are usually telephoned to the doctor.  In 

round numbers, 42,800 lab orders, 10,600 X-ray films, 500 EKG's and 

64,500 prescriptions are processed for outpatients each month. 

The results from tests are returned to the outpatient records room, 

where they are screened by a clerical employee.  If the results appear 

normal, the slips are put in a box to be filed in the records; this may 

take three months or more. If the results are abnormal, the ordering 

doctor is notified of the results.  The system does not work well, because 

lab slips are not refiled in the record by the time a patient comes for 

his next appointment or calls the physician. The physicians cannot be 

sure that the slips have been scanned properly or that the result has 

not been lost, so they call the lab to get results. Answering these calls 

interferes with the laboratory work. 

7.5.2.3. Jacksonville - Outpatient Department (Figure 7.5.3) 

At Jacksonville, the central appointments desk is in the outpatient 

records room.  Appointments can be made in person, by phone, or by mail. 

When an appointment is made in person or by mail, one copy of the aproint- 

ment notice is given to the patient.  The other copies are filed by clinic 

and date.  The night before the appointment, these slips are removed from 

the file by the record room personnel. When a record is pulled, one copy 

of the appointment slip is inserted into a card which replaces the record; 

this indicates where the record has gone.  The records and a copy of the 
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appointment slip are delivered to the clinic by the night staff in the 

records room.  About 900 visits are made to the outpatient department 

each day. 

Each outpatient has an Addressograph plate, and all tests ordered 

are imprinted with this plate.  After the clinic visit, the outpatient 

records are put in a pile and are picked up by the record room personnel 

several times a day.  The record copy of each test result is returned 

to the ordering doctor, who initials it and sends it to the records room 

to be filed.  About 15,000 outpatient lab orders, 5100 X-ray films, 250 

EKG's, 26,500 prescriptions are processed for outpatients each month. 

7.5.2.4.  March AFB - Inpatient (Figure 7.5.A) 

A patient who arrives to be admitted at March AFB Hospital must 

bring an admisuion sip with him.  This is presented at the admissions 

desk, where an l.L. _ard, an inpatient record folder, and a clinical 

record cover sheet are made.  The patient carries these with him to 

the ward.  (About 500 direct admissions are made at March each month, 

and about 50 patients are transferred there.)  From the ward, the patient 

goes to the clinic for a work-up, carrying his record with him.  For in- 

patients, copies of all lab orders, test results, anesthesia reports, 

operation reports, etc., are included in his record.  Th«8» are all 

recorded on the standard BOB forms.  Since there is no Internal 

mall distribution, the test results are picked up by the ward staff. 

About 5200 lab orders, 1800 X-rays, and TOO EKG's are processed each 

month.  The pharmacy processes about 1500 orders from the wards each 

^onth; roost drugs for inpatients are obtained from the ward stock. 

When ■ -patient Is discharged, his record goes to a holding area 

and remains there until the physician has completed his narrative sunr.iw 

and the results of all tests have been returned.  Then the record Is 

brought to the medical library for storage. A copy of the doctor's 

narrative sunnary of the Inpatient admission and a copy of the clinical 

recorc ^over sheet are filed In the outpatient record room. 
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7.5.2.5. Walson Army Hospital - Inpatlent Records (Figure 7.5.5) 

Upon admission, a patient at Walson Army Hospital presents his 

admission slip at the Inpatlent admissions desk.  The personnel at 

the desk make an Addressograph plate, and with this they imprint 

several copies of the cover sheet, a nameplate for the bed, an I.D. 

bracelet, lab and X-ray orders; they also imprint a list of valuables, 

which the patient takes to the treasurer's office when he deposits 

his belongings.  From there, the patient goes to the ward. About 2500 

patients are admitted to the hospital each month. 

On admission, a copy of the record cover and the clinical records 

cover sheet are sent to the inpatlent medical records to be stored until 

the patient is discharged. 

For inpatients, all lab reports. X-ray results, etc., are posted along 

with  the doctors' and nurses' notes in a chart on the ward. About 6000 

X-rays, 42,800 lab orders, and 10,500 pharmacy orders are processed each 

month for the wards. 

When the patient is discharged, the record is given to the secretary 

of the admitting department.  It is held there until it is complete and 

then sent to the medical library to be filed; there is a one- or two-month 

delay between discharge and the time the record arrives to be fl.ed. 

Copies of the pnyslclan's narrative summary and the cover sheet are sent 

to Outpatient Records to be filed with the outpatient or health records. 

7.5.2.6. Jscksonviile - Inpatlent Records (Figure 7.5.6) 

When • patient Is admitted to Jacksonville Naval Hospital, several 

copies of an admission record, an Addressograph card, and an I.D. band are 

mad« at the admissions desk. One copy of the admissions record Is carried 

by the patient to the ward, where it Is placed In a  Kardex file. One 

copy goes to the medical archives (Inpatlent records room); other ropie« 

go to the chaplain and to the information desk.  There are about 800 

admissions per month at Jacksonville. For inpatients, all X-rav results 

are posted in the patient's chart on the ward.  About 13,000 lab orders, 

2700 X-ravisand )40U arders to the pharmacy are processed each month. 
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Upon discharge, the nurse adds a disposition notice to the chart and 

sends the record to the attending physician, whu adds his narrative sum- 

mary and sends the record to the medical archives for filing.  Copies of 

the narrative summary and the admission form are Included In the patient's 

outpatient record.  If a patient Is transferred to another hospital his 

Inpatlent record Is sent with him; only a copy of the narrative summary 

Is sent to the medical archives. 

7.5.3.  MECHANICAL METHODS FOR TRANSPORTING PAPER 

Overlooking the problems and delays presently occurring In military 

hospitals, which were described In the preceding section, we can view 

paper flow simply as a materials handling problem.  As'pointed out In 

Section 7.1., there are only three surviving contenders for moving paper 

within the hospital; pneumatic tube, Telellft, or a manual delivery system. 

The amount of paper flow Is displayed In Tables 7.5.1 a,b, and c. 

To estimate the cost of moving paper manually, we shall Isolate the 

materials handling costs using a messengei system.  This does not correspond 

precisely to the way that it is actually done now — ward and clinic per- 

sonnel who have other duties are normally used — but it is necessary to 

estimate the cost for a messenger system alone In order to compare it 

with the mechanized alternatives. We Imagine, then, a system In which 

messengers circulate through the hospital on a schedule, picking up and 

dropping off paper items as necessary, using carts designed for the pur- 

pose and traveling in the elevators and corridors;  this is the way inter- 

office deliveries are customarily made in many hospitals and offices. 

Unlike bulk items, frequency of delivery rather than volume is 

the major determinant of the number of delivery personnel required. 

At Walson Army Hospital, about 10,000 items are transported dally; 

at Jacksonville, about 7000; and at March, about 4000.  To make four 

deliveries and pick-ups dally at each station (one every two hours) 

would require eight messengers at Walson, six at Jacksonville, and 

three at March.  Using, as we have before, an annual cost of $5000 
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TABLE 7.5.1a 

WALSON ARMY HOSPITAL 

Daily Flow of Paparwoifc* 

(All entries are numbers of reports or requests, except for those items from Reoords, which show numbers of records.) 
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FIGURE 7.5.1b 

JACKSONVILLE NAS HOSPITAL 
Daily Flow of Paparwork* 

(All entries are numbers of reports or requests, except for those items from Records, 
which show numbers of records.) 
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FIGURE 7.6.1c 

MARCH AFB HOSPITAL 

Daily Flow of Paptrworti* 
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per nessenger (and ncgleccing tit« cost of cere«, which cost about $50 

•ach), th« annual coat of a aasaangar syatca would ba $40,000 at Ualaon, 

$30,000 at Jackaonvill«, and $13,000 at March. 

(Fro* tha tables in Section 7.1 we find corresponding annual costa 

for pneuaatic tube syateas and for lelelift.  (These are suHMriaed 

in Table 7.3.2.) While the convenience and speed cf Telelift are 

attractive featurea, ica extra «Mtpenae it hard to Justify, especially 

when coaputer-baaed alternatives to auch of the paper flow should be 

available within a few years. 

PneuMiic tubes are cheaper in the larger hospitals. However, aa 

we haw« reaarhed earlier, in all out one oi  tliw alHtap lMi9*tCl« ve 

visited the pvnetnuitic tube ayateaa were out of order; furtheraore, the 

one operable aystea w^s used ivr only  a saell proportion of the paper» 

work and waa not trusted by the staff. For this reason we believe that 

pneuaatic tube aysteaa are not suitable for use in ailitary hospltala. 

This conclusion is only strengthened by two srguaents we have presented 

earliers tbst aessengers in ailitary hospitals are soaetiaes available 

I free when convalescent pat tents are used for this duty« and the*, in 

the not too distant future auch paperworh will be replaced by eoaputer« 

I baaed coaaunication systeas. 

Therefore, we conclude that aanual a»thods for aeving psperworli are 

preferable to any aechaniaed altemattve in ailitary hospltala. They 

i are by far the aost flestble, and anr accoaaodatlone to new patterns 

In the future can be aade easily. 
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TABU 7.5.2 
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7.5.A. cowFiT-mmn (>T?rfsiCATin:is rot CLINICAL DATA 

fctcAu«« coap«. -r» can »tor«, r«cri«v«, sort, «nd ncrg« d*t»  at 

•ultipl« Caminal« wh«r« inforMtloo la put la or takas out, ch«\ In- 

troduca a nmt  dlaaiMlon to coanunlcatioo». Tha llata, »«.hadulaa« and 

othar docuManta praparad by a eoapwtarltad ayata« ara aaldo« th* aa*a 

as thoaa that thay raplaca; th« pattarn and fomac ara uaually chaagad, 

partly to aaat tha laharant naad of coogputara tor pracla« apaclflcaelon 

and partly to taka advaatag« of th« coaparatlva «aaa irtth «hlch data caa 

ba raordarad for dtffaraat purpoaaa. For «saapl«. If a coaputarlsad aya- 

taa ia litad for raquaatlo* lab taata. It caa not only accapt raquaata 

aad, latar, raaulta, but It caa alao craata acbadulaa for eellactlat 

apaclaoM, work acbadulaa for tha lab, and ranladara of work not coo- 

platad. 

lathar tha» trying to coacalv« a coaputarlsad conaualcatlon ayatar. 

which daaU with «1! vind« of Infornatlon flow In a hcapltal, wa ahall 

focua upon clinical dot». Tha lottor Includ« Information contained In 

a patlant*» aadlcal tacord and all Infomatloa concamad with tha currant 

«piaoda—naaaly, tha worklag chart which cont^tna phy«tclaaa* aotaa and 

ordara, nuralng notaa, aadtcatloa ordara «nd actl»aa( lab raquaata and 

raaulta. X-ray raquMt* and raaulta, ar I »thcr obmarvotlona. To th« 

antar,: that other data caa ba Incorporated in « oystc* with thla orlan- 

tat ion, and to tha aatant that othar function» baaldaa patlaat cara can 

ba aupportad by thaaa data, wa ahall not« th«a. Savarthalaaa, clinic«! 

data to aupport patlant cara coapriaa tha n^tt important claa» of dat«, 

and a coap«t«rtt«d conauntcatlon ayatan t» hard to |u«tifv unlaaa it 

doaa thla Job well. 

Althou«h location of Inpatlanta and appointaanta for outaatlant» 

ar« not atrlctly cOtnlcal data, thl» Infoniatlan 1» ««««ntUl In a 

ilcatton »vataa which auat rout* InfonMttor. rurth*r»f<rr, acha- 

bada and achadutln« vlaita, aa wall a» hr«plna track of th« 

locatloaa of Inpatlanta and of racorda, ar« aanwln« nroblaa« for which 

coaaut«rit«d «vatawoffar a proalaint aolutlon. TWrafor«, w» ahall 

record «uch Infontatlon «• «n intaarol part **t  a ci^aauiilcatlon «vat«« 

for clinical data. 
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A flmtmi  functioD Is the locacUf of |>«ci«nt»' m»4icml  historlM, 

X-ray«, «ad oth«r record* which •?• not atorAbl« In compufr mrnmttm. 

To clapllfy recording of rocolpt or dispatch of • record* It 1« fooolblo 

«ad «otiraly coaolatoot wlih eh« uo« of thr»« rocord* outold« th* hospital 

to affix to th« p«m«a«at Jackat« « aachlna-raadabla lab«l( «lth«r nagMtic 

or optical. As ssch rsco^d la rocslvod or diapotckod it would b« pssssd 

through a raadar «nd a buttoe for th« appropriat« actloa cod« prssssd. 

Coabiasd with « p«ti«at-loc«tiat systas, thi« coacopt could largaly «olv« 

th« pervaslv« problsa of alsplacsd racords. 

Virtually all «aUting ho«plt«l coaauoicatioa aystaaa as« s rsthod« 

ray tub« (CIT) as th« priaary aaaaa for inputting data aad varlfylat It. 

Somm  also uaa it for racall. Aa a rula* the CtT is «suippud with s k«y 

bo«rd for inputting test or a«sib«n>( but to spsad up input aad to »erv« 

as s rsaiader, it Is roion to display lists of possibls input* fro« 

which the uaar can select the oaaa he desire*. Soee aystaas have hut tons 

along the side of the coaaole opposite lines la the liat, aad others wee 

s light peat the fwactioa of the buttoa or pea cheagee, of course, with 

the list displayed. The feet thst CtT*s srs sileat la oparatloa «ad 

that their display fomet* are fl«ile*e «eke than U'eal for hoaeitaS use. 

Siace the saouat of data which caa be dlspl«y«d «t on« tlaa le Halted, 

it la custaaary to arrsag« Uses la hlersrchlcal for»; the user aust "page" 

through a aucceealoa of lists which becoae uore «ad aer« •p«cific until he 

reachee the ttaa he weats. This approach aay have the advantage of realad- 

iog the ueer of aeae Itaas ha aey have overlooked, but It la a waste of 

tie for ea eaperieaced physician who kaows Juat what »e la looking for. 

Pre« a coaputer prograaaine standpoint, it la present IT lafaaelble to 

evotd this "paglag" through lists; only If coaputer reapoaae la practically 

iartantaaeoue (a design crlterlo» which so fer hae been oalv iaperfectly 

aet) caa this tedious process be «voided. 

Order* far epactflc ectloa* aad their reeulta, auch as dreeaiag 

chsagas, lab taats, X-rsys, or drug sdaiaistrstion l«ad theaaelve* tw 

formatting ie advance of the ectloa ead are the first caadldates for en 

«utoa«t«d ciaaiualcatioa systaa. kapert coapoaltion la aore difficult, 

beceuee the verlety of aeteriel for inclusion la greater. Also, this 

aatter gate auch cloaar to the practice of «edlclne, aad tuny phyalch 
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quit« irlfbtiy rMiat th« ld«a ch«t thmlr practic« c«a b« r«4uc«d to 

«•Uctlon of o prodoflood oot of oboorvotlovo ood «ctloM.    Sovorcho- 

IMO, ••dicol roporto oro aiotfo up Ur|ol> of »coadord phroooo, «ad • 

poroitMtvo coco for oceoaptlat to codify tholr fotsot cos bo «ado, not 

only on tbo ground« of focllltottnt cu—unication «aong phyoiciaaa but 

alao on tha grounda of Inprovlng cara ay raqulrlng tha pbyaictaa to daal 

with ovary Itan antarad in tba clinical  racord, «van if only by ospliciely 

bypaaaing It. 

In any avant, ainca conpoaition of raporta is a tin«-con«u»inc actlvltv 

for a phyaician and dalaya nay ba inportaot to a patlant. way« of «p««dinc 

it up dsaarva oarioua cowidoration.    Thara hava baaa tvo approach«« ualng 

coaputur» t 
■ 

s   On« «inply «•«• th« conputar di«pl«y «« • convonlont r«not« 

v«rific«tioo dovica.    Tha phy«ici«n dictataa hia rvport, whi^h 

i« tranacribad diractly int    th« conputur nsnonr by « typist 

«t « t«l«typ«um«r.    Th« tr«n«crtpt i* Ch«n di«pl«y«4 to th« 

phy«tci«n for oditlng and, fSnaSiv, approval« aftar wht h th« 

■sport ess b« nad« avallab la in hard copy aa ntadad.    Th« n«in 

advaataga li  in convonianca to '.ha phyaician and tha tlaa aav«d 

in haviag tha report avaitabl« M -aav  Iwcatioca aa aooa aa it 

ia approved. 

s   Tha othar approach invplv«« cut^oaing tha raport by aaloctlag 

I sa «st« of «taadard phraaaa and d*»crlpiora dlaplayod for 

tho phyaician, auch aa chockllat* «r« ««»d.    Put» approach Is 

•till uadar davalopnani, but  it 1« proaioing enough to warr4a* 

conoldcration by th« Oaportnanl at  'Jmt*n»m. 

In a aana«, th« p«tl«ot can b« r«g«rd«J «• * Nator«M of clinical 

data that includa hi» own d««criptlon of hi« lllnaa«, hi« r«acti#» to 

th«r«pv( «sd hi« hiatory, for aaaapl«. Hi« «K<»od( through laboratorv 

asaaination, ia alao a aourca of clinical data, aa ia hia body %*i«n 

•ubjactad to X-rays. Th« physlctana, nur«««, u<hnutans, and other« 

4it«ndt^ • patlant can alao b« r«g«rd«d «s "stor«sM for data, sine« 
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thmy  tac«r«cc vlcb (IM p«cl«oi «ad wich ochcr obvlou« "•tor««*' »uch «a eh« 

worktat chart. tlalUrly. «upporttas ««rvlcM auch aa laboratory, X-r^y. 

pharMcy, CSC. aad ESC alght all ba ragardad aa "procaaalag atoraa," alaca 

tbajr procoaa data lato a for» that la aaafal for dlagaoala or tharapy. 

Bslatlat atoraa aad flow» ara ahowa la Pltura 7.}.7. 

Tha raaao» for »doptlaf this aoaawhat at>atract polat of vlaw 1« that 

It clarlfloa tha coaputar'a rola aa aa laforaatloo procaaaor. It will ba 

»•aa that coaputarlaad aystaa» do aet work with aay acw data« but thay do 

pamlt aaw atoraa aad flowa, which aubataotlally aadlfy oparattat practlcaa. 

Thalr datraa of aaccaaa auat ba aaaaurad agalaat tha pht;o»ophlaa vadmr 

which ihay wara daalgaad aad tha problaaa to which thay hava baaa appllad. 

Oapaadlat upoa who daflaaa tha phlloftophiaa aad the problaaa, aalatlaf ayataaa 

ara coaaldarad auccaaaoa by aoaa »ad failuraa by othara'* I 

Mowavr. oaa caa loara fro« asparlaaca to data. Tha aoat laportaat 

laaaoa la that tha llaklag of all cr^ualcatlo«*» la oaa tr«od hoapitalwlda 

ayataa la too aobitloua a goal. It la prafarabla to butSi up tha ay*caa froa 

a aat of "ntaad-aloaa** eoaputara whoaa prograaMtat haa baaa provad in 

particular appllcatlona. Through atap-wlaa davalopaaat. It la poaalbla to 

capltallaa on tha achlavaaaata to data» to avoid aaay of tha alatakea of tht 

paat. aad to accoawdata aaw davalopaaata which ara cartala within tha I 

aast flva yaara. 

ritura 7.3.t la a »chaanlc dlagraa of tho axlatlng coaaualcatloo ayataa 

with cartala coaputarltad atoraa aad flowa «ddad to It. Thaaa addltloaal 

fuactloaa ara thoaa which curraatly appaar faaalbla aad daalrablai In aay 

avaat. tUiv will for« tha auclaua of «a aatandad ayataa which wight ba 

coataaplatad latar oa. Othar coapucarls-bla fuactloaa currantly undar 

davalopaaat or In practlca ara dlacuaaad In faction 7.7. 

Tha bnalc goal of tha coaputarltad coaawalcatloo ayataa doacrlbad hara 

la to aaletaln aa lapatlaat'a worklag dart In th» coaputar aaaory. To do 

thla raqulraa t«r»inaU at nuraliMi ntatloaa. In tha laboratory« tha X-ray 

dapartaaat, th« phanaacy, aad tha adolaaloaa offtc«. Orda^a fro« tha phyalclana 

ara «atarad at th»  awralag atatloa taralaala aad routad aa «pproprlata to 

lab. X-ray» and phamacy, or* la tha caaa of aurala« ordara, back to tha 

aurala« atatloo. Aa raaulta ara obtalaad» thay ara atorad for racall aa 

naadad at th« nursing «tatl 
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It Is possible, of course, to let the computer memory serve as the 

sole record of these data, but this Is unwise for two reasons.  One is 

the problem of reliability: if the computer breaks down, these data 

* become unavailable. While computers in tandem are in theory highly 

reliable (calculated nonavailability of such systems is said to be as 

low as 15 minutes per year), there is too much evidence that their 

actual reliability Is too low and the consequences of failure are too 

severe to avoid written records. The other reason is that, from a 

physician's point of view, written records are by far the most conven- 

ient and quickest way for him to scan the working chart.  For the fore- 

seeable future any computerized communication system should provide 

hard-copy outputs at most of its terminals.  The system shown in Figure 

7.5.8 interposes the computer in certain communications links, notably 
I 

ordering and reporting results, but it maintains intact the existing 

practice of recording these events, both at the origin and destination; 

in this case the records on paper are produced by the machine. Thus, 

in the event of failure, no data are lost and it is not difficult to 

fall back to a manual system. 

As we have remarked, it is essential that a computerized communi- 

cation system keep track of the location of patients in order to route 

' messages concerning them to the correct destination. One of the common 

causes of lost records and delays is that patients are moved between the 

I time a record or result is requested and the time it is received. A 

patient location file could be maintained solely from the nursing stations, 

I but it makes more sense to pick up this information at the time of admis- 

sion, either through the regular admitting office or through the emergency 

A room.  It is a small step from this file to maintaining a bed census file 

and an admissions schedule, which are natural adjuncts to the primary system. 

I 
( 

I 
f 
1 

7.5.5. EXISTING COMPUTER-BASED COMMUNICATION OF CLINICAL DATA 

In this section we shall examine the state of the art in computer- 

based communication of clinical data.  It should be borne in mind that 

this field is developing rapidly and information quickly becomes out- 

dated.  We shall dwell at greatest length on the REACH system (Real- 

time Electronic Access Communications for Hospitals), developed by 
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National Data Communications (NDC) of Dallas, Texas; It Is the moot 

fully developed and tested of the existing systems. 

Various problems have come to light In the REACH system installed 

at the Baptist Hospital at Beaumont, Texas, and we shall note these, not 

as fallings of REACH (for most of them are being corrected), but as 

examples of errors to be watched for In any new developments. 

Once we have described REACH, It will be comparatively easy to 

describe other systems In terms of their differences from REACH and to 

arrive at certain general specifications for future systems. 

i 7.5.5.1.  REACH | 

The functions of REACH are centered in a specially designed CRT 

terminal which. In addition to a typewriter keyboard and associated 

special-function keys, has two unique features.  It has 20 buttons along 

its longer (vertical) dimension that are used for choosing one or more 

of up to 20 lines of alphanumeric information displayed on the CRT. 

The terminal is turned on by the insertion of a punched credit card or 

"badge;" its removal shuts off the CRT. Each terminal also has a 

modified receive-only teletype which, when a card is in the slot, can 

be used to log console actions. When the console is not in use, the 

teletype prints messages from the system originating elsewhere.  If a 

substantial volume of such messages is expected, additional printers can 

be supplied. 

In addition to the twin Honeywell CCD 516*8 and associated I/O 

devices in the hospital, the original REACH concept was to transmit over 

voice-grade lines to a central office for additional data processing on 

a large central computer. As the system has evolved, however, all 

computations are performed in the hospital; the only non-accounting 

function of the central computer is to reduce patients' charts to micro- 

fiche size (4" x 6") following their discharge.  Each hospital will have 

microfiche reader-printers. 

Eighteen different kinds of personnel have been defined, and a 

separate type of badge has been designed for each.  Many of the function» 

are shared by different kinds of users, but some (such at coding dUchar«« 

I 
I 
I 
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dl«gfu>»c«# m%i*rin$ 4rm  ör«l«f«# «ml »fgnln« rmpmti»  «r« Itattwd l# 

(he mppropriMf profmmiemml»,    i#v«r«t hm»4t«4 mtion* h*vm h—m 

imvmlopmd for thm  1$ tfpmw  of pmtmeomi.    th§ ticimmt  v«rl«ff ••i«t« 

for eh« phvstciana «aJ ttm  mir«#«.  EACII ej tit« If trfw« !»•• tta mm 

ch«r«cc«rl«ctc CKT 4l»pl*f,  which »ppmmr»  wh«no<r«r « b«tft« t« tR«*rt*<l 

»ad  which provides tho fir« of • «orto« of ctolco« that utct*«c«ly #•- 

f1M «B action «od whotowor tho «ctlon Is to «ffoct (potloot*. r»<»rd«. 

lnv#ntorv itflM. «tc). tsch  doc 1«Ion U tmelmd bf  ehooolag 0M of 

tho dlaployod altoraotlv«« oad pwohlnt ih# mmeximtM hmttmt- «tout tho 

CtT*» loft-hand oariln. Sklllod and procttcod oporotora c*A $p  «hr«mt*i 

thoao "doclalon trooa" wich aurprlalo« apood. 

Whan all tho nacaaaary «'helcoa haw« haa« —do, tho» aro hroutht 

togothor en a final CUT acroon. At this point, if tharo la additional 

Inforaatlon owor and beyond what la noraalir ra^ulrad. it muf  ha on- 

tarad through tha typowrltor keyboard and Is dlaplayad on the CtT 

acroon for final adlttn«. 

When «11 tho Inforaatlon la in daairad foraat, the «ctlon la 

initiated bf  doproaaioo of tho "Eatar" «pocial-function kay, and Ch« 

•rate« revert a to the appropriate entry "ncraaa" according Co the 

typo of bodge that la in tha «lot. 

The «yatoa, aa It atanda, haa about KK» prograa« «ad «bou: 1000 

CRT laagaa c«ll«d 't««-re«n«.N laeil cooaole ia «««oclalad with « de- 

dlc«tod buffer Into which i« aowod « abort controller prograat cha 

latter correaponds to one of tho It profeaalonal iroup« dealgn^ted 

by tha varioua badget. 

REACH «till Incorporatea «one awkward proredurao. for «aaa^lo, 

tho adaitCtng office haa aola reaponalbllity for bed «««tinaent, ao 

traasfare between or within a floor «ro entered into the syatoa on!« 

by thot office. Thla aoko« it oocesoary for the floo* charge nurae to 

telephone tho odalttlog office to record ttmmtwi  if alia war« able to 

enter the Inforaatlon heraolf, it would be laaodiataly awatlabl« to 

lha office. The «yataa diaaaainatea informtioo on all traaafera la 

|h« chaplain'a efflce «ad the dlotery deportamt vi« «lave printera. 

Vila.f I »I ml. h» 



f. 
la ihm WC mft*mt tl « fkfteim vtlf aw c«l*phoa#« «a or4«r, 

tl e««» ki« #«l#r»4 hf •« «ffrofrl«!« nur»* «nl bmtamm •ffactlv« t—»■ 

dlatcly.    IlMNrvvr, ««dl or4l«ra HMC ultUMCaly Nr »€tutomlm4»m4 b» 

ih« ftbfalcl«», •© eh« »yve«« fciwIW* • ftl» or ord«r«  aw«!!tu« "•ig- 

»i«iwf#" for ««eli Mt <•«*>' 

W»»#i* « f«ll«nt •otvr» t^« »w»«f»H*l  •ft*m,. hm ntmm* m ptrysltfl«r. 

Onljr ihi« phiratrl«« (or « ntirt« «ccio« on »tt« fe*«»«!!) emm 90t iif tti« 

COMwltMC   ti»lalt«MMifclp»tllOt   Miftk«   III«  poll««!*«   t9€«T4  »crVMlbl«   tO 

oth«r phfsUian«.     A« «•ceftio« t« thl» rwl« 1» Eli« «foci«! ri«M of 

piiysicUw «Ao corrr r««f>oimil»}iiti«« for ih« hooplt«! «taff •• • 

Mtiol«; l»»««« p*mpl* um *€«-•«• mmf «■»»«ri. 

for 4Mi«i(»i«tr«ii*»n «f 4rva*, it«« tir«i««t ««»rk« fr«» « fit« of 

««mwrtc  iMWf «nd • t Ifiiwl fit« of  ir«d» MMt ftff *H 4rwf»  in «.!»• 

forowUrv.    Tl»««« fll«« c«« !■« «cco*««d l»» « cod« nu«^«r «{»«rtftc 

for th» trod« oar« «n4 4o««g« form or fef noo«.     tt  «• poatlbla 10 

"Mt*** thro««h ih« Hat dUplairad «Ipttabatlcalif o« tl«« Ctf until 

th« druf «|^««r* aod ih«ti ladlcata »olacCIo« of th« dru« br uaint t)i» 

iwrutn bwttofi; aor« •Hlcl»nllT,  th» firci  ehr«« l«tc«rt of th« trad« 

er |«o«rlc ease r«n IMP pro«ld«d «ad th» •yoc«« ikaa "opaan" th« mlphm- 

hatlc fll« at th« laat «otrr that  («l^hah«!ically) f>r«c«d«* th« ihr«« 

daalgaatad latiar*. 

Thm» m 4r«j« and do«a«« for» u ord«r«d «Uh«r hf trad« nmtm or 

i«n«rU oaa«« by lfm nvmh^t, «ad, p«rh«f»«, fr«« • ««all lt«i rf 

drvf v»ih th« ««■« «et ion or indleatloe.    Oea«. frofi»«»»«-*, and dur- 

«tlon «r« »«Icctad frvm «uccaatlra acraana* and catmint* «r« tfp*ä I«. 

Wh«n th« ord«r 1« v«rlfl«d «nd «ai«r«d,  it h««€aaa« aff«ctt««, Ch« 

fhmnmcy »vpplf  •• drawn down, «nd «w>roprinl« charg«« «r« r«cord«d. 

Laboratory ord«r» ar« craalad  in tha aaae way an dru« «i-dar«, 

«ac«pt that  iiMt«ad of a^paaria« in «nd «ffort In« th« pharaary 

invantory, «n ord«r 10 pick ap blood *pp*»f on th« t«l«Cyp« priatar 

ia tha cllalral  lab.    Th« phynlcian cannot   initial« » grouy of ordor« 

which can th»n h» aodlfiad an donired; «ach ord«r for « tr««l»anl or 

aa Inasallcatlon MMI ba lattui«d •»r>»t*flr. 

t« achadullag for facilitl««, auch aa K-ray and physical tharapy. 

which hav« llsltad capacity and r«auir« r«aaon«hly Ion« p«ti«nl  «t*.« 
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iLACM provtd«« a cfMlc» ot  mw*wt*i  »ppoimimnt   tli»*«:  hoM«v*ra  ih« 

•«•If fi>f»tcl«n« hm*m rccoaawnd«* tMC  chi« proc«dur* t« 4rowä «nd 

il»# flr»f o^«fi »ppolntmmni  ••iect«>4.     fof ««cli ordvr Ilial will  tali» 

ih« p«tl««l off hi« floor,  thm ,f*iiy»lcS«i» or wwr«» I* f«<|«iir«4 to 

•pmttf ^hmttmr (bo ^«tlMiC  Is «■fcwUcory or b««lf««i,  rv^uir«« « 

wtt*«UtMitr, er wdoiwor.    UM» «yttMi It rmpoiwltolo for gtvint node« 

to tfeo floor «n4 to Clio I-roy or otlior doportooot oo (hoc cbo pocimt 

con fe« trontfortod  In (loo for tlio »tudv. 

«I novel  f««iaro of Clio »fotoo I»  It« woo by «tonofrofhoro la 

trwutcrtblnt diet«t*d phfielm* rofwrt», b* cliof hutory,  InltUl 

phy«i{«t oaoolnotloo, profroo« mnto», or roporio of opoclol «twii»» 

•ueh a* I*ray«, DCC*•, «ad pottaoloitlc  «xanlnotlon*.     Ltfeo wislfnod 

I, thooo draft tmpotf ar« Includod In thm ill« •••oclotad vita 

;b pat loot.    Tba pbyotctaa aoy radlctata It, aaka correctloao If 

the raport  la not accaptabla, or accapt (N«lgB**)  it «diilo viovin« it 

oa tba Ctt.    »uraaa aod pbyalcal tbaraplst» ara provided alollar 

"aoto** foctlttla«. 

floca tba «fstaa la d»«tin*d to be oaod dlractlp by pbyalcUa», 

miraaa, aad etbaro. uaars awtst ofton wait until a conaol« to avail- 

able,    niyalclane coetooarlly oake tbolr round« at about tbe •«••» 

line earl?  la tti« «ornln«. and  tbla la tba tlae tbat tbe lon«eat eueu»« 

«re likely to build up. 

To avoid eaceaalve delev«, aultlple coaeole« at  eech nursing 

•tattoo will probably be required, one conaole far every tea « r ao 

bed«.    On tbla basl»,  tbe coet   In l«r«er boapltals uould be between 

fl «ad 18 per p«tient-day, of «bleb roufbly 11.10 could be accounted 

for by rofKaoie rental; «ddltionel coo«ole« can be added («rltbla tbe 

deeltaod  ilolt« of tbe •yateo)  for fill a moth.    So far,  fX baa 

fonflgurvd ibr*« «fateoa (Hodele   I, ft, and til)  rane'.wi froo 32 

to 11® conaoie«.    fable I.V.I above tbe o^nipMont «pecIfIcatton». 

ieatal coat« for tbe eyeteoM rancc  froo fbb,00(i par oooth to perbepe 

lulce tbat. 

lOC'a coat and feaalblliCf «tiidlc« 1« « Florid« boapttal «uea'ttod 

tbet for a tl.l oillion •naual rental, REAO) would provide «avln«« 

anounttaff to II.t aillieo»    Otber calculation« ahouvd  tbat a 
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12-liMplt«l troof lu LOVUUM would rMlU« much grMKvr •«vtn««. 

SI ■llltoa. mm « r»*uU of pmftm *i.2 ■llltoo to »C. 

Ihm moitr<9m of »«vtat« coaputod by WC  laclwdo »MM ICMM 

itfhmvtmt 19 nlltcorr hospital», notably toaaaa fro« fatltnt to 

po«t chart** (through »varaifhi or iolay), looao« fro« chart*« 

compvimd «t too Ime a rae«« and opportualty loaaa« on aaeuata blllablo 

(Hit not fat  lowoleod id thtr4 party pavara.    froau«Mih|yt aona aawlnga 

•h««ld accm« Iroo diaplaconoot #f dar leal poraoooal or profos»ton4l 

paraoMMl, aweh «a nwraoa, who porforo clerical dutlaa: howovar, 

«sparlanc« with tha Incroducttoo of cooputara In othar appllcatlona 

■MMMf that chts I« net Itholy. 

.'ha aoat coniriocittc »tmttm of «avliiga la 9*mt%*n*4 patlattl 

•fa*«.    Ootay« of a day or »ora arlttng fron «iapiacad ra^uaata or 

raault« of  lab taata and X-rava. or prohlaoa with achadultnt. ara 

common.    A ayataa Ilk» UtATM can aoallorata auch problaoa.    t»ttar 

control of   Invantortaa  ahowld alao load to ao»a aavln«a.    At thla 

ttoa. how»w»r,  no aavlnga can b» claarly auba'antlatad  in oilltary 

heapltala; until aor» »Bp«rl»nca with ayacaaa lib» REACH haa d»v»lopad. 

choir contribution to raducad coats auat rooaln problaootlcal. 

Sloe» REACH la ona of th» flrat full-acal» heapttal tnfonaatlon 

ayataoa. It haa brought to light a nunfcar of problaaa, «any of which 

can b» oworcoo».    Along thaaa ara tha following: 

O   Altar antry of a placa of  Infornatloo, auch aa a note 

by a nur«» of aadlcation adolnlatarad to a patlont, th» 

■achln» autoawtlcally r»v»rta to th» original dlaplay 

at all  tha nuraing atatlona.    Evan if  th» n»Rt drug haa 

baan adalnlatarad to tha aana patlwnt,  tha nur»« ha« to 

rapaat   tha a ana avIactlona-'-nurnlng atatlon, patient nao#. 

"chart patlant data," "nadlcatlon adalnlatratlo^'—hefor* 

aha can aelect  the aecond drug.    Thl« difficulty can b» 

»aaad by battar progrannlng.     for aaaapla. at th» and 

of each earlea of choira« and d»pr»aalon of tha "Katar" 

button, a acreen could be dlsplavad which allows a choice 

of how far to go back up the declalon traa for tha naat 
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tmmk llmt—i of Always tolnl back to th« origliuii ~h»ag*- 

in" routlw).     AApthvr   t«frov«MNit would b« to provide way» 

of Juaplflf 4mm «ho doc 1*loo tfoo to htgjb-froqwoncr «ctlOM, 

{P«rttcuUriy (ho cteortlat of druf «da 1 a Ut rail on*.    Jluralnt 

pr«c(tcc to«id« to froup htgh-rr«^u«ncr «cMoaa; a aara« will 

• it dowa to cfcart aadlcat&oaa for « auabor of patloat», far 

osaaplo.    it aaiaa llttla saaaa ta hava th» aur»«> first 

daclsloa at th« Ctt tho cholco of p«tl«at r«th»r thaa th« 

chalc« of «cttaa. aa aha la «ach aara llkcljr ta do th« ««a« 

«ctloa for « auahar of patlaat« thaa to Mk» »ntrlaa on « 

varlatjr of «ctloa« far tha aaa« p«tl«ni. 

Th« ijrst«* «is« lack« a aay of fally r«pl«ctni th« ftard«». 

"tuCTaaa«" could k« provldad ky th« r>y«c«a th«t dl«pl«y In 

coopoct for« the Mliaat f«aewr«« ef « patl«at «ad hi« nuf»ir« 

c«r«.    Thi« fast ravlaw preca«« should ha «at up ta k« "p«««d'* 

thrauth quickly at chaaga of shift.    It would not k« port«kl«. 

kut aur««« r«r«ly tak« th« Kard«« to th« p«tl«nt «apf«y. 

If phy«lclan« do not u«« th« t«rala«l« Kh«Malvaa( th« aorsos 

aatar phy«lcl«aa* ord«r«.    Such ord«r« «r« op«r«tlv« without 

phy«lcl«n confiraatton, «Ithoush « ll«t of "uosltnod" ordor« 

accsaulst«« for aach p«tl«ni «nd pr«auBMkly 1« «cknovlvd«««: 

by th« phy«tcl«n «• part of th« ch«rt coaplotlon proc««« sany 

day« I«t«r.    It would h« k«tt«r to facltltat« laaadlat« 

phy«lcl«o r«vl«w of th««« ardor« («« tr«n«crtk«d ky th« aura« 

froa tha wrlttvn ordor «h»«!) ky ««klni it «aaUr for kla 5« 

find (vis th« CtT) unai«nod ord«rii for his ravlaw sad "»itnm- 

tur«."    Pallowin« th« Mruhk«r«taap rul«," th« REACH systsa 

trast« th« physic ton*» h«dc« «nd «ffinMtiv« «ction on th« OT 

as If• "Signatur«."    Thus, wh«n « physician ln««rt«d hi« h«d««, 

ha would k« off«r«d « chaic« of function« k«for« or «t  th« 

•«■« tla« h« off«r«d hi« p«tt«nt  list.    In this w«y h« could 

gat «niiowncc*«nt« «nd phon« w«s««g««f «nd could rrvi«w hi« 

unslgnod ord«r« «ad un«ign«d report« without chackln« those 

file«  for ««ch of his pstisot«. 
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SlallArtft CiM phytlctoa could b« pr«^«tit«d with til mm 

Ubor«io7v and «pocl«!  •n»4y vporf.    Al(»rn«tlv«r^,  h* 

coul4 (»t Jttct It»» tulHMt ef nmt 4m%m thot •M»;«* «bnor- 

mmliti——9»tm0t9f mithmt hmfmti ihm rum* of tho ^^«olt«l 

nor*«,  «itnif ic«i>tb  th«n««4 fco», provlou« finrfln«». or ovt- 

• U» Uoit« ••i »t ih» UM tho work v«» ordororf.    CIT 

ordorlat of lob work loud« ttoolf »ory «oil (olthor through 

• nuroo or dlroctlr by tho phyotctoo)  to tho fntrodwctton of 

OKf»octod r«nt»*.    Uhoa rooulto foil outoldo of ospoctod 

Holt» or brook trondo, thor probc^ly belong la « flnol 

oorrotlvo »«oworv ood «hould bo floggod o» .onoolldototf lob 

ohooto. 

•   VhD» it would bo felly to oocourogo phnlclon uoo of tho 

•yotMi la Its proooat for« (bocouoo of its ioofficioaco* 

la thlftitg fron Job to job), aoao phyttctoao «Ight flad 

ooloctlvo proooatottoo of taport«at aow doto uooful.    To 

tho »stoat that thlo oocourogo» phy»lcloa» to MKr»«c th» 

chart," t9 fall to latogrot» MM »«w dot« vlth th» old, to 

fall to bo lull» «war« of choago« In th» potloat*» »Ma» 

«nd •'mptoa»,  th»«» foctlltlo« will b» r»«Ut»d by th(«ught- 

ful phy»ui«n».    Hov»v«rt «a ««»y, dlroct Junp fro* n»w 

out'Of>rong» lob r»«ult» to that »UM» potloat*» full  lob 

roport«, history, physic«!, «ad progroos not»« would holp 

*.ho phv»icl«n to latosrst» th» now dato with tho old oad 

»t port of thos» objoctloas. 

7.5.^.2.     L^ckh»^ ^*iU*L  infomotiop  SY«trfv 

Lockh»»d  lpf^rH«tton SvstcA* has dovelof*««! »nd  in«l»n«4   in 

Ct Coatlae Ho»ptt«l, MoMat«ln Vlow, C«tff0rnt«, «n taforoMitton svs« 

tco cooporsbl» la function to th» REACH SyotM.    It dlfforo froo 

kUCH in that covputlag Is doa» r»s»toly ot o rogloaol c»nt»r which 

Is oporotod bv Lockhood and coaooctod  to tho hospital ov»r wide- 

band phon» lln»a.    In ih» »xlstlag laot«ll«älon, onlv two nur«In« 

«tatlMM or» conno<t»d, so th» »gulp»«ni hoo not y»l stood th» 

tost of full*sc«l« op«r«tlon. 

Vtliii hliifli h* 



LU* UACM, th« LocklM«tf »y*t«a u»*« CBT tfUpl«v*. How«v*r^ 

tIMM •?• ••l*cc«4 with « light p««: this liter*««*« conttdvrahly 

th« «MDunt of InfpnMllon which c«n b« 4l*pl«v«d «C *a* tl**, b*c«u«* 

{or»«c coiMir«lBC« «r« «tnUMl. CtT 4l»plaf  «r* «uta»nt»4 with mn 

el*cCro*t«tlc inh printer, which provld»« h«rd-copf output* *ad 1* 

*tl*nc In ep*r*tto«. U>ckh*«d MftiMf* p«r»;t* «ntcrtn« th* braach- 

lag hierarchy at varloua l***la, thua avatdlln« ooa of th* annovin« 

(though corr*cttb|*) *hortco«laga of iEACM. 

Lochhaod haa propoaad a full-acala ayataa for El Canlno Hoapltal 

which trill r*fit for $75,000 par «oath, or about 17 par patl*nt-4«y, , 

7.S.>.i. Spectra ?Wdlcal Sy»t— | 

Spactra Madlcal Syatan* of fate  Alto, Callforata, racaotly • 

anftouacad aa lofonaatlon •yata« for hoapltal» that la ganarally . 

coa^arabla to MK'a IEACM or Lockha^'a MIS.  It la achrtulad to f 

bacoa* oparatlonal In •10*1971, although a dawooatratlon aodal la 

aapactad aoeoar. I 

Llka KEACM (but not HIS), th» ayatan uaaa a dadlcatad coaputar 

In tha hoapltal. Spactra haa alaetad to conc*ntr*t* on clinical 

and achadullog data, oatttlng buslnaa» function» aacapt for pro- 

viding input* to a buainaaa •y»t*a, *tth«r on «agnatlc tap« or 

concalvably cora-to-cora. A aotral f*atur» of tha Spactra tyataa 

la uaa of color on tha CtT acraan. Printing diffaraat «aaaapaa In 

dlff*r*ot color* providaa an additional aat of daacriptora for 

■aaaagaa, which «ay raduca raading tlaa or huBan arror in intar- 

pr at at ion. 

Spactra boliawaa that It can aalI or laaaa it« ayataa for about 

two-third« of toclth»ad'« pric«, that ta, for t* - SI par pattant- 

day in aadlMi or largo hoapltal«. Whathar this goal can ba 

achi*w*d whan th* ayata« la fully dvw»lopad rMMina to ba «van. 

Konathalaaa, thla naw antr-v into th* fiald illuatrataa th« incragr» 

in conpatUion and support« tha «law that tha coat of coaputar- 

baaad hoapltal inforaatlon «yatatta will dacraaae. 
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7.y.>.4. Tht MtOelco Co^unlcation Sy»t«M 

Th« N«d«lco »fttmt  differ« fro« full-scale Information systems 

in chat it deals exclusively with coMunications and is simpler in 

concept, though rcaarkahly effective.  It ains at a modest goal— 

elimination of tranacription in ordering—and thereby provides a 

much cheaper system. 

The Medelco system provides "store-and-forward" romnunication. 

Instead of setting up circuits to the desired destination and then 

transmitting the message to it directly, store-and'forward systems 

receive and store the message In a central computer unMl a circuit 

between the computer and the desired destination is available. 

Such systems ere particularly well adapted to applications in 

which the message (order) is to be broken up or duplicated and then 

sent to seversl destinations. Medelco ha« exploited this characteris- 

tic to "peel off" and send the patient charge to accounting as each 

order is transmitted to, say, a clinical lab. Unfortunately, orders 

which are cancelled, or almply not done, are likely to be charged 

for under the present Medelco system. 

For each order the Medelco system requires that two perforated 

cards be pieced manually in a card reader. One card identifies the 

patient and the second Identifies the orde.. The cards are selected 

menuallv by reading the printing on the« which corresponds to the 

punched codes.  If the full array of laboratory work and X-ray 

studies are to be transmitted by this device, a substantial variety 

of cards are needed and must be placed in a rack or bin next to 

the card reader. To add new «essages or to change the meeaages 

(for example, th« price of a test or its destination) «erely requires 

the perforation of a new card, and the use of a typewriter driven 

by the perforations to print the message and duplicate the perfora- 

tion» on a card for each ordering point. 

Using this fraawM^rk, the Medelco system haa added to the basic 

store-and-forward function. A file is maintained in its central com- 

puter listing all of the hospital's beds and their occupants. When- 

ever s pet tent occupies or leaves a bed, the admission office and the 

nursing stations «end messages to this file through the system to 

keep it updated.  If the Medelco system distributed lab results, 
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it could use this information to return the results to the patient's 

current location, regardless of whether the patient had been moved 

since the test was ordered. 

Typical costs range from $1.00 to $1.50 per patient-day.  The 

Medelco system has been running successfully for a year or two, and 

it therefore embodies none of the risks presently associated with 

more ambitious systems. 

7.5.5.5. Meditech 

Meditech of Cambridge, Massachusetts, offers a system which computerizes 

certain functions concerning clinical data.  Though it is not integrated 

like REACH, it does have some unique features.  Services are provided at 

terminals in the hospital, using a time-shared computer at a remote loca- 

tion.  Programming is done with a special version of MUMPS (MGH Utility 

Multi-Programming Systems), which was originally developed at Massachusetts 

General Hospital.  This language was devised to make programming and re- 

programming of interactive routines (as are needed for automated history- 

taking or report composition) simple for users.  Because of this, Meditech 

can offer programs tailored to each user's special requirements; in fact, 

a user can rewrite his program from his own terminal. 

Meditech developed and is now using the following programs: 

• Automated medical history-taking and summary, 

• Patient examination report, 

• Hospital census operations, 

• Patient admissions and transfers, 

• Appointment scheduling, 

• Medication ordering, and 

• lab test ordering and result reporting. Including 

an interface with automated analyzers. 

7.5.5.6. Other Communications Systems 

There are numerous other entries in the field which are at 

least partially competitive with the systems described. Among 

these are the following: 
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• Compucare, Chicago, Illinois 

Systems for the Health Care Field 

• Control Data Corporation, La Jolla Systems Division, Calif. 

Integrated Medical Systems 

• General Electric Company, Syracuse, New York 

Medinet 

• International Business Machines, New York, New York 

Medical Information Systems Program (MISP) 

• McDonnell Automation, St. Louis, Missouri 

Hospital Shared Computer Systems 

• Medi-Data, Charlotte, North Carolina 

Medi-Data Systems 

• Sanders Associates, Nashua, New Hampshire 

Hospital Data Management System 

This list illustrates the intense competition developing in the 

field of hospital information systems. 

7.5.5.7. Comment on Existing Systems for Military Hospitals 

Certain applications of computers for communication of clinical 

data in hospitals are definitely established as successful and 

reasonable in cost. These include clinical laboratory systems, 

pharmacy systems, and the Medelco forwarding system.  The more 

complex systems, typified by REACH, are still experimental; they 

are expensive, and users cannot depend on realizing the benefits 

they promise. Despite the difficulties and uncertainties currently 

evident in the larger systems, however, there do not seem to be any 

insurmountable obstacles to their ultimate success.  Costs will be 

high for the next several years, to compensate for continuing develop- 
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ment expenditures. However, costs for computing and terminal hard- 

ware are gradually decreasing, and the competition in developing 

applications programs is intense enough to cause an eventual decline 

in costs. 

Under these circumstances a tenable plan of action for the 

Department of Defense would be simply to stay out of development of 

large-scale systems and wait for the dust to settle. This would oc 

the best policy for most DOD hospitals. However, there are enough 

differences between military hospitals and their civilian counter- 

parts so that any system developed for the civilian market would 

require adaptation for military hospitals.  In addition, hospital I 

staffs have much to learn before they can use such systems effectively. 

For these reasons, the Department of Defense should begin the adap- 

tation and learning- processes by including a full-scale hospital 

information system in the prototype hospital. One of the existing 

systems would form a natural starting place for DOD. 

In the next section we comment on the differences between 

military and civilian hospitals that are significant for computer- 

ized information systems, and in the following section we outline 

a plan for developing such a system for a military hospital. 

Civilian hospitals expend much effort in accumulating 

billing charges for each patient, and a major justification 

for computerized communications systems is simply to Insure 
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7.5.6.  DIFFERENCES BETVEEN MILITARY AND CIVILIAN HOSPITALS 

AFFECTING COMPUTERIZED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

In most respects, the activities and communications in 

military hospitals are no different from those in civilian hospitals. 

However, there are several important differences, which modify 

substantially the value of various automated procedures. Because 

of these differences, the Department of Defense cannot justify 

its developments on the same basis, nor can it rely upon civilian 

developments to meet all of its needs. The salient differences 

are these: 
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thmt  chargM will b* properly blllad. A few hocpltaU (ih# 

fir« ttm» VM( Vallvy Hospital la taclae, CallforaU) ha»« 

triad flat-rata chargaa baaad «poa aiatooala or laocth 

of «lav, aad tha alapllfIcatloe provided by thl« laaovatloa 

appaara wall Justified and accaptabla to lasurar«. Hits 

practice will probably aprvad, but aa of aow infoimation 

ayacaaa davalopad for civilian hoapltala prlaarlly aarva to 

accuaulata chargaa for patlanta. Ihla aattar la lartaly 

Irralavant for allltary hoapltala. 

a All hoapltala oparata a« part of a larsar ayataa of haalth 

cara, but In allliar^ hoapital« thl« factor la «or« pro- 

nounced becauae »tlltary pvraonne! «re tranaferred ao 

frequently. Witt» retard to patlenta, thla aaana that 

whatever Innovattona In record ayateaa are Introduced, 

they auat produce hard cop lea for recorda when peraonnel 

are tranaferred. 

e Another effect of the aaae clrcuMtance In allltary hoapltala 

la to Increase the value of naklng procedures routine, aa 

computer ayateaa tend to do. Becauae tours of duty In a 

allltary hoapltal are uaually only two or three yeara, and 

aoaetlaea even I»»»,  ataff aeMbers «Jo not net to "Know one 

another twit, and th*  "structure" to procedurea mist He 

«alnly In rulea rathar than In personal working relallonahlps. 

a One obstacle which has atood In the way of developing work- 

able hoapltal Information system* In civilian hoapltala haa 

been the realatance of phyalclana who have little motivation 

to learn the proper procedurea or to tolerate the flaws and 
2 

delay» characteristic of moat ayateou. under developsMnt. 

Coupled with the fragmentation of authority and reaponalbllity 

In civilian hoapltals, this haa been a potent force impeding 

development and acceptance of hoapltal Information systems. 
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UM »«M probla» will «rl»«, ff cour««,  la •tlliary hosptiaU, 

but  th» coMMfld •tructur« 1« ch«M Institut tons can nlnlslac 

Un nffncc. 

•   lAmtavnr davlap—ntn am uadartahan by th« t>*pnrtn«nt ef 

Oafaaaa, thalr coata ara mpr—d ovar mmny hoaplcals.    Tha 

coac« af confwtar daaalopaano ara nubacaaClal, and aaac 

iwlvata hoapltaU ara uaakla to uadarvrtta tha«. 

■mMHim 
AltluHittt tiivra ara fnw a«aoontr«bla »avlnga that would tialf» to of Nat 

tt« coat af a coaputcrliod en—imlcatloo cyatMi for clinical data, wa ballav« 

tnat iJia Onpartavnt of Unfaaa« cannot «(ford to naglaat till» araa.  initial 

inat«Uatlonn ouat ba ragardad na ««p«rfo»at«lt mni o»a of tha oajor fonl« 

matt bm  ovalaatloo of th« InttnUaCloo. 

It w«)uld tt*  unwina Co try to devalop at ttt« outsat a syatc« which 

««bracad all cooputarltibls functions in a singl« coaputar. Instsad, wa 

would aavlsa tha davalopaant <s» staad'-alones) of a co^putar in tha phar- 

•aey for outfMitlant prascrliif lont (Sactloa < ■ n  «ad anothar in tha labo- 

ratory to pamlt tha uaa of fast aaalyaars (Sacttoft ?.b). 

ftinctlona auch aa hlstory-taklng, cooputar«atd«d diagnosl« Cfaciton 

J.7}t  and raport coaposltion naad furthar davalopaant, not of lh« hardwar« 

or lachhical softwara, but of spaciflest Ion« for quaattons to bm  Included; 

tha problans Ua in tha nadlcal field, not tha coaputar fiald. This 

d«valop«oht naad not ba dona In tha prototypa hospital, though it could b«. 

Whcnavar dtvaiopMrnt Is dona, it should includa lnst«ll«tion of a coaputar 

«nd tKT taralnals in an oparatlng nititary hoapital, so ihst tha prograaa 

can ba tastad In a raallatic «nvironaant. 

U« have baan laprassad by tha slapliclty and conaaquant ruggadnass of 

ttit- Hedalco systaa and baliava that it dasarves considaration for ailitary 

liowpit«ls. Slnca tha prototypa hospital will be tha tasting ground for aora 

advanced systeaa, a Hadalco systaa should ba triad in soaa othar hospital, 

if HOD «lectH to avaluata it. 

for the prototype hospital, wa racosnand installation and evaluation 

of a sy«taa like Chose offered by NDC, Lockheed, or Spectra. Such a systaa 
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ttculd  M*r«c* the foUowlnf («MCClMMt   * 

• R«cordlaf 4sf on mämitlon»  «ad p«ci«nt tr«Mf«r* «wj 

• tocertflat m4  forwardtat to (IM laboratory all t«at ro- 

faaata, aad ctavratiag apaclata colUctloo •ehodulaa 

•a4 lab work plans; 

a ■•cardtat lab raaulcs, altbar autoMtlcally tiom aoto- 

aatlc a<|«ilpa»at or ■•auallr tram auii«i«to«tt«4 «(|utpii»at 

(aselu4taf, of cowr»». tboaa parfora»4 «so fast aaalytara, 

m  4llacu*«ad la Sactloo 7.*) »nd  nMtntatrtin«, «.yrwl*uv# 

racora* of rooults for a waab; 

a baeordlnt «»a (orvaraing to tba phmrmef  all lapattaat 

pracerlpttofM print in« labal« «Oil otnar 4aia for drug 

dallvarta» froa tu* pharaacy, aad providing drug sd- 

•inUtration aorksbaata for mir«a«: 

a kecordlng ra<|iM«t» aad •chaduliog «ppolntatnt« in radio- 

logy and «ccapcing r««ult«, including fr«a tail ra- 

eordod «nd «atartd by a ■tooographvr; 

a »»cording Jill nursing order« froa physietana and pro- 

viding « cart plan for aach iapattant; 

a laautng raalndaf« to nurvaa, Sab paraonaol« atc^for 

Mark n«i coaplatad' aad racordtd aftar «pcelf^ad in- 

carvala, and raaiadar« of nidication« or othae action» 

du«; 

a lUKording schadulaa for outpatiant vigit« to clintcs 

«nd generating appointaent »cbadul«« for each physician 

in tne clinic; 

a Generating a shift suamry of nursing notes for nurses' 

signatures «nd « 24-hour suaasry of nursing notes for 

««ch inp.it lent; 

a Logging disp«tch «nd receipt ■'( record folders «nd 

X-r«ys, using «n optic«! or a«gnetic reeder of speci«! 

labels on each such folder; «nd 
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• Cmmrmtlm  • dischart« •aammry  trom luttntml  record* at lima 

of pmtimal  dtacharg«. 

All (ho fuactioo» «ouMcracod («scopt for rocorrf folder logstag) ar« 

pmrtonm4  by at laaat on« of tba a&iattat ftamm »mi could h*  «ad« 

part of a mm* ajrataa. 

Calatlag ajrataaa so*« to b« •laodardKing on oo» Ctt taralnal in  «act» 

ouratat «•rd, Mich a prlntar for «vary can or »o had«; chic ntafcar la baaad 

upon ihm  MKNiac of claa uaar* (ptiystclaea and ouraa«) aaad Co »pead ac ih« 

cooaolaa aatarlof and ratrlavlat data. Uhachar cliia auabar la ada^uata 

d«p«nd« upon tha raapona« claa of cha ayataa and lh« «aouoc lc la u»«d; 

praaaoc aaparlaaca la loawffictaac Co aupply a cosclualva answer, but a 

cursory «nalyst« autcascs KIMIC «or» eonaol«» ara probably n««d»<i. 

Fro« a pnysstl^n*» point of «law, wriccoo racords ar« baecar Chan 

Choaa dtspl«y«d oa a CRT. bacauaa Ch«y ara raadlly accaaalbla, can b« 

praparad or aodtflad ac badalda, and ara «aally auChandcatad; charafor«, 

va ar« inclined co ballava thac co«piic«rU«d ayac«aa will noc b« fully 

accapcad by phyalclana until chara la a conaol« for «vary bad (or for 

avary roo«). This would appaar Co ba an «xp«nalva raqulraaanc, sine« 

ayatan coac la dlraccly aff«cc«d by the nuab«r of camlnala; how«w«r» 

tu«- cost of CUT t«ralnals and sutri« prtnCars ha« fall«n rapldlv In th« 

U»t law yaara, and atlll further reducttoiw ar« llk«ly In tfm  naxt fiv« 

yaara. W« do not chink an «up«rInanea1 «y«c«c wilt §t%  a fair trial un- 

less it providaa ««ffiritni conaol««. (To test this aaaartlon In Cha 

prototype hoapltatt one ward could b« «quipped with on« conaol« per b«d 

and other ward* could hav« less.> 

tha question of whathar th« concral conputar should b« on-site or off 

has supporters on boll» side».  Aa wc hav« remarkica, REACH was orginally 

conceived with an on-aita conputar tied to a larger of;-slte conputcr, 

but, aa IK has worked out, virtually all coapulatiüna ar« don« on-sit«. 

Lockheed's HIS will uae off-site conputers at regional center» connected 

to the temiual« by wideband telephone lines« The preaunable advantage 

in  that costs can be soaawhat lower because fewer personnel are needed to 

tend one coraputer than to tend several in several hospitals.  This cost 

reduction Is offset to a degree by the cost of the lines, and reliability 

may be soaawhat less,  fctperleiice la insufficient Co show which alternative 
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Is pr*f«rabl«, but  in ch« procotyp« howplc«! tlwr com^mfr «houl^ b« on- 

• It« to («cilttat« «»p«rni«nt«tl0n. 

7.5.i.   Tfcuvistob ro» BM HHMMB 
Several pilot progrMM utUUtnt cIoc«<i-clra«U TV to llrlk p«ti«ot« 

with ptiytleian* h«w« b««n u<id«rt«k*fl In the I'nitad St*t«t. ft»«r« It no 

quostion «bout tachnlc«! foMibllity of "tolottodleio«'*: th« major probU* 

1» tbo coat (about SIOO.OOO if tha atationa ar« auffictaatly far apart 

to raquira traaaaiaaion towora or long runa of coa«i«l cab la). 

In practlc«, TV can b« uaaii in aavaral diffarant waya. Thaae ahould 

ba diatiotuiahad, bacauaa they ara applicabl« to diffarant aspacta of 

avdical practice. 

• Taladiaeooaia. In thia aoda, a phyateian at on« and of th« 

TV link diagno»«« a pationt «tt«nd«d by a nurse or eorpsman 

at a remote location^ It has baen usad with «oaa 8ucc««at 

«specially for avergency cases, at Logan Airport in Boaton, 

which im  linked to H«as«ehiw«tts r>«n«rel Hospital, With 

such an «rrsngesiant th« physician HSi ask the pstient 

or a ■sdically trained attendset to change positions, to 

report on coloring, to use s stethoscope, and to parfora 

oth«r sinpt« t«sts which sid disgnosis. 

« Teleconsu11at ion. A physicisn specislist at one end of 

a TV link can adviae another physician, or a nurae or 

corpaaan, when tha problem is beyond the competenca of 

the person attending th« patient. This technique haa 

been used with some success st the VA Hospital in 

Bedford, Hassschusetts, which is linked to Naaaachusatts 

General Hotpital, As a rule, such consuitstions are 

arranged by schedule and ar« no different from raferral 

CO a spec lallst, except that th« n«ed for th« patient 

or the apecialist to travel Is eliminated, 

e Tel«counseling.  In this mode s psychiatrist, psycho- 

logist or social worker at one end of the link counsels 

a patient at a remote location. Operationally, it is 
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no dlfforvnt fro« otbtr 'to4m».    Howwvr. t«!«coun*«ltng 

•ajr b« valiMbl« for trMtlag m mmtgmcy pmtimmt, much — 

on« uttdorgolag «a «tfv*r«« LfO r»*ctloo, wtioo no tralootf 

nMtarnnc« t» «v«il«i>i« «t t.»» roMKit« location. Al*o( It 

1« ••id  thne «on« ^nttont«, «•pmtnllf  «dolnncontc, i»r»- 

for tit« tnporoonnllcy of n TV »croon to tbo tntlnncy of 

« r«c»-to-f«c« «ncountor. 

• T«rUtwt>rpr»f tion of I-rn»». A rndlologut or ptiyolcltto 

cnn ofton lutarprot A-r«y« by tnlnvinion fro* • rmmot* 

location, thm  foantblllty of thm  tochnlqu« imptaäm upon 

ihm  x-rav, but whon it can b« don«, tb« dolay in »bipptng 

x-rjy» for int«rpr«tatl«>e i« «llninatod. Tit« radtologivt 

can roquaat that the catMra bo foouaod on p«rtiewlar 

fglam  of 5J»# riin» or b« can «afc ihm  actondant about 

Kb« pr«i«nc« or ab««ne« of «ubtl« f««tur«a. 

* Education. TV link« «xpand tb« opportuntti«« for dn- 

•iructing Mdical p«r»ono«l or traloing p«tf«nt« Mttb 

dioord«r« («ueb «a apbacia) vhicb raquir« «xtondvd 

tb«rapy. In caa«« tiltar« traval, by «tth«r th« potiont 

or tb« •pvcialiat, i« an iapadiMrnt, TV ««y b« u««iul. 

In «dditioni U   coat, tbar« «r« aon« otb«r probl««a. Obvloualy, 

t«l«viaion contact ia l««a aatiafactory than fac«-to«f«c« contact, «x- 

c«pt pertiap» in til« ca«« of counaaling. Th«r«for«, it nab«« a«na« nainly 

whon tb« attarnatiy« ia no contact witb a apocialtat at all, or contact 

with a apeci«li«t only with algnifleant incoovanicne« or «xp«n8«. Tola- 

viaion inagaa ar« inparfact, and th« abaanc« of datatl and color ar« in- 

podiaanta in aona aituationa. Color TV docs not raproduc« colors with 

aufficiant fidelity to warrant th« additional expana«. How«v«r, color 

inforaation ia not wholly lacking with black and whit« TV, because th« 

specialist can alwaya aak tha attendant about coloring, which nay b« im- 

portant in aone situation» euch ar  d^raatologleal diagnoais. 

Nora aignlficant problem» lie in organitlng procedures at both ends 

of the TV link and in gaining acceptance of the idea.  The stationa at 

Massachusetts General Hospital acntloned above are said to have worked 
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•A possibility outside th« scop« of this study Is to link hospitals on 

■llltsry bases with referral hospltala such aa Ualtvr Reed or Betheada. 

Transport of patients to these centers la nou a sianlfKant expense. 
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ra—enaMy wall, rtiysuiaa accaptaaco waa law at first, but aow the 

atatfena ar« la waa about lour ^oura par day. 

Of all tfte aodaa for telaMdlctne, («lacoaaultatloa la Kita oaa which 

•abas Mat aaaaa for •Hilary noapttala. The advantage offered la that 

travel by the patient or poystclaa la alialnatcd aad leaa tlaa la loac* 

iy provldlat Che opportunity for caovaaleat coaaultettoo vith a specialist. 

Calacoaaultatlon increaaea the faaalblllty of using paraaadlca« personmel 

far prlaary care in aabulatory care laciitiu». 

Siaply providing a TV Uak batwaan a dlapeaaary aad the aaia hospital 

|g insufficient to assure Its ussfulaaaa.  It should be part of an eape- 

riaeaial progra« to ästend the ability of aonptiyslclaaa to provide hi«t>- 

fuallty care aa part of a tea«, aa daacrlbad la Section 2.4. Mo fomal 

avaluatlook «f i«la«adlclne in  the ei^erlaentsl »et-ups at Maaaachuaatta 

Caoaral hospital have bean coapleted, but succeaa haa been aufflclent for 

the prograa to be eapanded and continued. 

Viewed aolaly fro« a financial aapact, a TV link Involvaa an eapens» 

of about 120,000 par year Caaortltlag the cspital eapenditure over fiv« 

yeara). The aavlnga appear in reduced travel tlaa for pattenta - referral 

to the aalo hoapital froa a dlapeaaary oa a •ilitary baae typically takes 

at leaat half a day of the patlaot'a tiae - and la estending the acope 

of a noophyalclaa'a activities, thus trking advantage of the lower salaries 

of aonphyalctaaa.  If two physicians can be saved, then the coat of the 

ayataa la Juatlfled. Even aore iaportaot than the coat of phyalclaaa* 

servicea la the abortage of physicians. 

Accordingly, an experla^atal TV Uak betwoon the baae hoapital and at 

least one of the dispenaariea should be inatalled In the prototype hoapital. 

Its principal aode of uae will be teleconaultatlon, with speclallats on an 

appointaent baais and with othar phyalclaaa in aaergenclea or when the dis- 

pensary phyalclaa la abaent. 
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7.6.  AUTOMATION IN THE CLINICAL LABORATORY 
I 

I 

I 

7.6.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Expenditures for labor, reagents, equipment, and other supplies for 

clinical laboratories amount to about 5% of the operating budgets of DOD 

hospitals.  Furthermore, this segment of hospital activity has been growing 

rapidly as new tests have become possible and physicians have become familiar 

with their significance.  For the most part, lab tests performed manually 

must be done sample by sample and test by test.  Thus, doubling the workload 

implies doubling the staff and the equipment, and doubling the budget, for 

there is little opportunity for economies of scale when tests are performed 

manually. 

One potential way out of the route to Increased costs, as laboratory 

workloads Increase, is automation of the test procedures.  There is an enor- 

mous variety of such equipment available, and it holds promise of reducing 

costs and Improving accuracy of laboratory determinations. Most of this in- 

strumentation has been designed for the clinical chemistry area, although 

there are also Instruments used In hematclogy, serology, and microbiology. 

Here, automation has replaced single functions of a technician or whole 

chains of linearly related procedures. 

Despite the promise, in practice the saving (in time and dollars) which 

this instrumentation produces is often not realized because of Improper se- 

lection of Instrumentation for particular laboratories.  The wrong automated 

instrumentation can prove to be more expensive than having no autcmatlon at 

all.  The current fad of Installing a Technlcon SMA 12/60 .'Sequential Multi- 

ple Analyzer) indiscriminately in hospital laboratories is a case in point. 

Aside from cost, there are other reasons for Introducing automation. 

Automated equipment may be more precise, in that the amounts of reagents added 

and the reaction times allowed are controlled more accurately by machine than 

by hand.  (Accuracy is not usually at issue, since any acceptable device meets 

acceptable standards.)  Secondly, automation may offer some advantages with 

respect to reliability and liability to large error.  Another reason Is that 

most automated equipment can perform large numbers of tests faster than a 

technician.  This, of course, does not apply to STAT (immediate) tests, which 
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are almost always performed as single determinations, but It does bear on 

many of the tests performed commonly and routinely. 

Automated Instrumentation may make It possible to perform tests for 

which technicians are not available. Tests which cannot be performed or 

can only be performed with great delay or great annoyance at any time are 

not requested by physicians; therefore, the present workload should be 

regarded a lower boundary.  Usually, when automation is introduced, a greater 

demand is revealed. As remarked above, the fulfilled demand has been grow- 

ing rapidly and probably would do so even in the absence of automation. 

Thus, if the present shortage of trained technicians were aggravated, auto- 

mation would appear even more desirable. 

Finally, the concept of making a large number of determinations with- 

out specific orders from a physician, in the expectation that the results 

may be needed or may reveal unsnspscted abnormalities, has gained accep- 

tance. With automated equipment. It is usually easier to perform a stan- f 

dard series of tests Instead of a set tailored to each patient. Multi- 

channel blood analyzers allow the performance of many determinations with 

a small investment in labor.  Such determinations r-m be performed on pre- 

sumably healthy Individuals, on all hospital admittances, or on select pa- 

tients as a part of routine diagnosis. The usefulness of such an approach 

is still debated. What is Important to keep in mind is that an unassailable 

justification for laboratory automation occurs when the equipment rapidly 

and accurately performs large volume work which the laboratory must do.  If, 

in addition, it can do other determinations without significant additional 

work, then that should be regarded as a benefit though not a justification. 

For a time, people attempted to justify machines that performed a large number 

of tests on the basis of discovery of occult disease, but the yield has been 

poor and the justification doubtful. 

I 
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7.6.2.  EQUIPMENT FOR LABORATORY AUTOMATION 

Table 7.6.1 lists automated equipment for clinical laboratories, both 

(existing (as of June, 1970) and shortly to be available.  Here we have 

defined automated equipment as that in which an electromechanical function 

eliminates a technician function.  Thus, the table does not include 

automatic pipettes, which reduce the time of a technician function but do 

not eliminate it, nor the reagent kits, which eliminate a function but are 

not electromechanical. These exclusions are not important in this dis- 

cussion, because they represent little in the way of conceptual advances 

and even less in terms of capital budget outlay. We have also not Included 

the more exotic instrumentation, such as amino acid analyzers, which 

would find very little application in clinical laboratories in military 

hospitals.  The table also does not include histology instruments, such 

as the Auto-Technicon, nor desk calculators, which may be used in any 

clinical laboratory, since these represent automated instruments which have 

existed and been used historically for a longer period of time. The 

serology instruments listed can usually be used in a virology laboratory 

as well.  The urinalysis, parasitology, and cytology laboratories are not 

(included in this table because they do not utilize automated instrumentation 

(by our definition) except in procedures similar to those used in histology. 

While the listing is intended to be exhaustive, it almost certainly 

falls short of this goal. What it does show is the enormous variety 

of automated instrumentation available.  Even if the list were exhaustive 

I today, it would be out of date tomorrow.  We suggest later on an innova- 

tion which can achieve almost instantaneous turn-around, which will prove 

valuable, mainly for blood chemistry tests, which are already automated 

with longer turn-arounds. The next stage of development is probably 

in automatic pattern recognition of disease states in microscopic samples, 

on which a good deal of work is currently in progress.* 

I 

I 

^ 

^Subsequent to compilation of Table 7.6.1 the Technicon Hemolab D 

differential white cell counter was announced. 
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TABLE  7.6.1a      AUTOMATED  INVll 

Wanufacti urer 

Instruments 

Model Cost 

Advanced Cryomatic Multiple 

AGA** Autochemist $450,000 

American Optical Robot Chemist 21,700+ 

Aininco+ Assayomat 50,000 

Arainco Rotochem 77,000 

Aminco 4-7395 

Atago Automatic 36 2,800 

Bausch & Lomb Zymat 340 9,850 

Bausch & Lomb System 400 8,700 

Bausch & Lomb"*" Spectrophor I . 9,875 

Beckman DSA-560 17,175 

Beckman ERA-2001 

Beckman Three models 5-8,000 

Canalco Pacific TOA Data Converter 3,500 

Carlo Erba+ CL A 1510 3,680 

Cecil Instruments CE 404 System 1,625 

Dynacon LC-172 1,452 

DuPont ACA 65,000 

Electro-Nucleonics GeMSAEC 11,675 

Farrand ATS 4,800 

Fiske Osmatlc 

Gilford Phase II System 

Hewlett Packard 7670 2,850 

Hilger & Watts Atomspek 4,250 

Hycel Mark X 65,000* 

Joyce Loebl* Mecolab 13,000 

Joyce Lot .bl+ Mark II Mecolab 14,000 

Joyce Loehl Microbio Mecolab 

Joyce Loe 3b 1 Enzymat 

Lab-Line Clino-Mak 9,250 

LKB 8600 7,500 

LKB 7400 9,500 

Luft Instruments+ 77 895 

N.I.L. Digital 

Orion lonalyzer 150-250 

^ 

Description 

Freezing Point Osmometer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Robot chemist 

Centrifugal e^'crln; ter 

Fluoro-mlcropho t ome ter 

Discrete sample colorimeter 

Enzyme rate analyzer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Spectrophotometer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Glucose analyzer 

Atomic absorption 

Printing analog computer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Discrete sample colorimeter 

Linearizing analog computer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Centrifugal colorimeter 

Spectrofluorometer 

Automatic osmometer 

Flow-through colorimeter 

GLC automatic sampler 

Atomic absorption 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Robot chemist 

Robot chemist 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Enzyme rate analyzer 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Enzyme rate analyzer 

Calculating absorptiometer 

Enzyme analyzer 

Flame photometer 

Specific ion electrodes 
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:EU INblKLMLWTAIIÜN -- CHEMISTRY 

Samples 
Handled 

unattended 

29 

100 

33 

20 

36 

47 

45 

16 

40 

1 

20-200 

1 

30 

1 

Varies 

16 

16 

24 

1 

36 

40 

60 

15 

15 

40 

15 

90 

100 

100 

52 

30 

1 

Maximum 
Procedures 
Per Sample 

30 

10 

2 

many 

Comments 

Specific application only 

Greatest flexibility 

Too generalized for hospital. Off the market. 

Spectrophotometrie 

Not yet on market 

Can be used with Autoanalyzer 

Uses specific filters; includes recorder 

340 mu light source 

Can run rate reactions 

Electrometric 

Analog $2,500. Protein-free filtrate 

Glucose in plasma, serum, or urine 

Accessories for flame emission 

Uses Autoanalyzer output 

30 or 60 samples/hour 

Recorder extra 

Uses Autoanalyzer output. Must be linear 

Designed for stats. Not yet on market 

Analog $5,280 extra. Roto-loader $3,000 extra 

Designed for clinical batch analysis 

Fully automatic 

Used with Autoanalyzer for digital printout 

Gas Chromatograph extra 

Sample changer extra 

Only 10 specific tests possible 

Photometric. No UV 

Spectrophotometric 

Specifically for vitamin tests 

340 mm and higher light source 

With cuvette washer and recorder 

340 mu light source 

Visible range only. Printer $1,050 extra 

Necessary modules are above base price 

Includes diluter. Printer $750 extra 

Readout instrument extra 

a 
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TABLE 7.6.1a  AUTOMATED INSTRUMEN 

Description 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Atomic absorption 

Flame emission and absorption 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Solid phase sample analyzer 

Enzyme rate analyzer 

Enzyme rate analyzer 

Flowthrough spectrophotometer 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

Flowthrough robot chemist 

(Other Technicon instruments include the IDee and. T40 sample identification systems, 

the Technilogger tabulator, Fluorometer II, FBI System, Kjeldahl System, Urinary Estrogen Syi 

Discrete sample robot chemist 

Atomic absorption 

UV and visible spectrophotometer 

Centrifugal colorimeter 

Atomic absorption 

Modular robot chemist 

Flowthrough spectrophotometer 

Manufacturer Model Cost 

Ferkin-Elmer C4 $ 25,000* 

Perkin-Elmer AA 15,725 

Philips Electronic Inst. 4 

Phoenix Instrument + B9000 19,600 

Scientific Industries MSAS/360 9,000* 

Sherwood Digecon 10,525 

Shircadzu Double 40S 9,700 

Smith, Kline Eskalab Flowthrough 4,375 

Technicon Autoanalyzer 6,500 

Technicon Autoanalyzer 
1 channel 
2 channel 

II 
9,000 
11,000 

Technicon Electrolyte ! ays tem 20,000 

Technicon SMA 6/60 31,750 

Technicon SMA 12 — 

Technicon SMA 12/60 70,000 

Technicon SMA 12/Jr 60,000 

Technicon SMA 12/Micro 70,000 

Unlearn AC60 25,000* 

Unlcam SP90 4,340 

Unicam SP800 6,990 

Union Carbide CentrlflChem 21,500 

Varlan Techtron AA-120 

Vickers Multi-Channel 300 (23,000) 

Zeiss PL 4 or PM 4 

All information is from manufacturers' literature except when noted 
otherwise as below: 

* Indicates hearsay Information or a sonquotable source 
+ Indicates 11/20/69 Industrial Research Magazine as source 
** ADL Service to Investors Report 10/7/68 
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'ED  INSTRüTffiNTATION  --  CHEMISTRY   (Cont'd  ) 

Samples 
Handled 

Unattended 

Maximum 
Procedures 
Per Sample 

chemist 60 4 

100 1 

sorption 23 4 

chemist 36 1 

alyzer 30 1 

1 1 

5 1 

otometer 50 1 

nist 40 1 

nist 40 1 

nist 40 4 

nist 40 6 

nist 40 12 

^ist 40 12 

list 40 12 

list 40 12 

:ems, 

f  Estrogen System) 

chemist 120 

32 

iphotometer 50 

r 30 

60 

60 20 

tometer 50 1 

Comments 

Sample identification system 

Fully automated (dilution to printout) 

Simultaneous Na, K, Ca, and Mg 

Spectrophotometric 

Not yet on market 

High precision. Digital output 

Variable dwell and cycling times 

Not yet on market 

Multiple channel also available 

Less reagent and smaller samples; 
$3000 add'l for digital readout 
$5000 add'l for digital readout 

Na, K, Cl, C02 only 

Glucose, BUN, Na,  K, Cl, CO- only 

Off  the market 

Variety of procedures  to choose from 

$2,180 more for Hospital Model 

0.2 ml for  12  tests 

Highly flexible 

Recorder extra 

Sample changer and printer extra 

Digital printout.    Not yet on market 

Uses ASC-50 sample changer and DP-32 printer 

Different configurations of basic unit 

Modular unit 

b 
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TABLE 7.6.1b  AUTOMATED INSTRU 

Manufacturer Model Cost 

Blo-Medlcal System Thrombo Wheel $       385 

Coulter Many models 

Coulter S 35,000 

Coulter Hemoglobinometer 1,300 

Fisher Autocytometer II 3,ß00 

Fisher Hem-alyzer 17,100 

Fisher Hemophotometer 

General Science Haema-Count 845 

Hyland Clotek 

Kalmedic Instrument Fragiligraph 

Medical Automation* Electra 500 

Shick 

Technlcon Cell Counting System 

Technicon* SMA 4A 17,325 

Technlcon* SMA 7A 19,950 

Technicon Platelet Counter 

Description 

Clotting timer 

Impedance blood cell counters 

Cell counter and Hb analyzer 

Hemoglobin concentration 

Optical blood cell counter 

Cell counter and Hb analyzer 

Hemoglobin concentration 

Blood Cell Counter 

Clotting timer 

Osmotic fragility 

PT and partial thromboplastln time 

Clotting timer 

Optical blood cell counter 

Cell, Hb and HCT analyzer 

Cell, Hb and HCT analyzer 

Flowthrough counter 

/? 
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OMMED INSTRUMENTATION HEMATOLOGY 

nters 

yzer 

er 

yzer 

is tin time 

:r 

Samples 
Handled 

Unattended 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

HO 

1 

1 

l 

l 

1 

40 

40 

40 

40 

Maximum 
Procedures 
Per Sample Comments 

Very simple instrument 

RBC, WBC. Platelet count adapter 

Dilutes, counts, prints out 7 values 

Flowthrough colorimeter 

Digital display readout 

Fully automated 

Flowthrough colorimeter 

Not yet use-tested 

Not yet use-tested 

Cumulative fragility or derivative 

New instrument. Characteristics unknown 

Not yet on market 

Off the market 

Replaces SMA 4 and 7 

Also calculates MCV, MCH, MCHC 

Can also be used for RfiC's or WBC's 

6 
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TABLE 7.6.1c  AUTOMATED INSTRUMENTATION — SE 

Manufacturer 

SEROLOCY 

Canalco 

Fisher 

Technlcon* 

Technlcon 

Model Cost 

Autotiter II $ 3,685 

SeroMatlc 15,000 

ART 

Hemaglutlnation Sys. 6,089 

Description 

Serial dllutor 

Syphilis slide preparer 

Syphilis screen 

Hemagg and complement fixat: 

BLOOD BANKING 

Technlcon 

Technlcon 

Typing Auto Analyzer 20,000*  Direct and Indirect typing 

Auto Typer 8,400*  Direct and Indirect typing 

MICROBIOLOGY 

DuPont 

Millipore 

Luminescence Biometer 5,500 

piMC 25,000 

ATP detector 

Particle Counter 
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NTATION -- SEROLOGY, BLOOD BANKING, AND MICROBIOLOGY 

>tion 

preparer 

plement fixation 

Samples 
Handled 
Unattended 

Maxlouo 
Procedures 
Per Sample 

8 1 

40 1 

i 

40 1 

Comments 

Includes blotting, washing and flaming 

Performs Aerojet-General FTA-ABS test 

Performs reagin test 

Two-channel system $9,620 

irect typing 

irect typing 

200 

40 

8-15 

10-12 

Not yet accepted by NIH 

Paper strip output contains aggregates 

1 

1 

1 

varies 

Specifically to diagnose bacteriuria 

Microscope-computer-television system 
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In «ach case,  following  the aanufactur.er and model, we have  listed  the 

coat of the equipaent,  a description of its function,  Che nmber of samples 

which can be  loaded at one tlae,  the aaxintai nunber of procedures per sample, 

and any brief cosnenta about  the device.    This  infomation will be used aa 

the basis for discussion of the issue of automation of clinical  laboratories 

in military hospitals.     It will be seen that it  ia not possible  to be cate- 

gorical about particular items.     Instead,  the only reaaonable way to proceed 

is  to examine automation of  laboratories  in particular hospitals on the merits 

of the particular situation.    This we have done in the context of the  labora- 

tories at Fort Oix and Jacksonville.    Ue did not carry out this scheme at 

March AFB,because data available on the laboratory workload do not itemize 

the kinds of tests;  instead,  records of the workload are-maintained only 

as aggregates of all procedures.    However,  the  two examples will serve to 

Illustrate quite adequately  the reasoning which should lie behind selection 

of automated equipment for clinical laboratories. 

7.6.3.     CRITERIA FOR SELECTION 

The size of Table 7.6.1 indicates the diversity of automated equipment avail- 

able for the clinical laboratory.    It would be Ideal for decision-making if 

each of these Instruments had a particular and distinctive niche in which it 

performed most effectively,   to the exclusion of all others.    This Is not the 

case.     Instead,  the capabilities of the instruments overlap in various ways. 

Nevertheless, a number of specific criteria for deciding on an Instrument in 

a particular laboratory situation do exist.    Beyond the question of costs 

(for staff, equipment, and reagents)  there are four important criteria: 

(1)    Turn-around time.    The importance of decreasing  the amount of 

time spent between receiving the sample In the laboratory and 

obtaining the results is,  in fact, not as critical as is some- 

times considered in contemporary laboratory practice.    Speci- 

fic laboratory situations may exist, however,  in which this 

factor does have an effect in selecting an Instrument. 

«BtOIHS PASE BUNK 
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(2) Number of tests.     Although it is impossible  to make a univer- 

sal correlation between the number of tests which are per- 

formed and the need for a particular piece of equipment, 

certain numerical plateaus may be established.     It is desir- 

able to shift to an instrument of greater automation once the 

number of tests passes certain plateaus. 

(3) Test diversity.    Especially when considering the tests per- 

formed in the clinical chemistry laboratory,  it is important 

to remember that many  tests require totally distinct instru- | 

mentation, and that if there is a wide variety of tests in 

the laboratory,  automation is  less desirable. 

(4)    Suitability for interfacing  to automated information systems. 

An obvious element of an automated medical information sys- 

tem Is one which assembles orders for laboratory tests and 

records the results of those tests.    In some systems  the in- 

terface to the activities  in the laboratory is simply a tele- 

typewriter or some other terminal where requests are printed 

and results  typed in.    However, it is also possible to let 

the computer specify  the order in which samples are  to be 

loaded in automated equipment and to record the results di- 

rectly from an automated instrument. 

To make the four considerations above explicit, we have specified cer- 

tain of the selection criteria by imagining that we were undertaking auto- 

mation of the laboratories at Wslson Army Hospital and Jacksonville Naval 

Hospital under the workload currently observable at those locations.    Both 

these laboratories, as well as  the laboratory at March AFB,  currently employ 

a certain amount of automated test equipment. 

7.6.3.1.    Turn-around Time 

With regard to turn-around time  (that is,  the time which elapses from 

the request for a test at bedside in a ward until the result is returned 

to bedside)  we consider  two possibilities:     eight hours and one hour. 
In current  DOD hospital practice,  an eight-hour  turn-around  time is employed 
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so that the results from samples drawn in the morning are posted that evening. 

Depending upon when the doctor makes his rounds, the practical result is 

usually a 24-hour turn-around time.  The one-hour turn-around time occurs 

with emergency tests and sometimes with STAT tests. It is included here since 

it is possible and it leads to some speculations for new developments 

permitting even shorter turn-arounds. 

7.6.3.2. Number of Tests 

To have a specific basis for discussion, we will use in our analysis 

the number of tests currently being performed in the clinical laboratories 

at WAH and JNH. We shall focus on chemistry tests, since that is where the 

diversity Is most apparent and where there is the greatest choice of auto- 

mated equipment, but we shall also consider hematology', aerology, microbiology, 

and blood banking. For the second quarter of 1969 the number of tests per- 

formed at each hospital Is shown In Table 7.6.2. It will be noted that the 

major candidates for automation, chemistry and hematologyi account for about 

a third of the total workload. Thus, even If it Is possible to make major 

gains through automation, the total gain Is not likely to be large. 

7.6.3.3. Diversity of Tests 

As we have mentioned, automation makes sense only when a sufficient number 

of tests of one kind have to be performed dally. A rule of thumb, which 

corresponds with our experience. Is that automation should be considered when 

seven or more tests of one kind are required each dayl*  In Table 7.6.3 

we present a list of the chemistry tests for which there are seven or more 

requests dally at WAH and JNH. Taking 42 tests per week as the critical 

level, 16 tests are performed at WAH with sufficient frequency to Justify 

considering automation, and 11 at JNH. 

7.6.3.4. Suitability for Interfacing to an Automated Information System 

As we have discussed In Section 1.1  on Computer Systems, Information systems 

cannot be Justified on the strength of cost savings. They must still be con- 

sidered experimental. Therefore, in the discussion to follow we have con- 

sidered the suitability of automated test equipment for interfacing with 

an information system as a benefit but not as a Justification. 
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TABLE  7.6.2 
CLINICAL LABORATORY WORKLOADS 

(Second Quarter,  1969) 

Type of Teat 

Chemistry 

Hematology 

Serology 

Microbiology 

Blood bank 

All other 

Total lab procedures* 

WAH MAFH** 

41,210 28,167 14,000 

47,638 20,470 10,000 

21,192 9,334 5,000 

40,988 11.452 7,000 

60,639 4,422  • 1,500 

45,125 82,048 37,500 

256,792   155,893   75,000 

Data in this table (except as noted below) represent actual work- 

loads as reported by the laboratories. More complete data ate 

given in Volume 8, Survey of Military Base Hospitals. The April- 

June quarter is typical. 

*A procedure is a single test or single determination; in some re- 

ports value scores are used,which give different weights to pro- 

cedures according to their difficulty. 

**Since these data are not reported at March .VFB .estimates based 

upon a comparison with data for JNH have been provided. 
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TABLE 7.6.3 
CHEMISTRY PROCEDURES PERFORMED MORE THAN A2 TIMES PER WEEK 

(Data for an Average Week In the Second Quarter,  1969) 

Test name WAH 

Albumin 68 

Blllrubln 195 

Calcium 53 

Chloride 118 

Cholesterol - 

Creatinine 98 

Enzyme, lactic dehydrogenase 96 

Enzyme, phoaphatase 201 

Enzyme, transaminase 317 

Gases, carbon dioxide 118 

Glucose, quantitative 464 

Phosphorus 53 

Potassium 108 

Protein, total 82 

Sodiun 108 

Urea nitrogen 367 

Uric acid 98 

Total 2.444 

JNH 

114 

■ 

80 

45 

81 

131 

80 

306 

— 

101 

101 

306 

43 

1,388 
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7.6.A.  EXAMPLES OF SELECTION OF AUTOMATED TEST EQUIPMENT FOR 
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORIES 

7.b.4.1. An Eight-Hour Turn-around In a Large Hospital 

It la clear from the test mix In Table 7.6.3 for WAH that the automa- 

tion of such a laboratory should begin with more than an assemblage of single chan 

nel instruments such as the Lab-Line Clinomak or the Unicam AC-60. However, 

the frequency of testing does not Justify the purchase of an AGA Autochemist, 

which costb about $450,000. Thus, one would consider as the basis for auto-       . 

mation in such a laboratory a Technicon, Hycel, Perkin-Elmer, or similar 

multichannel instrument. The Hycel instrument has the-advantage of saving 

reagents. However, the Hycel Mark X is not especially »uitablft for this 

particular situation, because among the ten tests which it performs are cho- 

lesterol, globulin, and PBI, none of which is performed in sufficient quan- 

tity at WAH to Justify automation. Most of the other multichannel instru- 

ments do not perform simultaneously enough determinations to be used in 

a laboratory where 16 tests are to be automated. 

The most attractive possibility is the new Technicon SMA 12/Jr Survey 

Model, This model analyzes fur calcium, phosphate, glucose, urea nitrogen, 

uric acid, cholesterol, total protein, albunin, total bilirubin, alkaline 

phosphatase, lactic dehydrogenase, and glutamate-oxaloacetate transaminase. 

If one were to substitute a creatinine test for the unneeded cholesterol 

test v-'hich can be done when ordering at a moderate additional cost), it 

would then be possible with the addition of the Technicon Electrolyte Sys- 

tem (which measures chloride, carbon dioxide, potassium and sodium) to 

take care of all of the procedures which should be automated at WAH. 

Although such instrumentation would be efficient on the basis of get- 

ting results out in an eight-hour turn-around, this combination is rela- 

tively inefficient in terms of reagent use. Many requests are made of the 

laboratory for only a quantitative glucose determination or for a glucose 

plus urea nitrogen determination. Such samples, if processed through the 

SMA 12/.r, would require unnecessary reagent use in the other ten channels. 

It would therefore be better to provide as well an instrument to measure 

I 
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I both glucose and urea nitrogen alone.  For this purpose any of the flow- 

through or discrete sample robot chemists listed In Table 7.6.1 which can 

I quantify results colorlmetrlcally or spectrophotometrlcally Is applica- 

ble. Maximal efficiency Is obtained with a dual-channel Instrument.  The 

Beckman DSA-560 (Discrete Sample Analyzer), Perkln-Elmer C-4, the Vickers 

Multi-Channel 30(X or the Technlcon Autoanalyzer adapted for dual-channel 

operation are all candidates.  On the basis of cost, we would favor the 

Technlcon Autoanalyzer. 

The argument applied to tests for glucose and urea nitrogen does not 

apply to the transamlnase determinations, although these are also performed 

more often than most other tests at WAH. When transamlnase is measured in 

serum, it is almost always accompanied by measurements-of other blood con- 

stituents. Thus, a single- or dual-channel instrument for measuring trans- 

amlnase levels is not desirable. One difficulty which does arise with the 

transamlnase determination, however, is that there are two different trans- 

aminases which are routinely measured. These are SCOT and SGPT (serum glu- 

tamate oxaloacetate transamlnase and serum glutamate pyruvate transamlnase). 

Using the SMA 12/Jr Survey Model as suggested, it would be possible to mea- 

sure only SCOT. Conceivably this is a drawback, since SGPT tests may be 

done and reported as enzyme transamlnase procedures. 

If the number of cholesterol determinations performed at Walson con- 

tinues to grow, these will be the next procedures to consider automating. 

At present, an average of six cholesterol determinations are performed per 

day. If the cholesterol tests were to be automated, the standard SMA 12/Jr 

Survey Model would be applicable without replacement of the cholesterol 

channel with a creatinlne as discussed above. In that case, a single-chan- 

nel Instrument would be required to perform the creatinlne procedure. Such 

an instrument might be the Lab-Line Clinomak, the Unicam AC-60, the Technl- 

con Autoanalyzer, the Bausch and Lomb system 400, the Joyce Loebl Mecolab, 

or some other. There is no Important difference among these choices, al- 

though convenience in obtaining maintenance assistance suggests the Tech- 

nlcon, since then all automated equipment would come from one maruiacturer. 

There remains the question of automating STAT tests. In son«' cases, 

single automated tests require more time than the manual procedure. With 
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most procedures, the time required to use a single-channel Technical Auto- 

analyzer Is about the same as that required to do the test by hand. 

Other automated equipment, such as atomic absorption spec- 

trophotometers, flame photometers, and osmometera are not necessary at WAH 

because of the small number of tests requiring such special instrumenta- 

tion.  This also applies to enzyme rate analyzers.  However, automatic 

colorimeters or spectrophotometers might be useful in automating what would 

otherwise be completely manual methods, both STAT and routine. Any of the 

instruments listed In Table 7.6.1 and useful for this purpose (such as the 

Atago, Gilford, LKB, or Zelss) would be acceptable.  The cost of such instru- 

ments is not excessivetand modifications of this kind of device appear fre- 

quently. In addition, such items as automatic diluters, rapid sampling 

spectrophotometers (such as the Gilford 240 equipped with the Model 2443 

vacuum sampler), tube shakers, and so on, none of which were considered 

automated Instrumentation, can decrease the time required for STAT teats. 

7.6.4.2. An Eight-Hour Turn-around in a Smaller Hospital 

It is evident from Table 7.6.3 that the number and mix of tests per- 

formed in the JNH clinical chemistry laboratory are quite different from 

those at WAh Most noticeable is the large number of quantitative glucose 

and urea nitrogen tests performed in relation to other tes. procedures. 

In this situation, the most efficient way by far is to perforr. these tests 

on a dual-channel Technicon Autoanlyzer (as is, in fact, the practice). Those 

serum samples on which multiple tests, aside from glucose and urea nitrogen, 

are desired can be integrated Into some other instrument. Performing multiple 

tests on all samples Including those for which only a glucose and a BUN are 

required, would be a great waste of reagents and too expensive. 

In this laboratory it might also be useful to analyze for chloride, 

carbon dioxide, potassium, and sodium using a Technicon Electrolyte System 

as at WAH. Another possibility is to utilize a Hycel Mark X, which performs 

glucose, urea nitrogen, globulin, total protein, cholesterol, uric acid, 

phosphatase, phosphorus, total billrubin, and FBI. There are two drawbacks: 

the globulin results obtained are not often needed, and this would waste 

one channel of the machine; and the transaminase procedure, which is needed, 

cannot be performed by this machine. However, one benefit is that the Hycel 

: 
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Mark X performs PBI determinations.  This can be especially important, 

since the effort expended in conducting a PBI test manually is consider- 

able - the manual test is given a weighting of seven, contrasted with the 

automated test, which is given a weighting of one. At JNH more than six 

PBI determinations are performed daily. Although this falls below the 

leve.l we have established for counidering automation, its automation does 

make sense. One difficulty in using Che Hycel Instrument for this purpose, 

however, is that many clinical Investigators do not trust the chemical de- 

termination of PBI (as performed by the Mark X). Also, the same informa- 

tion as the PBI test yields is now being obtained using the 13 or TA test 

in Che nuclear medicine area, and this trend is expected Co increase. 

A possible alternative to the Hycel Mark X Is the SMA 12/Jr Hospital 

Model. This instrument determines calcium, glucose, urea nitrogen, total 

protein, albumin, total bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, SCOT, sodium, po- 

tassium, carbon dioxide, and chloride. It would be necessary Co substitute 

cholesterol and uric acid channels for the glucose and urea nitrogen chan- 

nels. The albumin values obtained by Che Hospital Model would remain as 

excess data. The choice is not entirely clear-cut, as this discussion has 

shown, buC we are Inclined Co prefer Che Hycel Mark X, alchough purchase 

should awaic results of use-testing now going on in other laboratories. 

7.6.4.3. A One-Hour Turn-around in a Large Hospital 

As we have said, consideration of a one-hour turn-around is of interest 

because it is achievable with available equipment. We discuss it partly 

to show its liiaitation and partly to lead into a discussion of some major 

improvements which we believe are possible. The most applicable equip- 

ment on the basis of speed lb the new line of centrifugal analyzers, 

resulting from the work of Dr. Norman Anderson of Oak Ridge. Although 

both Aninco and Union Carbide have prototypes of such an instrument, 

only Electro-Nucleonics presently has one on the market. Two of these 

Electro-Nucleonics GeMSAEC (National Institute of General Medical Sciences, 

Atomic Energy Coagnission) instruments might be used in a laboratory re- 

quiring a one-hour turn-around time.  One Instrument would process the 

76 glucose tests performed per day and could then be used for bilirubin 

determinations. The other GeMSAEC instrument could perform urea nitrogen 
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tests as well as transamlnase determinations, phosphatase, and lactic 

dehydrogenase assays. In fact, transamlnase determinations can be 

performed with this Instrument lr the same run as lactic dehydrogenase 

assays. The Instrument Is especially useful for performing enzyme tests. 

The determination of chloride, carbon dioxide, potassium, and sodium 

would, once again, be performed using the Technlcon Electrolyte System. 

However, to save time In computation, It would be desirable to couple an 

analog computer such as the Dynacon LC-172 or the Canalco/Paclf1c TOA Data 

Converter, so as to allow automatic conversion of the measurements into 

concentration units. 

The remaining six procedures would be performed using robot chemists. 

Any of the models listed in Table 7.6.1 are applicable, but the Technlcon 

Autoanalyzer is favored, again based on cost. It is desirable, wherever 

possible, to perform multiple determinations on each sample. The Chicago 

Hospital Council Study shows that each additional test on an Autoanalyzer 

adds less than 10% of additional time. With this in mind, we would choose 

three dual-channel Autoanalyzsrs to handle the remaining procedures. 

They would be arranged so that one handled calcium and phosphorus, a 

second creatinine and uric acid, and the third albumin and protein. 

We would also use analog conversion equipment with these instruments 

to produce concentrations directly. 

7.6.4.4. A One-Hour Turn-arouna in a Smaller Hospital 

In the smaller hospital, it still appears that two Electro-Nucleonic 

GeMSAEC machines would be most useful. More than 50 glucose and urea ni- 

trogen determinations are performed each day, and in order to get these 

results In less than an hour the speed of the centrifugal analyzer is nec- 

essary. The deployment of the Instruments could be the same as for the 

large hospital. Thus, one GeMSAEC machine could handle glucose and bili- 

i'ibin procedures and the other could perform urea nitrogen, transamlnase, 

and phosphatase assays. As in the larger hospital, an Electrolyte System 

could handily perform chloride, carbon dioxide, potassium and sodium de- 

terminations necessary In a one-hour turn-around time. The data from the 

Electrolyte System could be calculated through an analog computer inter- 

' 
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face.  This would leave the cholesterol and uric acid determinations to 

be performed on one dual-channel instrument. At the rate of seven deter- 

minations per day, automatic conversion is not necessary. 

7.6.4.5.  Automation in Other Laboratories 

At WAH over 1000 leucocyte counts are performed p*c.h      ek.    With this 

large number of tests, automation is a necessity.  The dec,öion, however, 

as to which of the many automated cell-counting systems appearing in Table 

7.6.1 Part B (Hematology) should be employed In the laboratory is more 

difficult to make. Most of the cell-counters listed use an optical deter- 

mination of cell count. This has been shown not to be as accurate as the 

impedance method employed in the Coulter Counters, which are the most pop- 

ular blood-cell counters found in automated hematology laboratories, al- 

though they are expensive. However, a new device, put our b> General Sci- 

ence, called the Haema-Count, counts both red and white cells by Impedance, 

with a minimum of technician time, at much lower cost. Although this in- 

strument has not yet been proven in the laboratory, it seems ideal for deal- 

ing with the requirements in hematology laboratories in military hospitals. 

I The automation or other procedures, such as cell fragility and thrombus for- 

mation, are less Important because of the smaller requirements for these 

'ests. 

Automation of the serology laboratory (Table 7.6.1 Part C) has 

limited influence on time and money savings. The Canalco Autotyper might 

prove useful in eliminating certain handwork, but It does not directly 

yield any results. The low number of confirmatory syphilis tests (not 

Including qualitative flocculatlon tests) performed in the DOD hospitals 

limits the usefulness of either the Fisher SeroMatic or the Technicon ART 

(Automated Reagin Test) Instruments. The low volume of requests for spe- 

cific agglutination and complement fixation tests likewise limits the ap- 

plicability of the Technicon Hemagglutlnation System. Automation of tests 

in the serology laboratory is not Justifiable at this time. 

The Technicon Autotyper Systems for blood banking ha-- not yet been 

approved (or disapproved) by the National Institutes of Health, Division of 
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Biological Standards,  and that has perhaps retarded their field acceptance. 

Although these Instruments are not designed for pre-transfuslon crossmatch- 

Ing,  a recent paper by C.E.  Shields2 from the Army Medical Research Lab- 

oratory at Fort Knox Indicates that the Technlcon eight-channel and 

fifteen-channel instruments can be useful  In reducing error in  large- 

scale blood-type identification programs if blood is processed within one 

or two days after collection.    Since some of the DOD hospitals have signif- 

icant involvement in such identification programs as Armed Services Whole 

Blood Plasma Laboratory  (ASWBPL), investigation of such Instruments  for use 

in these blood banking laboratories would be worthwhile. 

The automated instruments available in the microbiology laboratory are i 

limited and not applicable in base-level military hospitals.    The DuPont 

Luminescence Biometer may eventually become part of routine bacteriological 

practice for the early diagnosis of bacterlurla, but the elaborate particle 

counters will probably remain as research Instruments.    New developments in ■ 

the microbiology area, however, are expected to have the greatest future 

impact In terms of decreasing technician time and increasing efficiency. 

7.6.5.    EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF AUTOMATION 
—  

As the discussion of automation shows, wholesale automation of the 

clinical laboratory is not possible within the current state of the art. 

Most automated equipment which performs  the routine tests encountered in 

base level military hospitals is confined to the chemistry laboratory, 

which accounts  for about one sixth of the total workload (see Taale 7.6.2), 

and to a lesser degree to the hematology laboratory, which accounts for 

about the same proportion of workload.    Therefore, automation at best af- 

fects only about a third of the workload, and no spectacular gains can be 

expected. 

Of the military hospitals we visited,  all had already introduced some 

automation, so we are dealing with only marginal improvements.    Never- 

theless,  there are some gains to be made,  and as a general policy automa- 

tion should be encouraged.    Not only does it offer some savings  in costs 

for technician time, but it reduces the number of technicians required. 

The services are already hard pressed to train a sufficient number of tech- 
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nicians, and, alncc civilian demand will keep the retention rate low, any 

improvement which reduces the number of technicians required is desirable. 

To compute the reduced workload attributable to automation in the 

chemistry laboratory, we make use of the weighting factors published by 
3 

the Veterans Administration . This booklet compares the relative work 

required for various tests performed manually or with automated equip- 

ment. The work units for relevant tests are given in Table 7.6.4. 

By multiplying number of tests of each kind by the appropriate number of 

work units, the total quarterly load which is potentially automatable at 

WAH and JNH can be derived. This is given in Table 7.6.5. 

We have less data on the hematology laboratory, so we have assumed that 

cell counters can reduce the workload by comparable amounts - namely, 19% 

at  WAH and 23% at JNH. As remarked above, these two laboratories account 

for about a third of the total workload; additional automation would 

reduce workload by about 6%  at WAH and 8%  at JNH. Thus, the gains to 

be made in reducing costs by this route are not large. From Volume 8, 

Survey of Military Hospitals, we find the staffing for the laboratories 

at WAH and JNH.  Additional equipment discussed could allow a reduc- 

tion of the professional staff (excluding pathologists) from 79 to 73 

at WAH and from 22 to 20 at JNH. This would represent a savings in salaries 

of $24,000 at WAH and $13,700 at JNH. In addition, the automated equipment 

uses more reagents, estimated at $12,000 per year at WAH and $6,000 per 

year at JNH. The remaining savings ($12,000 per year at WAH and $7,700 at 

JNH) are comparable to expected expenses for maintenance. This, dollar savings, 

as we have remarked, do not provide the Justification for automation. 

In Table 7.6.6 we have listed the automated equipment referred to in 

our discussion. For the usual eight-hour turn-around we have suggested 

automated equipment beyond that already employed, costing $83,600 at WAH 

and $68,645 at JNH. If we take a ten-year life for the equipment and dis- 

count future savings at 10% per year*, the present value of those savings 

Is 6.77 times the annual rate, that is, $81,200 at WAH and $52,000 at JNH. 

Thus the balance between current capital investment and discounted value of 

*See Section 1.5. for a discussion of discounting. 
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TABLE 7.6.4 
COMPARATIVE WORK OF PERFORMING CLINICAL LABORA^RY TEST BY 

AUTOMATED AND NONAUTOMATED METHODS 

Test Name 
Work 

Automated 
Units 
Nonautomated 

Chemistry 

Albumin 3 

Blllrubin 3 

Calcium 4 

Chloride 2 

Cholesterol, total 4 

Cholesterol esters 4 

Creatlnlne 
t 

2 

Enzyme, amylase 3 

Enzyme, phosphatase, acid or alkaline 4 

Enzyme, transamlnase (SGPT or SCOT) 4 

Enzyme, other tests 3 

Gas, carbon dioxide 2 

Glucose, quantitative 3 

Hormone, Iodine, protein-bound (FBI) 7 

Phenylalanlne, quantitative 6 

Phosphorus 3 

Potassium 2 

Protein, total 2 

Sodium 2 

Urea nitrogen 3 

Uric acid 2 

Hematology 

Cell count, erythrocyte 2 

Cell count, leucocyte 2 

Count, platelet 3 

Source:  Reference 3. 
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1 TABLE 7.6.5 
REDUCTION IN WORKLOAD THROUGH 

ADDITIONAL AUTOMATION OF CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 
(Based on Data for Second Quarter, 1969) 

WAH JNH 

31,772 18,044 

9,438 10,123 

41,210 28,167 

1. Workload - potentially automatable procedures 

2. Workload - nonautomatable procedures 

3. Total workload (sum of 1 and 2) 

4. Work unit value - potentially automatable 
procedures not automated 94,549     52,208 

5. Work unit value - potentially automatable 
procedures automated 31,772     18,044 

6. Work unit value - nonautomatable procedures*     18,876     20,246 

7. Work unit value - total, without automation 
(sum of 4 and 6) 113,425     72,454 

8. Work unit value - total, with automation 
(sum of 5 and 6) 50,648     38,290 

9. Work unit value - current degree of automation** 62,903     50,000 

10. Percent reduction In work units through 
additional automation 19%       23% 

*Thls number assumes a value of 2 work units for each of the non- 

automatable tests. 

**In the case of WAH, this number Is computed by the laboratory; 

In the case of JNH It was estimated by comparing ehe degree of 

automation with that at WAH. 
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TABLE 7.6.6 
CAPITAL COSTS FOR AUTOMATED 

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT 

Walson Army Hospital - 8-hour turn-around 

1 Technlcon SMA 12/Jr 

1 Technlcon Electrolyte 

1 Technlcon Autoanalyzer - dual channel 

1 Technlcon Autoanalyzer - single channel 

1 Atago Automatic 36 Colorimeter 

1 General. Science Blood Cell Counter 

Jacksonville Naval Hospital - 8-hour turn-around 

1 Technlcon Autoanalyzer - dual channel 

1 Hycel Mark X 

1 Atago Automatic 36 Colorimeter 

1 General Science Blood Cell Counter 

Walson Army Hospital - 1-hour turn-around 

2 Electro-Nucleonics GeMSAEC 

1 Technlcon Electrolyte 

4 Dynazon Converters 

3 Technlcon Autoanalyzers - dual channel 

Jacksonville Naval Hospital - 1-hour turn-around 

2 Electro-Nucleonics GeMSAEC 

1 Technlcon Electrolyte 

1 Dynacon Converter 

1 Technlcon Autoanalyzer - dual channel 
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future savings Is almost an exact stand-off. We have not Included the cost 

of training technicians, nor have w« included likely wage increases. For 

these reasons, we believe our estimates are conservative and that laboratory 

automation to the degree we have outlined is desirable. 

Alternatively, we can reflect the capital expenditure in operating costs 

but amortizing the value of the equipment. UUng a 10-year lifetime, we reach 

the same conclusion, that the savings In operating expenses just about equal 

the amortized annual expense of the equipment« 

When we turn our attention to equipment to permit a one-hour turn- 

around in the chemistry laboratory,we discover that the high-speed GeMSAEC 

machines are no more expensive than the slow machines they replace. However, 

the drawback with the present GeMSAEC machines is that,' although they produce 

determinations very rapidly, they make only one test per sample at a time. 

Loading the machines is an exacting procedure, and to aid in loading 

Electro-Nucleonics supplies a device called a Roto-loader, which measures 

appropriate amounts of specimens and reagents. Using a Roto-loader, it 

is claimed that 300 samples per hour can be processed. To achieve this 

rate requires reloading the machine every three minutes with a new batch 

of 15 samples. Thus one technician is kept fully occupied loading the 

machine. In contrast, a 12-channel Technlcon can produce 12 different de- 

terminations every minute (or 720 per hour) with only one technician during 

loading and none during a forty-minute run. Because of their high manpower 

requirement, the GeMSAEC machines cannot realize their full potential unless 

the laboratory has a requirement for very many identical tests, and this 

circumstance does not arise often in military hospitals; for example, the 

most common test is a quantitative glucose, which at WAH Is requested about 

80 times per day. 

A more Important consideration with regard to a one-hour turn-around 

is the question of how the rest of the hospital would organize to produce 

such a requirement. STAT tests, which do require a rapid turn-around, occur 

sporadlcaJly and are usually best dealt with as single tests.  In 

the case of inpatients, there are often large batches of identical tests to 

be run lollowing the morning collection of specimens, but the physician 

requesting the tests is not likely to see the patient or to concern hlm- 
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self with the test results until the next morning, when he makes rounds 

again. Thus the situation In whlcn a one-hour turn-around can be achieved 

Is Just that In which It Is not needed. 

For outpatients, the schedule at which the patients are seen (gen- 

erally one every 15 minutes by each doctor In the clinics) does not give 

rise to batches of Identical tests but rather o a fluctuating continuous 

demand. Waiting until a batch has accumula. ^ keeps the early patients 

waiting so long that the advantage of the high-speed machine is 

vitiated. For these reasons we cannot visualize a practical testing 

scheme which would take advantage in any important way of a one-hour 

turn-around. 

However, a re-examination of the principles of the GeMSAEC analyzers 

has led us to conclude that they hold more promise than has thus far been 

realized. In the succeeding three sections we discuss the GeMSAEC analyzers 

and possible improvements to them in more detail. 

7.6.6.  OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF FAST ANALYZERS 

The basic principles of the GeMSAEC analyzers, ur fast analyzers as 

they are sometimes called, are described by Anderson**. A flat rotor is 

arranged to spin about a vertical axle. Arranged along «ach of from 15 

to 40 radial paths are several depressions and a chamber open toward the 

axis with glass top and bottom, called a cuvette.  In separate depressions 

are placed measured volumes of sample and reagent. While the rotor is at 

rest the sample and reagent do not mix, but when the rotor is spun up, the 

liquids move out radially, mixing together and coming Co rest in the cu- 

vette, as shown in Figure 7.6.1. The time since mixing is accurately known, 

and a fixed phototube Illuminated by a lamp shining through the mixture can 

measure the transmitrancw' of the mixture, from which the property of the 

sample being tested for can be Inferred. The rotation of the rotor allows 

scanning of all the samples. 

The output of the phototube is a •cries of pulses as each sample passes. 

Obviously, reading data at the speed with which samples pass (typically one 

sample every 30 milliseconds) requires electronic Instrumentation, an oscil- 

loscope or a computer. It is simple to devise circuitry which recognizes 
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the first sample (for example, by putting a double space between the last 

and the first cuvette on the rotor) and which keeps track of which pulse 

comes from which sample.  It is very convenient to include blank samples 

or calibration samples interspersed among test samples, and these are read 

at almost the same time as the test samples, thus virtually eliminating 

problems of drift.  The digital computer can make suitable calculations to 

convert transmlttance to concentrations, taking into account timing, tem- 

perature, and dilution as revealed from calibration samples, and it can 

print results in any desired format. 

The high forces in a centrifugal field produce many desirable effects. 

The meniscus is flattened so that in certain configurations very accurate 

volume measurements can be made. Suspended solids settle out rapidly. Air 

bubbles are forced out. 

Despite these virtues, fast analyzers are not widely used,and they 

possess certain drawbacks.  Those now commercially available are simple 

and perform only one determination on each of the samples loaded. While 

the time for loading is not long - it is said to take about three minutes to 

load a rotor with 15 samples using a special metering device - and the time 

to make the determination following loading is only several seconds, making 

multiple determinations requires the full attention of an operator for as 

many multiples of three minutes as there are determinations per sample. 

For this reason the effective speed of the fast analyzers is not as great 

as the spin-up and scanning speeds might lead one to expect.  Furthermore, 

they require the full attention of the operator for loading, which occupies 

most of the testing interval. On the other hand, the alow analyzers, typi- 

fied by the equipment produced by Technicon, require no attention from the 

operator once they have been loaded, and multiple determinations are hardly 

mure tImc-consumln , from the operator's point of view than single determinations. 

There have been many ingenious variations of the fast analyzer prin- 

ciple, but so far they »mmm to  have been largely confined to development 

. i; r.u rU-H.  Fast analyzers are winning only slow acceptance, partly 

because of the drawbacks cited, and partly because there arc still proMems 

with accuracy and reliability, particularly if noval reagents arc used. 
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Nevertheless, there appear to be no significant barriers, not even economic 

ones, to achieving required accuracy and reliability. 

Furthermore, it is easy to conceive many extensions to the fast analyzer 

principle.  For example, there is the so-called Z-path rotor, in which the 

mixed sample and reagent first come to rest in a cup which has an open- 

ing at the bottom placed radially inside the inner edge of the mixture. 

(Figure 7.6,2).  Thus during the first spin-up the mixture stays in the 

first cup. When the rotor is stopped, the mixture flows through the open- 

ing into a second chamber.  One use of this arrangement is to remove 

precipitates formed by the reagent; the solids remain deposited on the 

side of the first cup while the liquid drains away to a cuvette when the 

rotor stops. The liquid can then be scanned for transmlttance when the rotor 

is spun up again. 

It Is possible to fill cups of cuvettes with reagents while the rotor 

is spinning, simply by squirting the reagent through a fixed tube arranged 

to discharge the fluid radially outward. Because of the flattened menis- 

cus, it Is easy to devise accurate measuring methods based on the Z-path 

rotor in which the liquid beyond the required amount overflows the first 

cuvette.  It Is also possible to imagine Z-path rotors stacked one up->n 

the other or cascaded outward along a radius.  In addition, rotors may be 

of different diameters so that multiple Illuminating sources and phototubes 

could operate simultaneously on samples mixed with different reagents. Cu- 

vette belts made of plastic and disposable after use have been proposed. 

When a digital computer is part of the system, a number of other pos- 

sibilities that take advantage of the computer's flexibility also come to 

mind.  For example, repeated determinations on the same sample can be 

used to enhance reliability.  (Since the phctotube scans each sample once 

per revolution, many scans are available on each mixture, and the compu- 

ter can comoutc averages, ranges, standard deviations, or any other 

statistical properties of the differences in scanning.)  It Is conceivable 

that the label identifying a sample can be coded magnetically so that the 

-puter keeps track of tnc »ample's Identity. Spin-up and slow-down can 

easily be placed under computer control. 
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Although the fast analyzers are not as far developed as the slow 

analyzers, there do not appear to be any important barriers to devising 

machines which achieve similar results at comparable cost in much less 

time. The question will be whether or nrt the time-saving potentially 

available from the fast anal; ^ers can be put to good use. In the next 

section we discuss some configurations for a multichannel, multisample 

fast analyzer which is, as far as we know, new.  In the succeeding sec- 

tion we discuss the operational use of a multichannel fast analyzer. 

7.6.7.  SOME NOVEL CONFIGURATIONS FOR FAST ANALYZERS 

In connection with exploring technology applicable to the "new genera- 

tion" of military hospitals, we have been led tc consider the possibilites 

of a real-time analyzer which could routinely return the results of labor- 

atory tests in a few minutes. While there is need for further development, 

the concept appears feasible and worthwhile. Basically, the idea is to use 

a fast analyzer utilizing the principles discussed above, with the rotor 

sets and suitable sensing devices at many locations, all relying upon a 

central computer for computations and for formatting output messages. 

We believe that it is possible to build a multichannel fast analyzer 

which need be no more expensive than the single-channel device, which elimi- 

nates the exacting measurements in loading, which could be built so that 

with interchange of only a few parts a normal run could consist of as few 

as two samples or as many as ten*, which could do many of the clinical 

chemistry tests in a minute or so, and which would be easy to clean and 

keep clean. 

To convert a single-channel fast analyzer to multiple channels, one 

makes use of the Z-path configuration described earlier, cascading the Z's 

one after the other along a radius for each sample, as shown in Figure 7.6.3. 

Here we have shown a three-channel analyzer. An amount of the sample fluid ade- 

quate for three tests - the amount need not be exact, only sufficient - Is placed 

*It will be se.  that it is possible to devise a machine to process more 

than ten samples at a time, but since results are returned within a 

minute or so, there is no need for larger rotors. 
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in Che Inner cup. When the rotor Is spun up, the fluid Is caught In the 

first cup (A) until It overflows, after which It Is caught In the second 

cup (B) until It overflows, after which It Is caught In the third 

whose overflow Is thrown outward to a sump. This spin-up serves to obtain 

three exactly measured portions of the sample. The fact that the centri- 

fugal field is very strong means that the meniscus Is flattened and all 

air Is driven out, thus assuring accurate measure. 

When the rotor Is stopped, the metered samples flow down the diagonal 

of the Z Into the lower cups (A1, B', C').  Resplnnlng the rotor causes 

the metered samples to move Into a cuvette,where they become mixed with 

reagent, metered In a similar wav along its own path as described below, 

and the mixture can be rejd optically In the fashion described for fast 

analyzers.  Since the mixed samples are spaced at three different radii, 

three separate illuminating sources and phototubes can be used to give 

results for three separate tests. Obviously, this scheme can be extended 

to more than three tests, and there do not appear to be essential barriers 

to perhaps twelve tests. 

Since the samples for each test are distributed radially, the problem 

with the reagents is to distribute them circumferentially. One way that 

this could be done is shown in Figure 7.6.4. Here we have shown a four- 

sample rotor.  The reagents are placed in three annular channels whose 

outer walls have been distorted so that radial motion of the fluid causes 

it to collect at four overflow vents spaced equally around the annulus. 

These vents are the entrance to Z-paths, which are essentially the same 

as those for the samples. These Z-paths would be equidistant from the 

axis with the Z-paths for the samples, but displaced tangentlally so that 

the two paths would not meet until the fluids were flowing Into the cuvettes 

on the second spin-up. On the first spin-up the reagent moves into its Z- 

path and is metered in the upper cup just as the sample is.  The overflow 

leads to a sump.  Just as with the samples, the amount of reagent originally 

placed in the annulus need not be measured exactly - there need be only an 

amount sufficient for four tests. 

When the rotor is stopped, the reagent flows down the diagonal of the 

Z into the lower cup. On the second spin-up the reagent Is mixed with the 

sample in the cuvette.  In the example we have given, there would be twelve 
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cuvettes, equally spaced In fours in three rings. The various radial 

channels we have described would run through the parts of the rotor be- 

tween the cuvettes. Multiple reagents can be added to any sample simply 

by providing more annular storage channels and additional Z-paths. 

Although the paths through the rotor present at first glance a machin- 

ist's nightmare, the problems are not so formidable. The rotor can be built 

up out of layers sandwiched between glass plates which form the top and bot- 

tom windows of the cuvettes, and the many hidden holes shown in Figure 7.6.3 

become accessible when the layers are separated. 

The number of samples per rotor needs some discussion. Since results 

are obtained so quickly, there is no need to wait until a large number of 

samples have been obtained to start testing.  In certain applications, such 

as an analyzer in a military dispensary, so few patients require lab tests 

that it is reasonable to contemplate a rotor with space for only two samples, 

one a sample to be tested, and the other a standard.  Rotors with space for 

larger numbers of samples, up to eight or ten and possibly more, are easy to 

imagine. There is no reason, of course, why every space needs to be filled; 

the consequence of running with empty spaces is simply wasted reagents.  It 

would probably be too expensive to equip every terminal with multiple rotors 

accepting different number of samples to be selected on the basis of the 

workload at the moment.  Instead we Imagine that some locations, such as 

dispensaries, would have two-sample rotors; others, such as medical wards, 

would have five-sample rotors; still others, such as the chemistry labora- 

tory, would have ten-sample rotors. However, If the workload at a station 

changed, there would be no significant problem in trading rotors. 

Anderson reports the possibility of using amounts of fluid for each 

test as small as a mlcrollter.  However, to achieve satisfactory results 

with these small amounts of reagents requires that all transfers occur in 

the strong centrifugal field.  Since the Z-paths w« have described require 

transfer under the comparatively weak gravitational field, when the rotor 

is stopped between the first and second spln-ups, it will not be possible 

to use such small amounts.  Under gravitational forces, viscosity and sur- 

face tension can both supply forces strong enough to hinder or stop the 

motion of small amounts of fluid.  For this reason, we imagine that the 

metered amounts should be on the order of 300 microliters. 
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The potential problem of transferring the liquids down the diagonal 

of the Z under gravitational forces suggests the possibility of a different 

transfer mode. If the Z-path were laid out In a nearly horizontal plane 

Instead of a vertical plane as we have described It, then the transfer could 

be effected by decelerating the rotor so rapidly that the deceleration forces 

exceeded the centrifugal forces enough tö drive the fluid centrlpetally along 

the diagonal of the Z.  Putting the Z so that Its plane sloped downward some- 

what, Instead of being exactly horizontal, would Insure that the fluid stayed 

In the lower cup If the rotor were brought to rest.  This same scheme can be 

used to empty the -uvettes following completion of a determination. 

Because the scheme outlined always transfers fluids under the high cen- 

trifugal or deceleration fields, there should be little problem with resid- 

ual fluid causing contamination of subsequent runs. However, this matter 

will require further Investigation.  If contamination Is a problem, then 

It Is possible to conceive schemes, probably under computer control, which 

flush water through the chambers along the same paths followed by samples 

and reagents. 

Filling the rotor to begin a run could be done as follows. As we have 

remarked, there Is no need to measure accurately the fluids put in; they 

need only be sufficient. The samples, all of which are initially placed 

near the axis of the rotor, could be simply small, open-mouthed tubes, shaped 

like test tubes, which would be placed in holes In the rotor and secured by 

a ring which would keep them in place as showr in Figure 7.6.3.  Filling the 

annul! with reagents could be done from overhead tanks connected by tubes to 

a spacing beam which would hold the tubes in position for the filling holes, 

as shown in Figure 7.6.5. 

For reading the results, it might be advantageous to stagger the cu- 

vettes by bending the fluid paths so that they are not precisely radial. 

In this way the cuvettes could be arranged so that only one was reading 

at a time. 

However, this scheme is likely to become impractical if there are many 

channels.  It therefore seems preferable to treat the output from each photo- 

tube as a separate channel and to rely on the electronics rather than the 

mechanics to separate signals. 
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The analog signal on each channel from the phototube is a series of 

pulses, generated as each cuvette passes by the lllunilnatlng source.  Fol- 

lowing amplification and filtering to remove high frequency noise, the analog 

signal would be digitized. Anderson reports that resolution to one part in 

1000 (10 bits) is satisfactory. The digital signal would be used to drive 

a sample-and-hold circuit which would detect peaks.  These values would 

then be stored in registers, one for each cuvette. Additional computational 

circuitry would allow continual revision of the average and standard devia- 

tion on the signals from a given cuvette over a number of revolutions of 

the rotor. 

We are inclined to think that these operations should be done with 

special-purpose digital circuitry which is part of each .fast analyzer. 

The contents of various registers could be displayed on request on a dig- 

ital readout at the analyzer.  The advantages of this procedure are sev- 

eral. An important one is reliability. We have been imagining that a 

ce.itral processor controls further manipulation of the measured quantities 

to provide output in a convenient format. Should the processor fail or the 

communication links fail, the circuitry we have described allows the operator 

to obtain results, although in a manual mode (which is somewhat less cumber- 

some than the present readout on an oscilloscope). 

Another advantage is that the registers not only accumulate results but 

act as buffers for transmission to the central processor. Having a buf- 

fer store is important if results are transmitted over voice-grade lines 

(band width of 3000 hertz), as we believe they should be. They are also 

important if the number of samples and number of tests is large.  For in- 

stance, if there were 12 tests on eight samples, 96 readings would be taken 

with each revolution of the rotor, which takes about 100 milliseconds; trans- 

mitting a reading of ten bits each millisecond cannot be done over voice-grade 

lines. However, the buffer registers allow data to be sent at any desired 

rate. 

The central processor would interpret the raw readings, apply corrections 

derived from the calibration samples, format the output, and transmit the re- 

sults back to the analyzer station. We imagine that results could be provided 

conveniently on a teletypewriter.  The electronic equipment for these purposes 

is shown in Figure 7.6.6. 
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7.6.8.  UTILIZATION OF FAST ANALYZERS 

If, as we have suggested, a really fast multichannel analyzer with a 

turn-around time of a minute or so can be built, then it becomes reasonable 

to expect a patient or a physician to wait for results. With such rapid 

response, the times to collect a sample, write out the request, transport 

it to the laboratory, record results, and transmit results back to the 

originator dominate the time to perform the test. As we have implied, 

very fast analyzers make sense only if the times to perform the other 

operations can be reduced, and this suggests chat there must be multiple 

terminals at which a sample can be analyzed. 

We believe that it is technically feasible to build a system with per- 

haps a dozen or so terminals, located at dispensaries, in clinics, and in 

wards.  If that is so, then there are two other important considerations. 

One is whether it would be possible to provide adequate training, discipline, 

and supervision for the dozen operators at a dozen locations. Obviously, ■ 

there is no categorical answer to this question; the answer depends 

upon how rugged and foolproof a machine can be dtvised. The other is whether 

the cost of such a system would be reasonable. 

For the sake of comparison, the GeMSAEC machines produced by Electro- 

Nucleonics sell for $11,675. They will do but one test on up to J6 samples 

on each run. The output is presented in analog form on an oscilloscope to 

be recorded manually.  Electro-Nucleonics also sells a computer for $14,700, 

to be connected to its single-channel fast analyzer, which computes concen- 

t«rations, corrects for calibration errors, and formats the output messages. 

In addition, because of the exacting measurements required for loading, a 

special device known as a Roto-loader, costing about $J000, is highly desir- 

able though not absolutely necessary. However, it is only with the Roto- 

loader that the three-minute loading time referred to above can be realized. 

Thus a single-channel fast analyzer with a computer would cost $29,375. 

Union Carbide's centrifugal colorimeter, which includes a small digital 

computer, is expected to sell for $21,500.  It can handle 30 samples and 

has but one channel. 

The rotor we have described is a good deal more complex than those in 

either Electro-Nucleonics' or Union Carbide's machines, and therefore might 

be presumed to cost more.  The digital circuitry we have described presumably 
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would cost about $10,000 on the basis of what these two companies charge, 

though a cursory analysis suggests it should be cheaper.  There is some 

reason to believe that, since fast analyzers are not yet widely used or 

widely known, the nrices are appropriate to experimental equipment and 

somewhat on the high side. We expect that an analyzer terminal of the 

kind we have described could be sold for $20,000. 

The central processor and its various peripherals, including tele- 

typewriters at each terminal, would cost between $100,000 and $150,000. 

These figures are based upon the costs of the Cllndata Systems sold and 

serviced by Berkeley Scientific Laboratories, Berkeley, California^»*'. 

Their systems were originally developed under contract with the National 

Institutes of Health, so the original software is in the public domain. 

This fact is mentioned not to suggest that the software is applicable 

(though conceivably some of it may be), but to point out that the price 

of their systems ($100,000 to $200,000) excludes the cost of original 

software development but Includes tailoring (typically three or four 

months) to a particular installation.  The conputers «•rhich BPL suppllc 

are either the PDP-12 or the LINC-8, both built by Digital Equipment 

Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts. 

Our rough estimates on the cost to develop a very fast multichannel 

analyzer (which, as we have seen, would be applicable to perhaps a third 

of the laboratory's workload) are $200,000 for hardware development and 

$130,000 for software development. 

If such a system were operating, then a physician could obtain results 

for either inpatients or outpatients almost Immediately.  It is well known, 

though we have no specific figures to support this view, that a number of 

repeat outpatient visits or extra days  in the hospital are occasioned only 

by the need to obtain laboratory results.  Trips from a dispensary to the 

hospital for laboratory tests typically use up half a day or more of an 

enlisted man's time. On the strength of these benefits, the possibilities 

of a very fast analyzer should be pursued further. 
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7.6.9.  COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN THE CLINICAL LABORATORY 

As we have discussed in Section 7.5., we remain skeptical of the 

current practicality of a hospital-wide (or base-wide, including dis- 

pensaries) medical information system.  In any event we believe that 

any medical information system must be constructed in a logically modular 

form if not in a physically modular form. With this in mind we propose 

to discuss a computer system for the clinical laboratory without regard 

to information from activities other than the laboratory and those who 

request and use its results. Since the problems in developing full- 

scale systems are formidable enough to be uncertain of when they will 

be successful, each element of what can become a full-scale medical 

information system should be justified on its own merits, at least 

for now. 

There are a large number of computer installations in clinical labora- 

tories throughout the country which are summarized in Reference 5.  Develop- 

ment is far along in the file maintenance programs of Berkeley Scientific, 

Spear, Inc., IBM, and Digital Equipment Corporation. Most of the laboratory 

computer systems cost between $100,000 and $200,000, including software, 

and comprise a medium-size computer (such as the PDP-12, the CDC 3200, or 

the IBM 360/40), teletypewriters, card readers, and interface equipment 

for automated test devices, such as those discussed in Section 7.6.2. 

Except for data obtained from the automated devices, all data are entered 

either from a card reader or a teletypewriter. The systems organize test 

requests (that is, specify the order in which samples are to be loaded), 

receive and verify results, make necessary conversions on raw measurements, 

and format and print the output. 

From available data we have no basis for cost-benefit analysis. Our 

examinations of justifications for existing installations before the facts 

have shown that personnel expected to be saved in fact were not.  For one 

thing, operations of the computer has proved to provide a bigger workload 

than anticipated, and for another the number of tests requested has gone 

up. We do not believe that computers can be justified on the basis of 

personnel saved, at least in the current state of the art. 
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On the other hand, there are undeniable benefits in the quality of 

results and in quality control. They arise from the ease with which addi- 

tional standards can be run, from the strict adherence to routine demanded 

by computer systems, and fron the fact that systems do not degrade from 

fatigue. 

For these reasons, in addition to the requirements of the rapid-turn- 

around fast analyzer described in Sections 7,6,7,  and 7.6.8., a computer 

system in the clinical laboratory appears desirable. 

With the exception of the fast analyzer terminals, there is no reason 

to enter requests from remote terminals because in any event the sample 

must be transported from the terminal, and it is better not to separate 

the request from the sample.  However, it is worthwhile'to print out 

results at remote terminals near the origin of the request (at nurses' 

stations, dispensaries, or clinics), and this can be done using tele- 

typewriters or alphanumeric CRT displays. We have discussed this matter 

in Section 7.5. 
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7.7.     OTHER CO^IPUTER APPLICATIONS 

7.7.1. INTRODUCTION 

In earlier sections In this volume we have discussed various non- 

accounting uses for computers In military hospitals. These have included 

applications In the pharmacy (Section 7.3), In the clinical laboratory 

(Section 7.6), and In a variety of areas where clinical data originate or 

are used (Section 7.5).  In this section we briefly describe and com- 

ment on a number of other applications of potential value to military 

hospitals. 

As with most computer applications to clinical practice, these 

developments are too new for their benefits to be proven or their costs 

clearly established. Most of them are promising enough so that the Depart- 

ment of Defense should investigate them further and, in some cases, consider 

participating in their development, as Indeed DOD already has in matters 

such as the Automated Military Outpatient System (AMOS) and the Modernization 

of Routine Physical Examinations (MORPE). 

7.7.2. HISTORY TAKING 

Computer systems and software for taking medical histories are 

available from several vendors. Some have a relatively rigid repertory 

of questions, conceptually comparable to a mechanization of the standard 

government form (No. 89). A very simple way of mechanizing such question- 

naires is to print each question in a form which can be answered yes or 

no on a computer card; punched for Identification of the question, one 

question to a card. Patients are asked to sort the cards into two groups, 

and those to which the patient answered "yes" are read by a card reader 

providing Input to a computer which formats a report of the responses. 

This method is used to obtain histories in the Kaiser multlphasic clinics. 

Other systems and software have a more complete set of questions 

and are designed for evolution and flexibility. These systems proceed 

through a branching set of questions, new questions depending on the 

response to previous questions, much as a physician proceeds in taking 

histories; for example, if the response is positive to a question about 

pain in the chest, the program will shift to questions about frequency, 

locale, and duration of the pain; otherwise the program proceeds to 
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questions about other ranters.  This kind of system Is typified by that 

offered by MtUltech, which uses a CRT «ilsplay for the questions and a 

keyboard for the patient's responses. After a brief explanation by an 

aide, the patient operates the console, although the aide remains avail- 

able to answer questions or provide further gufdance.  Many patients find 

the computer system a pleasant challenge, though some dislike its imper- 

sonality or its apparent complexity.  In Medltech's system the computer 

is off-site and t^me-shared among many users.  The report is provided on 

a printer, formatted as a narrative history and expressed in appropriate 

technical tenas.  (Such terms are avoided in the original questions answered 

by the patients.) 

Meditech has expended a great deal of effort in making its system 

easy to change and therefore easy to tailor to any user's special require- 

ments.  Inserting or deleting questions is technically simple, although 

this in no way alleviates the problem of conceiving the right questions. 

To develop or adapt a set of questions appropriate to each of the various 

medical specialties in military hospitals would require professional commit- 

ment from military doctors. 

Automated history-taking would hi  useful for several purposes: 

• As a substitute for a handwritten record such as form 89 

or a more detailed history which might be taken by a specialist 

at the time of a particular complaint; 

• As a convenient way to increase the comprehensiveness of 

histories without expending extra physician time; 

• As a way to obtain uniformly structured histories in a machine- 

retrievable form for analysis, summarization, or investigative 

purposes; and 

• As input to a system for computer-aided diagnosis (discussed 

in Section 7.7.3.). 

On the other hand, if viewed simply as a substitute for the manual version, 

automated history-taking offers only modest benefits (legibility, structure, 

and perhaps greater comprehensiveness) for the costs involved. 

Whether such programs will be acceptable to military physicians who 

are treating patients for serious ailments is problematical. Acceptance I 

of programs utilizing questions written by someone else is by no means 
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guaranteed.  The physicians must have faith that the questions are well 

conceived, complete, and sufficiently redundant so that they can trust 

the resulting reports. Meditech has faced this problem by allowing each 

user to make changes in the questions as he wishes. 

There Is some didactic value for physicians in computerized history 

taking.  Developing suitable programs forces developers to be explicit 

about plans, procedures, and purposes, and this has been one of the most 

important benefits of the computer revolution. One can learn much about 

history-taking from a well conceived program for history-taking. The 

development of these programs poses a significant challenge; DOD might 

consider this work — particularly for specialties of unusual importance 

to DOD, such as neuropsychiatric disorders — as professional stimulation 

for its physicians. 

On balance, however, we do not believe that there are adequate bene- 

fits from automated history-taking to warrant the expense. Nevertheless, 

as with all our negative conclusions, the Department of Defense should stay 

abreast of developments in this field and should review the conclusion 

from time to time. 

7.7.3.  COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS 

Numerous efforts are under way to develop programs for computer-aided 

diagnosis. Although they are all in the experimental stage, we know of 

one which is available coonercially through Mead-Johnson. This program 

is essentially a compilation of an enormous amount of data from the litera- 

ture in pediatric medicine. The system uses a CRT terminal connected to 

a remote time-shared computer and a book of codes. The physician enters 

codes for symptoms, observations and laboratory findings, and the system 

displays a list of all diagnoses compatible with the data entered as well 

as lists of additional data required for further discrimination. 

The developers carefully point out that the system loes not diagnose 

but only aids in diagnosis. What is lacking, of course, is any measure 

of the weight to be given to each of the input data and the weight to be 

given to each of the sources of diagnostic data embodied in the routines. 

On the other hand, because programs such as this may suggest unusual 

diagnoses which might otherwise be overlooked, they have some didactic 
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value «a well as clinical value. 

For Che most part, however, computer-aided diagnosis is still in 

its infancy, and it will be years before such programs are sufficiently 

developed to gain widespread use. As a professional challenge to its 

physicians, DOD may wish to consider engaging in some development in 

this area; but for the time being, computer-aided diagnosis does not 

have much to offer in military hospitals. 

7.7.4.  ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

Programs for computer analysis of electrocardiograms have been in 

use for some time, and further evolution can be expected.  Possibilities 

range from small hard-wired devices to moderately complex interpretive 

programs. There are two conceivable Justifications for automating EKG 

analysis: saving the time of the cardiologist, and saving the time of 

technicians or others who must transcribe findings. Neither of these bene- 

fits seems adequate for DOD to expend much effort in this direction. 

7.7.S. APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING 
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Computer systems to keep records of appointments (as opposed to 

generating schedules) are available from vendors such as Meditech. They 

do nothing more than keep track of blocks of time available from physicians 

in outpatient clinics or from the X-ray department. However, because 

computers can easily reorder dsta, they can also produce worksheets for 

service units, like X-ray, and reminder notices for inpatients (and, 

conceivably, if the mails or telephone were used, for outpatients). 

A computerized system offers no important benefits over a well- 

run clerical activity to arrange appointments, except that the system 

can be interrogated from any point where there is a display. Thus, for 

example, a nurse wishing to schedule ar. appointment in radiology for an 

inpatient can see what times are available without telephoning, and an 

operator can do the same thing for an outpatient. 

In our observation of outpatient scheduling in military hospitals, 

practices were uneven. Some appeared to be well run and efficient; some 

did not.  In this application a computer makes only a modest contribution 

I 



o efficiency.  By itself, a computerized scheduling system is hard to 

Jus Ifv.  However, as part of a hospital information system, it does 

seem worthwhile as a way to cut down on telephoring.  (Although we made 

no measurement of this, telephoning for information can be surprisingly 

wasteful of staff time, since it ties up both of the people involved.) 

7.7.6.  NURSE DUTY SCHEDULING 

A perennial problem In hospitals, including military hospitals, is 

the scheduling of duty periods for nurses, shift by shift, or day by day. 

Chief nurses in charge of scheduling must consider a variety of factors: 

• Current patient needs, 

• Nursing specialties, 

• Prior duty assignments, 

• Personnel conflicts, and 

• Personal constraints or preferences. 

On top of this, the chief nurse should avoid showing favoritism. 

It is possible to devise computer programs which take into account 

in a reasonable way all of the above factors. One such program is avail- 

able commercially from General Electrics's Medinet. There is no reason 

to suppose that a computer can do much better than a competent adminis- 

trative chief, but is does relieve her of some criticism. 

Such programs require as input a rating of each patient for the 

relative amount of care he requires, a list of available nurses, a specifi- 

cation of constraints on their availability, and a specification of their 

preference or requirements for assignment. The computer then generates 

a figure for each ward for the aggregate of patient care needs, and com- 

putes the ratio between this figure and the number of nurses available 

for the ward and normally assigned to it. Wards with high ratios are 

understaffed, so the program reassigns nurses from more heavily staffed 

wards and from lists of "floaters" to make the ratios for all wards equal. 

It then prints the assignments.  How far ahead such assignments can be 

projected depends upon how reliably the input data can be estimated. 

In our visits to military hospitals we heard many complaints about 

duty scheduling from the nurses, and occasionally from the chiefs of 

nursing.  There was no reason to believe that this was more than normal 
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grousing, but it was a recurring complaint. A computer can be accused 

of Ignorance but not of bias, and It might be a considerable help In 

making assignments that are perceived as equitable. 

Developing such a program or adapting an existing one would 

require only a modest effort, which we believe would be worthwhile. 
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